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NOTATIONS
In this thesis, we always discuss our questions in the framework of a probability 
space (fi, T , P ), although we do not always mention this specifically.
R k fc-dimensional Euclidean space
B c the complement of the set B
J (A)
{ f t }
natural cr-field [ T t]
the indicator function of the set B  
<7-fields
T t -  cr{Xa,s  <  f}
F t M f s the cr—field generated by a n d ^
f t  A  f a the maximum cr—field contained in and T a
0 parameter space
Gt (0)
Qt or Qn
Gt (0) = (dGr.i/de,)
an estimating function space in which every element 
G satisfies the conditions that EG  and EGG'  are 
nonsingular
limn^oo X n =  X , (P); or 
X n X , as n —► oo X n P —converges to X
11mn_»Qo X n — X (a.s.), or 
X n —> X , as n —► oo X n converges to X almost surely
diag (A) 
diag {A}  
tr(A)
X '
diagonal m atrix of A
the set of diagonal elements of A
the trace of the matrix A
the transpose of the vector or m atrix X
^max(^l) the maximum eigenvalue of A
^m i n  (A)
\\A\\
M ill
the minimum eigenvalue of A
||/i|| =  ((r(/L 4 '))1/2
||.4| U =  (Am« (-4 /t ') )1/2
M for a vector a, the Euclidean norm
p .d . po s it iv e  defin ite
i.i.d . in d e p e n d e n t  a n d  id en t ic a l ly  d i s t r ib u te d
N ( p , B ) th e  m u lt iv a r ia te  n o rm a l  d i s t r ib u t io n  w i th  m e a n  
v ec to r  /i an d  v a rian ce  m a t r ix  B
0 ( a n ) \ 0 ( a n ) 1 a n \ is b o u n d e d ,  as n  —► oo
o { a n ) |o (a n )| —► 0, as n  —> oo
A + th e  M o o re -P en ro se  g en e ra l iz ed  inverse  of A  
i.e. A A +A  =  A, A + A A + =  A + , A + A =  A A +
f = 9 th e  left side is d e f in i ted  by  th e  r ig h t  side
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C H A PT E R  1
IN T R O D U C TIO N  A N D  SUM M ARY
1 H istorica l R ev iew
The methods of “ Maximum Likelihood ” (ML) and “ Least Squares” (LS) are two 
central methods in the theory of inference. They have being developed and studied 
for a long time, and they still play an important role in statistics. However, as time 
goes on, more and more understanding of natural phenomena has been obtained and 
more diverse requirements have been introduced into statistical practice. Sometimes 
those phenomena and requirements cause some difficulties in the use of the ML and 
LS methods. Therefore statisticians have to look in detail into the advantages and 
weaknesses of each of the methods.
The ML method was introduced by Fisher in 1921. Let X  have density /(x ;0) 
for x € Rm, 0 € 0  C Rd\ let X \ , X 2 , . . .  , X n be random samples of X.  The joint 
density of the X,-’s, as a function of 0, is called the likelihood function:
n
xn;0) = Y [ f ( x x]0).
t=i
The maximum likelihood estimator(MLE) of 0 is defined to be a value 0n(xi, • • • , xn)
( if it exists) for which
Ln(xi) . . . ,  xnj 0n) = max Ln(x i,. . . ,  xn, 0).
Therefore, in order to construct a likelihood function it is usually necessary to as­
sume a probabilistic mechanism specifying, for a range of parameter values, the 
probabilities of all relevant samples that might possibly have been observed. Such 
a specification implies either knowledge of the mechanism by which the data were 
generated or substantial experience of similar data from previous experiments. Some 
of this knowledge is not easy to obtain and, in practice, statisticians frequently have 
difficulty with it. An inference method which is free from the full distribution of the 
observations is desirable. The LS method satisfies this requirement. The LS method
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is much more widely applicable than the ML method. The latter requires full distri­
butional specification while the former is usually applicable under assumptions on 
only the first two moments.
The LS method was introduced by Legendre in 1805 on more or less intuitive 
grounds. He also coined the term “ LS method”. The principle of least squares can be 
stated as follows: choose as the “ best-fitting line”, the u line” that minimizes the sum 
of squares of the deviations of the observed value from those predicted. Gauss(1809, 
1823) provided two statistical justifications to the LS method. (1) He related it to 
ML estimation and the normal model by showing that within the location family 
of distributions, the two methods LS and ML coincide uniquely for the normal 
family. This indicated that the acceptance of both LS and ML methods was in 
line with the acceptance of the normal model. (2) He showed that with conditions 
only on the first two moments of the distribution but otherwise irrespective of its 
distributional form, the LS estimate has the minimum variance within the class of 
“ linear unbiased estimates”. This is the well-known Gauss-Markov(GM) theorem. 
Indeed, concentrating on the smallest sum of squares of errors, the LS method is a 
powerful method for estimating parameters if the deviations of the observed value 
from those predicted satisfy some conditions such as independence, constant variance 
and so on. But when the error variance depends on the parameters, the LS method 
will lose some of its precision. Here is an example from Godambe and Kale(1991).
Consider independent random variates t/i, y2 , , . . yn such that
E(yi) =  a,(0) and var(yi) =  c<r2(0),
where {<*,(0)} and {tff(0)} are specified differentiable functions of 0 and c is an 
unknown positive constant not depending on 0. To estimate 0, the LS approach 
requires minimization of 2I(y, — a,(0))2/<7t2(0), leading to the LS estimating equation
9i +  B =  0,
where yj =  £ (y , — a t(0))(dai/d0)crt2(0) and B =  5Z(y* “  ai(9))2{d&i/d9)cri 3(0). We 
first note that whereas E(g{)  =  0, E(B)  =  £(d<7i /d0)a~l (0) =  £ ( dlogcTi/dO) is in
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general non-zero and thus + B is not an unbiased estimating function . Even 
for large samples, although g^/n converges in probability to zero this may not be 
the case for B / n , and in fact B/n  could diverge to ±oo depending on the nature 
of l/nYl(dlog<Ji/dO). Thus for large n, the solution of the equation g\ = 0, under 
some regularity conditions, will converge in probability to the true value whereas 
the solution of the LS estimating equation may not. We notice that g\ = 0 is just 
the weighted least squares estimating equation. That means that weighting may 
becomes necessary to remedy the disadvantage of the least squares method in some 
circumstances.
It is well known that, if the likelihood function has the exponential family form, 
maximum likelihood estimates of regression parameters can often be found using the 
method of weighted least squares. In the seventies and eighties, people understood 
the fact that the method of weighted least squares can be used to find maximum 
likelihood estimates even in some case where the likelihood function does not have 
the exponential family formfsee, Neiderand Wedderburn, 1972; Bradley, 1973; Wed- 
derburn, 1974; Jennrich and Moore, 1975 and Jprgensen, 1983). This led people to 
seek the application of the weighted least squares method to more general problems( 
e.g. McCullagh, 1983). Here is an example concering regression with constant coef­
ficient of variation. Suppose that the random variables Vi, • • •, Yn are uncorrelated, 
that E(Yi) = [it < oo, and that uar(Yj) =  <72/i2, so that the coefficient of variation, 
<7 , rather than the variance, is constant over all observations. Suppose further that 
inference is required for (0o,#i), where
log(/ i^) = #o + 0i(z»' x), i — 1,2, • • •, n,
and x\, • • • ,x n are known constants, x being their mean.
In this example, the regression is not linear; the covariance matrix of Y  is given
by
cov(Y) = (72V(m),
where V (•) is a matrix of known functions and a2 is known as the dispersion param­
eter; the model is specified entirely in terms of first and second moments of Y , which
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is called a semiparameter model or nonparametric model, so that it is not possible 
to write down the likelihood function. As we have said before, it is impossible to 
apply the ML method to it and it is not good to apply the LS method either, since 
the variation contains an unknown parameter. We require a method of estimation 
that is reliable under the second moment assumptions just described. This is one 
of the important reasons to motivate statisticians to establish the quasi-likelihood 
method.
2 The Quasi-likelihood Method
The term “quasi-likelihood ” was first proposed by Wedderburn(1974) for the esti­
mation of parameters in regression models. He observed that, from a computational 
point of view, the only assumptions on a generalized linear model necessary to actu­
ally fit the model was a specification of the mean (in terms of the regression param­
eters) and the relationship between the mean and the variance and not necessarily a 
fully specified likelihood. Therefore he replaced the assumptions on the probability 
distribution by defining a function based solely on the mean-variance relationship 
which had algebraic and frequency properties similar to those of log-likelihoods. For 
the arbitrary nonlinear regression,
Y  = p(6) + e,
where E Y -  n{0) and cov{ (Y  — /x(0))} = <raV. Under regularity conditions, a 
function Q is defined by the differential equations
g  = t/(O) = D 'V -‘(V -  M*))-
where D={dßi/d0j}  is a matrix and is a function of 9. It may be verified that
E{U(9)}  =  0,
E{-^(U(9) ) }  = - D ' V - ' D  
cov{ U(6)} = a2D ’V - ' D .
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So that, apart from the factor a2 above, U(9)  behaves like the derivative of a log- 
likelihood and is termed a quasi-score or quasi-score estimating function ( estimating 
functions being introduced below), while Q itself is called a quasi-(log)likelihood. 
This is an objective definition. It may be difficult to decide what distribution 
one’s observations follow, but the form of the mean-variance relationship is often 
much easier to postulate. This is what makes quasi-likelihood useful and why the 
quasi-likelihood method has received considerable attention from statisticians. Af­
ter Wedderburn(1974) put forward this new concept, McCullagh(1983), Firth( 1987), 
Neider and Pregibon(1987), Wiley(1987), Davidian and Carroll(1988), McCullagh 
and Nelder(1989) and others studied different aspects of properties of the quasi­
likelihood method based on Wedderburn’s interpretation. We notice that the quasi­
likelihood concept given by Wedderburn is more or less restricted to the weighted 
least squares method and the generalized linear model framework. When that quasi­
likelihood concept was applied to a model, it was always assumed that the errors in 
the model were independent or uncorrelated, the variances of the errors were spec­
ified functions of the mean together with a possibly unknown scalar multiplicative 
parameter, something like the model at the end of Section 1, and the quasi-score 
equation was always of the form D'V~1(Y  — /i(0)), where fi(0) =E Y .
While Wedderburn’s quasi-likelihood concept was investigated and applied by 
some statisticians, there were separate developments in the field of estimating func­
tions. For example, Godambe(1960), Godambe and Thompson(1974), Godambe(1976), 
Hutton and Nelson(1986) and Godambe and Heyde(1987) also defined and investi­
gated a quasi-likelihood concept. The complete and detailed definition of the quasi­
score estimating function under the view-point of estimating function was given in 
Godambe and Heyde(1987). In that paper a quasi-score estimating function is inter­
preted as an optimal estimating function in a given estimating function space under 
some criterion. The prime idea of the criterion is linked with the Gauss-Markov 
(GM) theorem, the Cramer-Rao inequality and the Fisher information( also see Go­
dambe and Kale (1991)). The detailed explanation will appear later in this section. 
Here we first state the definition of the quasi-score estimating function given by
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Godambe and Heyde( 1987).
Let { Y<, 0 < t < T)  be a sample in discrete or continuous time drawn from some 
process taking values in r-dimensional Euclidean space whose distribution depends 
on a parameter 9 taking value in an open subset 0  of p-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Suppose that the possible probability measures for {Y(} are V  = {Ve}, a union of 
parametric families each family being indexed by the same parameter 9 and that 
each Pq) is a complete probability space. Let (Tt,t > 0) denote a standard
filtration, T s Q Pt Q P  for s < £; Pq is augmented by sets of measure zero of T  and 
?t = p t+, where F t+ = f|,>t Pa-
Let fyj be a class of zero mean, square integrable estimating functions Gj  = 
Gj{{Xt , 0 < t < T},9) for which EGj{9) — 0 for each P$ 6 V  with index 6
and Qt be a subset of $7 in which every element Gj  is almost surely differentiable 
with respect to the components of 9 and for which EGt(9) = (EdGT<t{9)/d9j) and 
E(Gt {9)Gt'{9)) are nonsingular. The expectations are always with respect to Pq.
Following the above notation, Godambe and Heyde (1987) gave the following 
definition of the quasi-score estimating function .
Definition 1 Gj is the quasi-score estimating function in Qj C 'Lj, iff,
(EGt)-1(E(Gt)(GtY)((EGt )-1Y -  (EGj)-\E{Gj){Gj),){{EÖrr) - ^
is nonnegative-definite for all Gj  € Gt , 9 G 0  and Pq € V .
The root 9j  of the equation Gj(9) = 0 is called the quasi-likelihood estimator . 
The quasi-likelihood method is a procedure for (l)finding the quasi-score estimating 
function from the estimating function space ; (2) using the quasi-likelihood estimator 
as the estimator of the true parameter 9.
The properties of the quasi-score estimating function under this definition can 
be found from Godambe and Heyde(1987), Godambe and Thompson(1985, 1989), 
Heyde(1988, 1987, 1989a, 1989b), Heyde and R.Gay (1989), Heyde and Y.-X. Lin 
(1991, 1992), Hutton and P.I.Nelson (1986), Sprensen (1990) and this thesis.
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The research on the quasi-likelihood concept or quasi-likelihood method from 
the two different fields mentioned above was more or less unlinked until about 1985 
(see, Desmond (1989, 1991)). However, Godambe and Heyde’s definition and Wed- 
derburn’s approach overlap and complement each other.
Let us consider a generalized linear models Yt =  /z, + e,-, i — 1,2, • • • ,n  where 
Yx G Rm and e, 6 Rm, as discussed in McCullagh and Neider (1989). Suppose that 
the components of the response vector Y — (Yj, • • •, Yn) G Rmxn are independent 
with mean /z and the covariance matrix <r2V(/z), where a2 may be unknown and 
V(fi)  is a matrix of known functions. Let 6 is a parameter which relates to the 
dependence of /z on covariates x . This relation need not concern us for this moment, 
so we write /z(0), thereby absorbing the covariates into the regression function. Here 
<t2 is assumed constant and does not depend on 9.
Let T{ — <7{Vj, j  < z}. Then {e,} is a martingale difference sequence with respect 
to {Tx}. Godambe and Heyde(1987) gave an important formula for determining a 
quasi-score estimating function from an estimating function space Q C 7i = {G = 
where {m,} is a martingale difference sequence with respect to some cr- 
fields {/*,}, {a,} is a predictable process with respect to the same cr-fields {/",} and 
the elements in Q satisfy the conditions that EG and EGG' are nonsingular. They 
pointed out that, in that estimating function space Q, the quasi-score estimating 
function has the form
where u + ” denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. Therefore applying 
this formula here, we can easily obtain that the quasi-score estimating function in 
{£<*«€• |a t G fx- \ )  is
G* = ^ ( ^ ( e t|^ _ 1))'(T;(ete ; |/ ', .1))+et
- D ^ r ‘w-w),
where Vt = = E((Y{ — fi)(Yi -  /z)'). This is exactly the quasi-score estimating
function obtained from Wedderburn’s approach. From this example, we feel that,
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in some sense, using the view-point of estimating functions to define the quasi­
likelihood estimating function can make the concept of the quasi-score estimating 
function clear.
Furthermore, as we shall notice from the definition of Godambe and Heyde, the 
quasi-score estimating function should be associated with an estimating function 
space. When we say a quasi-score estimating function , we should remember that 
there is an estimating function space behind it, otherwise we shall misuse the quasi­
likelihood method. In fact the quasi-score estimating function which cames from 
Wedderburn’s approach is just an optimal estimating function in an estimating 
function space of the form {XI a,(y,—^ q)} where {a,} are nonrandom. Let us consider 
the model in the end of Section 1 again. There, the model just assumes that {y,} 
are uncorrelated. In this case, we usually can not assume that {y* — /q = y, — Eyi} 
is a martingale difference sequence. But anyway we can always find a sequence of 
cr-fields [Ei] such that
E(yx -  fit \Et) = E(yi -  /q) =  0.
Let Q be an estimating function space and Q — {G = Yli cq(y, — where a, are 
nonrandom; ((q15 • • • , a n)D)) and (oq, • • • , a n)V(oq, • • •, a n)' are nonsingular. Let
G* -  D 'V ~ l{Y  -  mW )
=  £ < * ? ( ! / • - / *  j).
Then G* €. Q C W. For any G € H denoted by
G = P ( y  -  M0)) = 2 > ,(y ,  -  M.),
where P  = (a;, • • •, a„), we have
EGG” = E P ( Y  -  n(0))(Y -  i i{9)) 'V- 'D
= a2P V V ~ ' D  
= o2P D
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and
EG = E-?-e (P (Y  -  n(6)))
=  - P D .
Applying Theorem 2 in Section 3 of Chapter 7, G*, the quasi-score estimating func­
tion under Wedderburn’s approach, is also a quasi-score estimating function in Q 
under Godambe and Heyde’s approach. Thus from this point of view, using Go- 
dambe’s idea to define the quasi-score estimating function will have wider application 
than that defined by Wedderburn’s idea, because we can consider the question of 
varied estimating function spaces. The obvious examples to which we can apply 
the quasi-likelihood method are (i) the generalized linear models in which the com­
ponents of the response vector Y  are dependent, (ii) stochastic processes ( see e.g. 
Hutton and Nelson(1986), Godambe and Heyde(1987) and S0rensen(199O)), if we 
use the Godambe and Heyde’s definition and (iii) the may be just a conditional 
expectation.
From now on we focus our attention on Godambe and Heyde’s definition of 
the quasi-score estimating function . This does not mean that the Wedderburn’s 
definition is not important; it just represents a different view-point.
The main idea of the quasi-likelihood method is to choose an estimating func­
tion from an estimating function space Q. Under Godambe and Heyde’s defini­
tion  1987), the criterion for choice is that an estimating function G* in Q is optimal 
iff (EGj)~lE(GjGj ' ) ( (EGj)~l y is the minimum element in the partial order “ > ” 
of nonnegative definite matrices(if A and B  are symmetric matrices, A > B iff 
A — B  is nonnegative definite). The following example will well explain the idea of 
Godambe and Heyde using the above criterion to define the quasi-score estimating 
function .
Suppose that {Yt,t = 1 ,2 ,...,T }  are independent random variables and that 
the likelihood function is
L = \ [ fT (Y t-,0).
t=  1
The score function( derivative of the log of the likelihood with respect to the param-
9
eter), which depends on a scalar parameter 6 in this case, is a sum of independent 
random variables with zero means,
U dlogL
~ d T
£ dlogft(Yt
t = 1 de
and when H = bt(9)(Yt — a t(0)) we have
E(UH)  = £  6t(B)E(dl09f^ t;e)(Yt -  «,(*))).
If the ft s are such that integration and differentiation can be interchanged
dlogft(Yt-9) d .
E(------- go------- r , )  “  TbEY‘ ~ a,{9)’
the dot denoting derivative, so that
E(UH) = ' £ b t(8)Qt(9).
f=l
Also, using corr to denote the correlation,
corr2(U,H) = (E(UH))2/((EU2)(EH2))
= l / ( (EU2)(varH’)),
where H a = H/E(H),  which is maximized if varH3 is minimized. Following the idea 
of Godambe and Heyde, the choice of an optimal estimating Hm € H is given as an 
element of 7i which has maximum squared correlation with the generally unknown 
score function U.
Next, for the score function U and H 6 H we have that
E{Ha -  U3)2 = varH3 + varU3 -  2E{H9U9) 
= (EU2)- ' (EU2varH’ -  1)
because of
U3 = U/EÜ = - U/EU2
and
EH ’U’ = - E ( H ‘U)/EU2 = 1 /EU2,
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if differentiation and integration can be interchanged. Therefore we get
(E(H))-'(EH2)(E(H))-' = varH* > (EU2)~l = (EÜY'(EU2){EÜ)-X
which is the Cramer-Rao inequality. In this case, following the definition of Go- 
dambe and Heyde, the score function is the optimum estimating functions in H =
(Ö L i bt($)(¥, - a,(9))} if U e H .
Moreover we can also obtain the fact that if the likelihood function has the 
exponential family form, then the quasi-score estimating function in a suitable es­
timating function space will coincide with the score function. Let us consider an 
example. The Brownian motions with drift provide a particular example of a family 
of solutions of stochastic differential equations of the form
dXt = 9a{t, Xt)dt + b(t, Xt)dWt, X0 = x0.
Here W is a Wiener process, a and 6 > 0 are Borel functions which satisfy some 
suitable conditions, and 9 £ 0  where 0  is an appropriate subset of R. We suppose 
that the equation has an unique strong solution for every 6 E 0.
Applying the result in Godambe and Heyde(1987) or Hutton and Nelson(1986), 
the quasi-score estimating function in an estimating function space Q C % = 
{Jo fa(0,Xa)dWsI f s(9,Xa) £ T s-  and { f 3} is the cr-field associated with the Wiener 
process W]  is
Gmt = f  a{s,Xa)b-\s,Xa)b{s,Xa)dWa 
Jo
= f  a(s,Xa)b-2{s,Xa)dXa- e f  a \ s , X a)b-\s,Xa)ds.
Jo Jo
But from Liptser and Shiryaev(1977) or Küchler and S0rensen(1989), the likelihood 
function for this process, whose distribution belongs to an exponential family, is
Lt(6) = exp[e J ‘a(s,X,)b-2(s,X,)dX,  -  1/202 J ‘a2(s,X,)b-2(s,X,)ds]
i.e., the score function is a constant multiple of
[* a{s,X3)b-2{s,Xa)dX5 -  9 [' a2{s,Xa)b-2{s ,Xa)ds,
Jo Jo
which is as same as the quasi-score estimating function .
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From this example we conclude that, in some circumstances and for a suitable 
choice of estimating function space, the quasi-score estimating function in that es­
timating function space would just be the score function. This fact can also be 
confirmed after we state the relation between the quasi-score estimating function 
and the score function.
We can also get the relation between the quasi-likelihood estimators and the 
least squares estimators. In any regression model, if the variances of the errors are 
constants, then, after determining a suitable estimating function space, it is easy 
to check that the quasi-likelihood estimators are the least squares estimators(see 
Wedderburn(1974), McCullagh (1983)). Thus the quasi-likelihood method has a 
very close relationship with the ML and LS methods. But from the definition of 
the quasi-score estimating function we should notice that the quasi-score estimating 
function is strongly dependent on the estimating function space we have chosen.
We know that, for a given estimating function space Qj, if the score function 
Uj  belongs to Qj, then the quasi-score estimating function Gj  in Qj  satisfies Gj  = 
a j Uj  for some p x p matrix a j  which only depends on 0 and T and
(EGj)'(E(G-T)(G'T) r \ E G - T)
is the Fisher Information matrix since E(Gj )(Gj )' = OLjEUTUjCtj = — EGj Ol'j . If 
the score function Uj  does not belong to Qj and the parameters appear in the score 
function Uj,  Godambe and Thompson (1985) showed that G* is a quasi-score esti­
mating function in Qj  iff > f°r some a j  depending on 0 and T, E{oljUt —Gj )'{oijUt — 
Gj ) < E( a j  — G j y (a j  — Gj)  for all Gj  € Gt - The above statements tell us the 
relations between the quasi-score estimating function and the score function and 
in particular that the quasi-score estimating function is a best estimating function 
among the estimating function space since it has the minimum dispersion distance 
from the generally unknown score function.
In the above we have explained the relations between the quasi-likelihood , ML 
and LS methods, and also between the quasi-score estimating function and the score 
function. Now we consider some applications of the quasi-likelihood method. Vari-
12
ous examples can be found in Hutton and Nelson( 1986), S0rensen( 1990), Desmond( 
1991), Heyde and Lin( 1992), Liang and Zeger( 1986), Prentice( 1988), Morton( 
1989), Liang( 1990), McCullagh and Nelder( 1989), the references therein and this 
thesis. Since the quasi-likelihood method is not likelihood based and it avoids some 
strong restrictions on the error part of the regression equation, i.e. the independence 
of the errors and knowledge of the distribution of the errors, it provides a way of 
straightforwardly solving some complicated problems of the generalized linear model 
and the analysis of variance model. Here we give two examples which are very close 
to the generalized linear model. We choose these examples to show how to use the 
view-point of Godambe and Heyde. This idea is very important because it provides 
a simple way to find the quasi-score estimating function for many complex models.
First let us consider a model for longitudinal data, in which repeat measure- 
ments made on the same subject are usually positive^correlated. Suppose that 
Yn =  (j/i, 2/21 • • •, Vn) consists of independent vector random variables, and that 
yx =  (y»,i, * • • ,yi,k)' are sequences of dependent random variables. Let Eeyt =  /q(0)> 
covo{yi) =  cr2Vx(0) and the cr-field = cr{yj,j  < f}. Now consider an estimating 
function space Q = { — /q(0))I Qt € Fi - 1 }- Since {yt} are independent, 
{yt — m(0)}  is a martingale difference sequence with respect to {/*,}. Following 
the result in Godambe and Heyde(1987), the quasi-score estimating function in the 
estimating function space is
Gn = E  -  WW)I*-1 -  «(fl))'|*-i)+(w -  «(*))
This is the generalized estimating equation given by Liang and Zeger(1986) for 
modeling longitudinal data(also see Desmond(1991)). If the nuisance correlation 
parameters are known, then we can get the estimators of the parameters from the 
quasi-score equation G* =  0 and discuss the statistical properties of the quasi­
likelihood estimator 0. But in practice the nuisance correlation parameters are 
usually unknown. For this case, Liang and Zeger(1986) provided an asymptotic 
method based on the quasi-score estimating equation. They provided an iterative
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procedure and got a sequence of estimators, denoted by ßG(k), which is consistent 
under some conditions.
From the above discussion, we can see that it is possible to apply the quasi­
likelihood method to more complex models than the above one, for example, where 
{l/t ~ ^«($)} is a martingale difference sequence with respect to some cr-fields {J~x} 
and not just independent random variable.
It is well known that there is a relation between regression models and ANOVA 
models and some ANOVA question can be solved through the regression method. 
Since it is developed from solving generalized linear model problems, the quasi­
likelihood method should provide us with a way to deal with some complex questions 
concerning ANOVA models. Let us consider a model given by Morton(1987). We 
demonstrate the ideas by considering just three nested strata labelled 2, 1, 0 with 
respective subscripts, 0 < i < / ,  0 < j  < 7, 0 <  k < K  having arbitrary ranges. 
Stratum 0, the bottom stratum, has scaled Poisson errors; stratum 1 introduces 
errors ZtJ and the top stratum 2 has further errors Zt. Conditioning on the Z ’s 
gives the model in stratum 0 for the data Y:
E(Yijk\ZijZi) = fiijkZijZi,
V a r ( Y i j k \ Z i j Z { )  =  <pfiXJk Z t ]Z t ,
where (f> is an unknown scale parameter. We assume further that the Y 's are condi­
tionally uncorrelated and that the Z’s are mutually independent with
E(Z,j) = 1, E(Zi) = 1, Var(Zii)=<rl  Var(Z,) = a\.
Thus the marginal expectation of Y tJk is Morton has also derived the covariance 
matrix V for the data vector Y — {Yijk}. Define ipi = cr\(cr\ -f l)/(p and ^ 2  = o\IP- 
Then the elements of V are
var(Yijk) = + (ip\ + fa
C Ov (Y i j k ,  Y i j n )  = (f)(lp 1 T Hi jkHi jni  ^
COv(Yijk, Yimn) — 0V^2/^ tmn (j  7^
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COv(Ytjk, Ylmn) =  0, (i ^ /).
The same argument as mentioned before gives
G- = (^)'v -'(Y -  n)
as a quasi-score estimating function in the estimating function space
where { a ,}  are nonrandom matrices, (Yx — n t) is the data vector {Yxjk — fiijk} 
written in lexicographic order,
and
/  dßi \
( a M • • • , a / )
d u i
\  W /
(a M • • • »
Ei(z«iW-*))(£<«&- » m
= (aq,-*-, a/)V(aM - , a/)'
are nonsingular, where V is the covariance matrix for {Yi,jt}. Since cov(Yijk, V/mn) =  
0, (i 7^  /), we have
From the quasi-score equation G* =  0, we can get an estimator of the parameters if 
{ V{ } are known or after { VJ are first estimated by other methods.
In Morton’s paper, he supposed that fiijk =  exp( X\ jkB), where X xjk is a vector 
of regressors. Under these assumptions, there are no nuisance parameters in {U,} 
except for <j>. If in a practical situation, we can first use other methods to estimate 
<£, then we can solve to find the quasi-likelihood estimator from the quasi-score 
equation
g- =  E ( ^ Y vr(0)(Y, -  m m  = o.
t
Sometimes we can also use the combination of quasi-score estimating functions 
to establish a quasi-score equation. As we will discuss in Chapter 3 in this thesis,
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some quasi-score estimating functions do not provide enough information about the 
unknown parameter. Therefore we sometimes need to combine several quasi-score 
estimating functions to get a new quasi-score estimating function . This method 
was given by Heyde in 1987. The above example of Morton provides a good illus­
tration for the combination method. In Morton s paper, he introduced the following 
notations:
Yij-  ~  W ij k Y j j k i  ß i j- =  }  1 ^ i j k ß i i k i
k k
r ijk —  Y{jk — { ^ i j k /
W i j  1/(1 T j.)i Y x.. ^  ^u i i j Y i j .  ^ ] W j j f i j j . ,
J J
r ij — Yxj.  —  (fj-i j . /fi{. .)Yi. .
and
r, — Y{..
Following those notations, we can construct three mutually orthogonal estimating 
function spaces
f t  =
f t  =  B iR n)
and
f t  = { £ < > ; } ,
where {A ,} and {/?,} are nonrandom matrices, {C,} are nonrandom coefficients, 
R iti = ( r jn , . .. ,r,jK-)', i?2,» = ( r , i , . .. ,r,j ) '  and the elements {G } in those estimat­
ing function spaces all satisfy the conditions that EGG' and EG are nonsingular. 
Then three orthogonal quasi-score estimating functions can be obtained from those 
estimating function spaces respectively and , after combining them, we achieve a 
quasi-score estimating function
f* ijifc  d ^ i j k  f i j  d f i { j .  T{ df i i . .
i jk V i jk  dO Y / q ; ( l  +  H i j . )  8 0  4 - M l + t e " )  d o
which is the quasi-score estimating function Morton used in his paper to obtain the 
quasi-likelihood estimators. Morton’s derivation was quite different.
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Sometimes the quasi-score equations may contain nuisance parameters, e.g. the 
longitudinal data example and an example in Lloyd-Smith(1990), or sometimes the 
forms of the quasi-score equations are complex, for example nonlinear with respect 
to the parameters. In those cases, it is may be very difficult to get the quasi-score 
estimators from the quasi-score estimating equations. This problem is also met with 
the ML and LS methods. For the quasi-likelihood method, there are several ways to 
obtain the quasi-likelihood estimators from a quasi-score estimating equation. This 
is just a question of finding the root of a (random) equation. Since many equa­
tions have no analytic solution, numerical methods become the usual way to obtain 
the quasi-likelihood estimators from quasi-score estimating equation. Many statis­
ticians have used iterative methods, stochastic approximation and others numerical 
techniquesfsee Szablowski(1988), Osborne(1992)). The close relationship between 
the quasi-likelihood method, nonlinear regression and generalized linear regression 
means that it is possible to borrow Fisher’s method of scoring, Newton’s method 
and other related methods( see Seber and Wild( 1989), Bates and Watts(1988)), 
which are used for nonlinear regression and generalized linear regression, for the 
quasi-likelihood method. If the quasi-score equation contains only one parameter, 
it will sometimes be easy to get the quasi-likelihood estimator from the estimating 
equation. Otherwise, the procedure to get the quasi-likelihood estimators is always 
complex. The usual steps for a numerical method is to obtain a sequence of asymp­
totic roots of the equations, denoted by {0n}. Among the technical and theoretical 
problems met by a numerical method are how to find the conditions under which 
{0n} converges and how to make the convergence fast.
Sometimes, when the quasi-score equations contain nuisance parameters, the 
asymptotic quasi-likelihood method is a useful method to obtain quasi-likelihood 
estimators(see, Heyde and Gay(1989), Lloyd-Smith(1990) and Chapter 5 in this 
thesis). Anyway, although there may be a problem to obtain quasi-likelihood esti­
mators in some cases, the quasi-likelihood method can at least indicate the optimal 
estimating function in a given estimating function space. It is important for a statis­
tician to have this choice.
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Asymptotic inference for stochastic processes is an important subject. Many 
papers in this field can be found from Basawa and Prakasa Rao(1980), Basawa and 
Scott(1983) and the reference therein. However, much of this work is likelihood- 
based and it is possible to remove those assumptions based on likelihoods in some
fr
cases. As Basawa(1991) has mentioned, the quasi-likelihood method is available 
for this purpose. Although the criterion for a quasi-score estimating function does 
not rely on asymptotic properties and the quasi-likelihood method is used for finite 
samples, increasing the sample size provides a sequence of quasi-likelihood estima­
tors. In most applications of the quasi-likelihood method it turns out that these 
estimators indeed exhibit good sampling properties asymptotically. Chapters 3 and 
4 in this thesis discuss this question.
3 Sum m ary o f thesis
As we have mentioned before, in a certain sense the quasi-score estimating function 
has minimum dispersion distance from the generally unknown score function and, 
associated with an estimating function space, the quasi-score estimating function 
is a best estimating function in that estimating function space in the above sense. 
There is also another judgement in favour of the quasi-score estimating function as 
a best estimating function in the associated estimating function space. Correspond­
ing to the concepts of sufficiency and ancillary in classical statistics, McLeish and 
Small(1988) introduced the concepts of E-sufhcient, locally E-sufficient, E-ancillary 
and locally E-ancillary and they showed that the best way, in a certain sense, to 
choose an estimating function from an estimating function space for inference is to 
choose an estimating function which is E-sufficient or locally E-sufficient. In Chapter 
2, we explore the relationships between the quasi-score estimating function and E- 
sufficient or locally E-sufficient estimating functions and point out that, under mild 
regularity conditions, the quasi-score estimating function is locally E-sufficient. Sev­
eral sufficient conditions for the regularity conditions are given and some examples 
of quasi-score estimating functions which are E-sufficient or locally E-sufficient are
18rXIm \S  ^ A iH q /*  *wA
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presented.
The consistency of quasi-likelihood estimators is discussed in Chapter 3. It is 
obvious that the consistency of the quasi-likelihood estimators depends strongly on 
how much information we can get from the data or the process. In process inference 
problems, the usual way to establish an estimating function space associated with 
the inference problem we consider is to choose a martingale from the semimartingale 
representation of the given process. As we point out in Chapter 3, sometimes the 
quasi-likelihood estimators may not be consistent if the martingale from the given 
process does not contain information about the parameters which is unbounded as 
the sample size increases. How can we get more information from a given process 
or sample and when do the martingales contain all the information we can get from 
the sample? Those questions are discussed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, we also give 
several sufficient conditions for the consistency of the quasi-likelihood estimators. 
The discussions are based on two different approaches; one concerns the integral 
surface case and the other the asymptotic linear case.
Score estimating functions can always provide smaller asymptotic confidence 
zones for the true parameters than other estimating functions . We are concerned 
with the question of whether the quasi-score estimating function can maintain this 
property in the associated estimating function space. This subject is discussed in 
Chapter 4 where a natural generalization of the classical result for the score function 
is provided. Several examples will be given in Chapter 6 to support this result.
Sometimes it is not easy to get a quasi-likelihood estimator from a quasi-score 
equation, especially when the quasi-score estimating function contains nuisance pa­
rameters. In this case, we need a new estimating function to replace the quasi-score 
estimating function . Heyde and Gay(1989) introduced a new concept of asymp­
totic quasi-likelihood estimating functions to solve the problem in the large sample 
case. However their definition is not satisfactory in that it will not always provide 
minimum size asymptotic confidence zones for the true parameter. Therefore, in 
Chapter 5 a new definition of asymptotic quasi-score estimating function is given. 
Also, the ^concept “ asymptotic locally E-sufficient ” is introduced and the relation-
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ships between asymptotic quasi-score estimating functions and asymptotic locally 
E-sufficient estimating functions discussed.
Consider a model
x ,  =  Ft(0) + Mt(0), t e r
where T  is an index set which may not be discrete. In the model, Ft(6) usually 
serves as a prediction function, or fitted function, which contains parameters and 
previous information( if considering the inference of processes); Mt{0) usually serves 
as prediction error or measurement error and , therefore, we call {Mt(0)} the error 
part of the model. If {Mt} is a quite general process, for example, {Mt} is not 
a independent incre^ment process and time is not discrete time, it is impossible 
to use the least squares or weighted least squares method to fit the above model. 
However, if M  is a martingale and the quadratic variation process {< M  > J  of 
{Mt} is known, then the quasi-likelihood method enables us to fit the model. Thus, 
we can say that the quasi-likelihood method makes a very important contribution 
to the theory of inference. But if M is a semimartingale process, can we apply the 
quasi-likelihood method framework to this case? Furthermore, a key step to the use 
of the quasi-likelihood method is to write down the quasi-score estimating function 
from a given estimating function space. So, given an estimating function space, 
how can we write down the quasi-score estimating function in the space and what 
is the formula for the quasi-score estimating function ? All of the above questions 
are discussed in Chapter 7. For the sake of completeness we also provide several 
strong law of large numbers theorems in Chapter 8, which usually can be used as to 
establish the strong consistency of quasi-likelihood estimators in various contexts.
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CHAPTER 2
THE RELATIONS BETWEEN 
QUASI-SCORE ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS
AND
LOCALLY E-SUFFICIENT ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS 
1 In trod u ction
This chapter is concerned with the relations between quasi-score estimating functions 
and locally E-sufficient estimating functions. As we have mentioned in Chapter 1, 
Godambe and Thompson(1985) indicated that, under minor regularity conditions, 
for a given estimating function space the quasi-score estimating function in $ 
is an estimating function which has a minimum distance from the score function 
compared with other estimating functions in From this point of view, the quasi­
score estimating function is an optimum estimating function to choose from 'P. Here 
we shall discuss the same question from a different point of view.
In classical statistics, there is an important criterion for choosing statistics for 
parameter inference, which is the concept of “sufficiency” or the dual concept of 
“ ancillarity”. A sufficient statistic is a statistic such that the conditional distribu­
tion of the original observations given that statistic does not depend on any unknown 
constants. The concept of sufficiency was first defined in Fisher(1922). Fisher (1925) 
said that the sufficient statistic “ is equivalent, for all subsequent purpose of esti­
mation, to the original data from which it was derived.” Therefore, good estimators 
should depend on the original observations only through a sufficient statistic. Later 
this principle was extended to say that any inference ( estimators, tests, confidence 
intervals, etc.) should be based only on the sufficient statistic. This is often called 
the sufficiency principle and is accepted by most statisticians. An ancillary statistic 
is one whose distribution is insensitive to change in the parameter and under some 
conditions the complete sufficient statistics form the orthogonal complement to the
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space of ancillary statistics(see McLeish and Small(1988) ppl5-16). McLeish and
Small(1988) pointed out that, in the theory of estimating function or, as they called
it, the theory of inference functions, changes in parameters are first evident through
changes in the expectation of the estimating functions . From this perspective, the
classical concepts “ ancillar/y ” and “ sufficiency ” motivated McLeish and Small
* \k
to put forward new concepts of E-sufficiency, E-ancillajy, local E-sufhciency and 
local E-ancilla^y for estimating function . Following their definitions which will be 
given later, the E-ancillary estimating function ip(0(P)) is an estimating function 
such that EqiP(0(P)) = 0 for all Q in V\ the locally E-ancillary estimating func­
tion 0(0(P)) is an estimating function such that Ep^(0(Po)) = o(6(P) — 9(P0)), as 
0(P) —► 0(Po). Therefore in a certain sense, an E-ancillary estimating function or a 
locally E-ancillary estimating function is insensitive to change in the parameters. By 
extending the classical concepts, we say that an estimating function which belongs
---- ---------------------- -fcs
to the (orthogonaL-set/of E-ancillary or locally E-ancillary estimating functions is 
“ sensitive” to the parameters. From this point of view, McLeish and Small argued 
that, in the theory of estimating functions , for the choice of an optimum estimating 
function from an estimating function space, it is better to choose one from the E- 
sufficient estimating function subset or the locally E-sufficient estimating function 
subset of ^  if this is possible, because the estimating functions in those subsets are 
“ sensitive” to parameters in the above sense. Therefore, discussing the relations 
between quasi-score estimating functions and E-sufficient estimating functions is an 
important subject. The discussion can show us whether the quasi-score estimat­
ing function is a good estimating function in McLeish and Small’s framework and 
provide us with an easy way to write down the E-sufficient estimating function or 
the locally E-sufficient estimating function if the quasi-score estimating function is 
E-sufficient or locally E-sufficient.
In some particular examples, McLeish and Small(1988) showed that the E- 
sufficient estimating function and locally E-sufficient estimating function are also 
quasi-score estimating functions . However, they did not touch the questions of why 
these two different concepts of estimating function coincide in these examples and
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when they have this property. Here we shall discuss this subject in detail.
We shall show that whether a quasi-score estimating function is locally E-sufficient 
depends strongly on what kind of estimating function space we choose. We shall also 
show that, under regularity conditions and some additional conditions, the quasi­
score estimating function can be locally E-sufficient. Several examples will be given 
to explain this fact.
2 D efin ition s and n otations
Let A' be a sample space and V  be a class of probability measures P on A. For 
each P, we denote by vp the vector space of vector valued functions /  defined on 
the sample space X  such that P p ||/ ||2 < oo, where
( , , * \  
/i(*)
\  /»(*) /
/'(*)/(*)■
If /  and g belong to up, the inner product on vp is defined by
< f .9  > p =  EPU ,{x)g(x)).
Let 9 be a real valued function on the class of probability measures V  and denote 
by O = {9(P), P £ V} C P71 the parameter space. Notice that 9 need not be a one 
to one function. If it is , we call the model a one-parameter model.
Now we consider a space 'P in which every estimating function x) = ip(9) is 
a mapping from the parameter space and the sample space into BP. Each element 
of ^  is unbiased and square integrable, i.e.
Ep MO(P))] =
and
\m 2e(P) = epW{9{p ) ) m p ))] < oo, (i)
for all P and 9 = 0(P). The space is chosen to have constant covariant structure 
so that the inner product Ep[ip'(9(P))<f)(9(P))] depends on P only through 9(P),
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where xp,<f> € 'J. As usual, we also require that $ be weak square closed, i.e. is 
closed in the topology induced by the norm (1) and $ is a Hilbert space.
Definition 1 I f  an unbiased estimating function ( f )(9) is a weak square limit o f func­
tions { ( f ) }  € $ which satisfy
E p \ m )  = o { \ 0 ( P )  -  0|], a s $ ( P ) - * 0 ,  (2)
we say that ( f ) (0 )  is locally E-ancillary.
If differentiation and integration can be exchanged, (2) becomes
E0(— 1)nxn = 0.eyd 0 j ,nxn
Therefore, under suitable regularity conditions, Definition 1 can be replaced by 
Definition 2.
Definition 2 I f  a n  unbiased estimating function ( f ) (0)  is a weak square limit o f func­
tions { ( f ) }  € Vt which satisfy
£*(§ |)»*n  = 0,
we say that (f)(0) is locally E-ancillary.
We denote the subset of locally E-ancillary estimating functions by A i oc-
x-¥r
Definition 3 The subset Sioc Is said to be complete locally E-sufficientJ, f o r ^  6 Sioc,
E  6 ( ^ ( 0 )  ( f ) ( 0 ) ' )  = 0T
for all P , 0 = 0(P) and (f) E A ioc
Following the definition, <S/0C = A foc. From the assumptions on we have
^  —  Sloe ©  Aloe
(see Berberian(1961)).
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Definition 4 A subset L is said to be locally E-sufficient if 0 € ^ such that 
< 0,0 >e= 0 for all 0 6 L and 9 6 0  is locally E-ancillary.
In the following, let {Xt,0 < t < T] be a process whose distribution depends on 
a parameter 9 taking values in a subset 0  6 Rn and 'L is a Hilbert space of unbiased 
functions. Assume that any pair elements of $ has constant covariant structure and 
$ satisfies the usual regularity conditions. Therefore we use Definition 2 to define 
the concept of local E-ancillarity.
Let Qi be a subset of $ of estimating functions G which satisfy the conditions 
that EG(9) = E(rß*-)nxn and EG(9)G\9) are nonsingular. In the following, without 
further explanation, the w • ” will denote differentiation with respect to 9.
If Pq is absolutely continuous with respect to some <7-finite measure A and has 
density p(0), we denote the score function by U(9) = p~1{9)p(9) if it exists and in 
this case we also suppose that U is differentiable with respect to 9.
Definition 5 Gm is a quasi-score estimating function in Q\ if
(.E G ) - \ E G G ') ( ( E G -  (EG’)-'{E G mGm')((EGm)-1)'
is nonnegative-definite, for all G € Q\ and 0 6 0 .
If the score function exists and it is a function of the parameter, there are two 
other equivalent definitions (see, Godambe and Heyde(1987)).
Definition 6 G* is a quasi-score estimating function in Q\ if
E((aU -  G*)G') = E(G(aU -  G*)') = 0, 
for all G e ^ i and 9 € 0 , where a is a fixed matrix depending on 9.
Definition 7 G*  is a quasi-score estimating function in Q\ if
E(aU -  G)(aU -  G)' -  E(aU -  Gm){aU -  GT)'
is nonnegative-definite for all G 6 Gi 0 6 0 , where a is a fixed matrix depending
on 9.
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If Q\ is a convex set, we also have the following theorem ( Heyde(1988)).
Theorem 1 Suppose that Q\ is a convex set. Then, Gm € Q\ is a quasi-score esti­
mating function in Q\ iff
(EG )-'(EG G m‘) = (EGm)-'(E G mGm')
for all G € Q\.
3 R esu lts
Since $ = Sioc © Aioc, we first investigate the circumstances under which the quasi­
score estimating function is in Sioc or Aioc. Denote by Gm the quasi-score estimating 
function in Q\ and write G — 0 if G = 0, a.s. .
Theorem 2 If Q\ is a convex set and the quasi-score estimating function Gm € 
Qi n Aloe ( resp. G* e Qi n Sloe), then Qx fl S\oc — 0 ( resp. Qx fl A\oc = to).
Proof: Only the proof of the first part of the theorem is given here. The proof 
of the second part is similar.
If Qi fl Sioc 7^  0, there is a G £ Q\ fl Sioc and, from Theorem 1,
(.EG)"1 (EGG*') = (JVGm)-1(EGmGm‘).
But Sioc = Afoc, therefore EGG*' = 0nxn and
EGmGJ = 0.
This forces G* = 0 and gives a contradiction. So Q\ fl S\oc — 0-
Remark : Even if Q\ is not a convex set, the second part of Theorem 2 still 
holds if the score function U exists. In fact, by Definition 4, Gm is a quasi-score 
estimating function iff, for some fixed matrix function a depending on 0,
E((aU -  Gm)G') = E(G(aU -  Gm)') =  0 (3)
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for all G £ Q\ and 9 £ 0 . If there is a G0 £ £in.A/0C, we obtain a  = 0 since EUGJ = 
EG0 is nonsingular and EGmG0' = 0. However, (3) is true for all G £ Q\, therefore 
we can choose G — G* and obtain EG*G*' = 0. This gives the contradiction Gm = 0. 
Therefore Q\ fl A\oc — 0.
From Theorem 2 we notice that, if there are no any other restrictions on Q\ 
to reduce its size, it is possible that G* is outside of S\oc. But in general, under 
regularity conditions, we always have fl Aioc = 0- That means that G* can only 
be in the complement set of Aioc-
As we have mentioned before, we are very interested in the conditions under 
which G* £ Sioc• This is taken up in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Suppose that Qi is a convex set and G* £ Q\ — Q\ fl Aioc■ Let G*ps be 
the projection of G* on Sioc. If G*pa £ Q\ and for any G with EG = 0, we have 
Gp3 +  G £ Q\f then G* £ Sioc-
Proof: Assume that Gm = Gp9 + G*a, where Gpa £ Aioc, and Gp3 £ 5/oc.
Since Gpa £ Aioc, there is a sequence Gpa,n £ Aioc such that EGpa,n — 0 and 
E(Gpa — Gpayn)'{Gpa — Gpa,n) ► 0, as M > oo.
Let Gn =  Gp9 +  Gpa,n• By assumption we have Gn £ Q\ and
(EGn)-\E G nGm') = {EGm)-\E G mGr'),
i.e.
But
(e g ;,)-1(e g ;,g;; + EGpa,„G;a') = 
(e g ;, + Eö;a)-\EG ;,G ;; + e g ; ,g; : y
\\E(Gpa,nG -' -  G - G - ') II = ||£((GPa,n -  G;o)G;a')||
Let n
'pa ^  pa ^  pa
< ||£ ( (G pa,n - G ; a)||||£(G ;a' ) | | ^ 0 ,  
oo in (4); we obtain
as n —► oo.
(4)
(e g ; , ) - \ e g ;,g ;:  + E c;aG;a') = ( e g ; + + EG;aG;a')
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and therefore EGmpa = 0. Using Theorem 1 again, then
i.e.
Therefore EGpaGpa' = 0 and Gpa = 0. This gives
Gm 6 Q\ n Sioc.
Theorem 4 Suppose that Q\ is a convex set. Let Gm = Gpa + Gpa, where Gpa € 
Sloe n Q\ and Gpa € Aioc. I f  for all 0, EeG* = EeGpa, then G* € Sioc.
The proof is same as the last part of the proof of Theorem 4.
In the above theorems, we do not consider whether U exits or not. However, if
Sioc = &(U) which is a subspace generated by {/(see, McLeish and Small, 1988, p29). 
Following Definition 7, we should obtain G* € Sioc if Sioc fl Q\ ^  0.
In order to obtain an important property for quasi-score estimating functions we 
need some new notations and definitions.
Let Q\ = {G| EG is nonsingular and G € ^}. Therefore Q\ D Q\.
Definition 8 G j is a sub-quasi-score estimating function in Q\ if for all G j  € Q\, 
and all 6 G 0 ,
Remark : Following the above Definition, a sub-quasi-score estimating function 
G j  is also a quasi-score estimating function in Q\ if Gj  E Qi, but the converse is 
not necessarily true. However, if we restrict our consideration to the model
U exists, in 1-parameter case and under certain regular conditions, U 6 Sioc and
(.EGt ) - \ E G t Gt ')((EGt ) 'T 1 -  (EGj Y'(EG't G't‘)({EGj ) 'Y ' > 0.
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where {ma} is a martingale with respect to some cr-fields {/t}, {Aa} is an increasing 
function and we let tyj = {/0T ota(0)dm9 \ a 3(0) G Ea}, then Q\ C C $ 7  and 
following the proof in Godambe and Heyde(1987, p238), we can obtain that the 
quasi-score estimating function G* is a sub-quasi-score estimating function in Q\.
If we restrict 'P such that the subset Aioc of $ satisfies :
Assumption 1 :
G G Aioc i f f  EqG = 0 for all 0, 
then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5 Let G* be a sub-quasi-score estimating function on Q\ C . Then, 
under Assumption 1, Gm G «S/oc.
Proof: Represent G* by G" = G*pa + Gja, where Gpa G <S/oc and G*a € Aioc•
Since G € -4/oc iff EqG = 0, for all 0 € 0 , and G* € £ 1 , we obtain that 
EoGpa = EqG* is nonsingular for all 0 € 0 . Using Definition 8,
(EG ;,r'(EG ;,G ;;)(EG ;,rl -  (EG’r'(E G ~ G ')(E G T \
is nonnegative-definite, i.e.
(e g ; ,) -1(e g ; ,g ;,')(e g ;,)-'  (e g ;,)-\ +
is nonnegative-definite. Therefore
e g ;,g ; :  -  (e g ;sg ;, + £ g;0g;j
=  - E G ; aG
is nonnegative-definite. Then we obtain EGpaGpa' = 0 and G* € Sioc-
Before an example is given for Theorem 5, we need the following additional 
definitions.
Definition 9 An unbiased estimating function rp G $ is said to be E-ancillary if \p 
can be written as the weak square limit of functions <j> such that
E Q m p ) )  =  0
for all Q G V .
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We let A  be the set of E-ancillary estimating functions in By construction it 
is a closed linear subspace of
From Definition 9, we have Aioc 2  A. Let A = {ip| 0 € 'L and Eo(ip) = 0 for all 
9 € 0}. Then if A C A  it will force Aioc = A.
Definition 10 A subset S  of $ is said to be a complete E-sufficient subset if (A) 
and (B) below are equivalent for all <f> £
(A) < ip, <p >9= 0 for all 0 € 0 , ip € *5,
(B) <p e A.
Following Definition 10, S  D 5/oc. Therefore if A  = Aioc then it will induce 
S = Sloe-
Example 1 Consider a model
X ,  =  \ ( 9 )  f a , d  < M > ,
for a non-random function A(0), such that A(t/) ^  A(0) for 0 ^  77 and A(0) ^  0. Here 
{at} is a predictable process which does not depend on the parameter 9 and {Mt} 
is a square integrable martingale . We assume that the predictable process {at} is 
observable and denote by {< M  >t} the predictable variation process which we also 
assume observable and not dependent on 9.
Let $  be a space of all linear estimating function of the form
ip(0)= f T HtdMt(9).Jo
Here {Ht} is a predictable process which is free from the parameter and is such that 
the resulting estimating function is a square integrable martingale.
Since
0 = = Ee J f  HtdM,(6) = Ee j f  HtdX, -  A j f  Hta,d < M > t>
then
Eeip(q) =  Ee J  HtdXt — A{r})Ee J  Htatd < M >t
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= (A(0) -  S(n))Es j  Hta,d < M >,=  0,
for all 9 iff
Ee f  Htatd < M > t= 0, for all 0.
Jo
Furthermore, since Eeip{9) = - \ {9 )Ee /0T Htatd < M >t and A(0) ^ 0, Eeip{r)) = 0 
for all 9 iff Eo\p(9) = 0. Therefore A C  A and induces A[oc = A.
Suppose that ip(9) = /0T HtdMt(9) is a weak square limit of functions tpn such 
that
= 0, for all 7/ and 9.
We obtain
\E * m \  = I En( m  -  i,n(6))\ < [En( m  -  4>nm 2\in
= [Er , ( f \Ht -  Ht,n)dMt(e))2]112
= [Er,f T(H, -  H,,„)2d < M > t] '/2
= [Ev{ip(r)) -  rpn(ri)y]l /2-> 0, a sn -^ o o .
Therefore Er](\l){9)) = 0 for all 77. This means that ip € A  iff Er)ip(9) = 0 for all 
9. It also means that ip 6 Aioc iff Eoip(9) = 0 for all 9. Following Theorem 5, the 
quasi-score estimating function
G’ = \(9) f  a,dM, € Sioc = S.
Consider a stochastic process {X*} which satisfies a stochastic differential equa­
tion of the form
dXt = at{9)d < M{9) > t +dMt{9) (5)
where {Mt} is a square integrable martingale with predictable variation process 
< M > t observable up to the value of the parameter 9. Also assume that the 
predictable process at(9) is observable up to the parameter value and there exists a 
real-valued predictable process f(t;r},9) such that
f  at(rj)d < M ( t] )  > t = [  f(t;T],9)d < M{9) > t,
Jo Jo
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for all 0 < s < T and all 77 sufficiently close to 9. Notice that f(t;9,9) = at(9). 
Now restricting our consideration to a space of estimating functions of the form 
ip(6) = /0T H3(9)dM3(9), we obtain the following proposition.
P roposition  1 Under the conditions assumed above for the model (5), we have
Aioc = {(j> : Ee<f> = 0, for all 0 € 0}.
Proof: First we observe that for any function 0 and parameter 77 and 9, we have 
£,0(0) = E „ { j f  H,(0)[dM,(ri) + at(n)d < Af(ij) >« -a,(0)d < M(9) >,]}
= £,{ j f  Ht(0)[f(t-,V,0) -  f(t;9,9)]d < M(0) >,}.
Dividing by 77 — 9 and letting 77 —► 9, we obtain
£*0W = —£,0(9)|,=9 = £«, Jo Ht(9)\— f(t\9,9)]d < M{0) >, .
For any xf0 € *4/oc, if = /oT Ht,o(0)dMt(9) is a weak square limit of functions
{</>n = fo Ht,ndMt(0)} and
T
£»0n = £ « /o /7t(«)[^/(<;Ö ,ö)0< A/(ö) >,) = 0,
for all "ipn. Then,
\EeM»)\ = mm  -  Mm
= IE, j f ( H t,o(9) -  H,,nm § - e f(U9,»)]d < M(0) >, |
< J e , o(0) -  H , m ) 2d < M(6) >,\Je s j f  ( <  M(9) >,
= ||0O -  M ^ \lEs jo(§0f(t'e'e))2<i < M{6) >' "  0
as n —♦ 00,
which yields Eeip0 = 0, for all 9 £ 0 . The above inequality comes from Yan(1981). 
Therefore
A lo e  = {t/> : Ee^{9) = 0, for all 0,tf> € #}•
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Now we are going to give another example. 
Example 2: (diffusion process) Consider the model
dXt = at(9)dt + crt(9)dWt,
where {at(0)} and {cr((0)} are predictable processes, both observable up to the value 
of the parameter 9 and VC is a Wiener process. The above model can be rewritten 
as
dXt = 7 f ir )d <  Jo ° W dW>W > '
Let f(t;T],9) = at(r))/(j^(9); then we have
/  ~ Y r \ d < /  cr,{r))dW3{Tj) > t= \  at{rj)dt Jo erf (77) Jo
= f 9f{ t- r j .9 )d< [ cr,(9)dWa(9) > t .
Jo Jo
Let the estimating function space $ be { /0T i / t(0)[dXt — at(9)dt\\ {H t} is a pre­
dictable process } and Q\ £ 'L be such that each element G satisfies the conditions 
that EGG' and EG are nonsingular. Due to Theorem 5, Proposition 1 and the 
remark under Definition 8, the quasi-score estimating function
G* =  [ ‘at{0 ) -dW , =  f  a,(0)dt]
Jo crt Jo erf
is locally E-sufficient, i.e. G* € Sioc.
R em ark: In Example 2, if we denote by cr(9) a linear subspace generated by 
G*. Then, for any ip(9) = /0T Ht(9)[dXt -  at(9)dt} € we have that
<Xp,(f) >0 =  0
for all <f> € &{G*) and 9 € 0  iff
Therefore, if
< </>,G* > 0= 0,
< > 0= 0,
for all ^ 6  0 .
for all 9 6 0 ,
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we can obtain
i.e. ip 6 Aioc■ That means is a locally E-sufficient set. But <S/0C is a product
set and G* € Sioc which forces Sioc = <r(G*).
In the view of Theorem 5, Example 1 and Example 2, we find that Assumption 
1 is an important condition. How to check this condition is still a question. Even 
though Proposition 1 tells us that, in the case of model (5) , Assumption 1 is always 
true and model (5) covers many process estimation problems, an answer for the 
above question is still required. This is provided in the following proposition.
Proposition 2 Let ^  be a subset of estimating functions and 0  C R be a parameter 
space. Suppose that 'P is a Hilbert space, EqiI> = 0 and Eqif2 < oo for all ip £ 4/ and 
0 £ 0 . Let f (x;0) be the likelihood function, x 6 Rm for some m > 0 . If
EeU2 < oo
where U is the score function, and
then
Aioc = {</> : = 0, for all 6}.
Proof: Since
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d r 00 r°°
= -Qß J *P{x;9)f(x;9)dx -  J ip(x;9)f(x]9)dx
roo
= - /  tp(x;9)f(x;9)dx,
J  — OO
if ip is the weak square limit of ipn with Eßipn =  0 for all 0 £ 0 , we have 
|£<?(^ n ~ 0)| = I /  (V>n(*, #) -  ll>n(x, 9))f(x\ 9)dx\
J —00
=  1 J  ( ^ n { x ,9 ) - ip n( x , 9 ) ) ^ L j - f ( x ; 9 ) d x
f { x \ 9 \
<  \j  f_  J 0 n ( * ,  *) -  ^n(x, Ö))V(X; 0)<fa* 6)dx
Let n —► 00; we obtain
for all 9 6 0 . Therefore Eßip =  0 for all 0 £ 0 , i.e. ,4/oc =  {ip : Eßip =  0, for all 
9 £ 0 } .
For the higher dimensional parameter space case, we also have a similar Lemma.
L em m a 1 Let $  be a set of estimating functions with Eßip =  0 and Eßipip1 < 00 
for all ip £ 'F and 9 £ 0  C FC1, where 0  is a parameter space. Let f (x ,9 )  be the 
likelihood function with x £ Rm for some m. If
and
r (^ )
/  T T ^ d x  < 00, t =  l , 2 , . . . , n ,
Jr™ f [x;9)
/  4  (</>(*; 0)/(*; = 4  /  </>(*; #)/(*; 0)<fo
# 0  ö d  J r ™
then
Aioc =  '• Eßip =  0, /or a// 0 £ 0 } .
The proof is as same as that in Lemma 1. Taking m =  1 for convenience, we 
only need to notice that
• dip'
Eß1p(x; 01, . . .  , 0„) =  Eß{~^~)nxn
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=  (J  ’ 9n)dx)nxn
, r°° , n  mJ x
= - (] - J ' - J ( ^ f ( X ' e )d X U n
If 0  is a weak square  lim it of t/>n, then
roo -£-f(x;$)
/(*;«)
< ^ /_“ (*-< -  *)*/(*;t f / .  6)
->o, as n cx>.
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C H A PT E R  3
TH E CO N SISTEN C Y  OF QUASI-LIKELIHOOD
ESTIM ATORS
1 In trod u ction
In many practical cases it is easy to write down the quasi-score estimating func­
tion for a given process and to obtain the quasi-likelihood estimators. However,as 
with other methods the quasi-likelihood method also faces an important question 
of whether the quasi-likelihood estimators are consistent. Although the concept of 
“ quasi-likelihood ” was posed by Wedderburn in 1974, it is only in recent years that 
much detailed attention has been given to the properties of quasi-likelihood method. 
Few papers discuss the consistency of the quasi-likelihood estimators.
Let (Xt,Ft) be a process and 0  be a parameter space. Given X , there is an 
estimating function space 'Fj associated with X  and the population size T. Under 
some necessary regularity conditions, let Qt be a subspace of $7 such that every 
element Gj  of Qt satisfies the conditions that EqGt and EqGt Gt are nonsingular 
for all 9 € 0 , where the prime denotes transpose and the dot refers to differentiation 
with respect to the components of 9. Denote by Gj  the quasi-score estimating 
function in Qt if G7 exists. Denote by 9j  the quasi-likelihood estimator if
Gj (9t ) = 0.
In this chapter we always denote the true parameter by 90.
In Hutton and Nelson(1986) a sufficient condition for the consistency of quasi­
likelihood estimators was given. They assumed that:
(1) there is a function Mj{9) in R such that Mj(9) = Gm(0), for all 9 € 0 , where 
Gj(9) is a quasi-score estimating function in Qt as well as a martingale,
(2) Am;„(< Gm(9) >7) -> 00, as T -* 00, where Amin(< Gm{0) >7 denotes the 
minimum eigenvalue of < Gm(9) >7,
(3) there is an increasing nonnegative function /i(-) satisfying /0°° h~2 dx < 00,
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such that
l i m  s u n  M ^ m a x ( <  G*(0) >T))
Pt- ~  A ^ n «  G’(9) >r)
where Amax(<  G*(0) >t ) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of < Gm(0) > j ,
( 4 )
lim supT_ 0O(- suP||ö- ö0||=sRt (0) ■) <  1/2( 0 - 0 oy < G*(0) >T ( 0 -0 o )  
for all small <5 > 0, where 0o is the true parameter and Rt{9) is given by
m t (0 ) = m t (60) +  (e -  e0)'Gj(e0) - 1/2(o -  o0y < Gm($0) >T (o -  o0) + r t(0).
Then they showed that there is a sequence of quasi-likelihood estimators 6n which 
converges a.s. to the true parameter 0o.
The main idea of Hutton and Nelson to get the above sufficient condition for the 
consistency of quasi-likelihood estimators comes from the ML method. This idea is 
very natural. As we have mentioned before, the quasi-likelihood method is developed 
from the ML and LS methods and of course many ideas and techniques for proving 
consistency of estimators in these contexts can be borrowed for the quasi-likelihood 
method. However the quasi-likelihood method also has some specific features of 
its own and for the sake of completeness, a discussion of the consistency of quasi­
likelihood estim ators is necessary.
We discuss the consistency of the quasi-likelihood estimators in two im portant 
cases. The first one is where the quasi-score estimating function has an integral 
surface. H utton and Nelson’s result belongs to this case. We can see that Hutton 
and Nelson’s conditions are not very general, especially in Assumption 3. They 
require tha t the speeds with which A m a x ( <  G*(6) > t ) and A m i w ( <  G*(9) > t ) tend 
to infinity should be controlled by an increasing nonnegative function h(-) which 
satisfies /0°° h~2dx < oo. Clearly this is rather restrictive.
Following the approach of Hutton and Nelson, we here give a more general result 
than Hutton and Nelson’s by using an idea of Kaufmann(1989). The result appears 
in Section 3. We can see from there that the restriction in Hutton and Nelson’s 
Condition 3 is loosened by substituting a positive definite m atrix A t for h. In
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some sense, this means that the speeds with which Amax(< Gm(9) > 7) and Am,^(< 
Gm(0) >) tend to infinity can just be controlled individually.
The other important case we consider is the asymptotically linear case. In many 
situations, the quasi-score estimating function can be represented as a martingale. 
For example, consider a model
where {mt} is a Brownian motion with respect to a —fields (JFJ, ft{9) E T t-  and 
9 E 0  where 0  is a parameter space. It is easy to see that the quasi-score estimating
if f 3(0) is a linear function of 0, where 0o is the true parameter. Therefore the ques­
tion about the strong consistency of the quasi-likelihood estimators can be trans­
formed to another question about when the strong law of large numbers for martin­
gales holds. Here we use the strong (or weak ) law of large numbers for martingales 
as a tool for investigating the consistency of quasi-likelihood estimators when the 
quasi-score estimating function is asymptotically linear. Furthermore the property 
of asymptotic normality of martingales can also be utilized to obtain the consistency 
of the quasi-likelihood estimators.
Before we give the sufficient conditions for the consistency of quasi-likelihood 
estimators, we give two closely related examples, one of which shows that the quasi­
likelihood method does not ensure the consistency of the estimators.
2 Exam ples
In the one parameter case with independent observations, the ML method always 
provides consistent ML estimators (see, Nguyen and Rogers, 1989). But in other
X t = /  f s(9)ds + m t 
Jo
function in Qt Q ^7 = {JJj H3(0)dm3\H3(9) E jF»-} is
and quasi-likelihood estimator 9j  satisfies
(e'T - 9 o) = -(GT(0))-lG*T(0),
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cases, the consistency of ML estimators holds only under some sufficient conditions. 
That means that the ML method does not ensure the consistency of ML estimators. 
Not unexpectedly the quasi-likelihood method does not improve on the ML method 
in this respect. It should not be surprising that quasi-likelihood estimators may 
not converge to the true parameter 90. In a sense, a quasi-likelihood estimator just 
depends on one sample path of a realization of a given process and it is possible 
that this may not provide unboundedly increasing information about the parameter 
0o. In this case it may result in the quasi-likelihood estimators not converging to 
the true parameter 0o. We give two examples coming from similar models, one of 
which was introduced by Winnicki(1988). The quasi-likelihood method is applied to 
both of these. However, in one case the quasi-likelihood estimators converge almost 
surely to the true parameter while in the other case this does not happen.
Example 1 . Suppose that Xo and {/ , , i = 1,2,. . .} are independent nonneg­
ative integer valued r.v’s , the {/,} being independent and identically distributed. 
Let
where EIX = A, the variance D(It) = b2 and m > 1 is a known parameter.
It is easy to construct a martingale {Mn = Iir=o(^‘+i — X,m —A) = — A)}
with respect to the natural cr-fields {Tn = cr(Xj,j < n + 1)} from (1). Then there is 
a quasi-score estimating function G“ in Qn C = { £ a ,(X t+i — X ,m — A)| a; € 
Ti - 1 }, namely
Let G* = 0; then we obtain a sequence of quasi-likelihood estimators {An = 
Yli=i A /n } which converges almost surely to the true parameter A0, as n —* oo.
But in Example 2 , we shall find a different behaviour.
Example 2. Let {Xn} be a sequence of random variables such that
Xi —  mXt-i I\i i = 1 ,2 ,..., ( 1 )
ri = 1,2, . . . ,
where Xo is a nonnegative integer valued r.v. and {Vk.t, i = 1,2, . . . , n 1, 2 , . . . }
and { /n,n  =  1 ,2 ,...}  are independent families of i.i.d. nonnegative integer valued 
r.v .’s. Suppose that m = EYn^ > 1, A =  E I n, cr2 =  D(Yn<i) = D{In), Yn<t >  2 and 
X q ^  1. Let
Ain =  £ ( Y , +1 -  m X ,  -  A).
«=0
Then { Mn} is a martingale with respect to {Fn =  a ( X 0, . . . ,  X n+1)} and the quasi­
score estim ating function G* in Gn | a , € Tx-\}  is
n
£
1
\
/
A,+i — m l j  — A
^ 2(A, + 1)
Let G* =  0; we obtain the quasi-likelihood estimators
. ES v.-v.-WU + x,-)ES i/(i + v.) -  Eg -v,+1/(i + x,) Eg x,/(i + Xj)
m" Eon ^ / ( l + ^ ) E o " l / ( l  + V ,)-(E o"V ,/( l  + .Y,))2
! ES v,2/(i + v.)ES-Y,+i/(i + -Y,) -  Eg-Y,/(i + x,)ESv, v,-h/(i + V.) 
n ES V?/(1 + Xi) ES 1/(1 + v () -  (ES v , / ( i  + Xi))2
We are going to prove that m„ and A„ are convergent. First, m„ can be rewritten
ES 1/(1 + V.) ES *.-(*+, -  mo.Y, -  Ao)/(l + X,)
YJ1   ■ ' ■ ■ ■ -■ ■■ — ■ ■ ■■ ■ - ■ ■—   
E S *,V(i + V ;)ES 1/(1 + V.) -  (ES v,/(i + x , W  
ES -Y./(l + -Y.) ES(V.+1 -  m 0Xi -  Ao)/(l + .Y,)
ES X?/(  1 + Xi)  ES 1/(1 + v .) -  (ES -Y,/(i + -Y,))2 m° 
= Fni + Tn 2 + mo,
where m0 and Ao are the true parameters. Following the assumptions,
T T  ES l / d  + V )E S  Vi(-Yi+i ~ m 0X, -  A0)/(l + .Y,) 
n l+  „2~ ES V ?/(l + -Y.) ES 1/(1 + V.)
ES V ./(l + Vi) ES(V.+| -  m0Xi -  Ao)/(l + .Y,)
ES v / / ( i  + v ,)E S  i / ( i  + V.)
=  +
Since ES V,(-Y,+1 -  m0.Y, -  A0) / ( l  +  X,)  is a martingale with respect to {£„} and
^ £((XnXn+1/ ( l + X „ ) ) 2| / ; - 1)
V  (ES V,?/( l  + Vi))2 °° ’
then
Lx
a . 5 .
0, as n —* 00,
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by using Theorem  2.18 of Hall and Heyde(1980). Similarly, we can also obtain
Z/ 2 —> 0, as n —+ oo.
rni p A CL . 3 .Ihereto re m n —► m 0, as rc —► oo. 
Now An can be rew ritten as
t =A Eg *//(! + -V.) Eg(*.+i -  m0Xj -  A0)/(l + X,) 
n ° Eg*,2/(i + *.)Egi/(i + * .)-(E gv./(i + x,))2
Eg .V./(l + X,-)Eg *■(*■+! -  m..Yi -  A0)/(l + -Y,)
Eg -V,V(1 + *.) Eg 1/(1 + Xi) -  (Eg Xi/(1 +
v , Eo(*+i -  m.X,--  A„)/(l + * )
~ 0+ EgT/(i + ---------
Eg x,/(l + Xi) Eg *,(*■+. -  m0.Y, -  A„)/(l + X,)
Eg x?/(i + Xi) Eg 1/(1 + xt)
It is easy to show th a t
An A0 +  limn —♦oo
Eg(Xi+i - m 0X,--A0)/ ( l+.Yi)  
Eg 1/(1 + Xi)
th a t is, An converges to  a random  lim it but not the true param eter A0, even though
a a. s.m n —► m 0, as n —*> oo.
Exam ple 2 essentially tells us th a t the m artingale { Mn} does not provide enough 
inform ation for the estim ation of A0. This fact can also be seen from the inform ation
m atrix  (E G mn) - l {EG*nG*n')((EG*n)') -1. Since
t= 0 1 /
X i+ 1  — m X tX 
Xi  +  1
we have
( £ ( g ; ) ' ) ( £ g ; g ; ' ) - ' ( £ ( g ; ) )
X} X, \
X ,  +  l  X , + l
■V, 1
X, + l X, + l /
which has m axim um  eigenvalue
Am« ( n )  =  l / 2 [ £ ( £ ( X 2+ l ) / ( * . + l ) ) +  
«=0
( £ B * ,  - 1 ) ) 2 + 4 ( £ £ a:,/(X, +  1))2 j 
«=0 1=0
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and minimum eigenvalue
Amm(n) = 1/2[E(£(X ,2 + 1)/(X, + 1))- ( £ £ ( * - i ))2 + 4( £ E * / ( *  + i ))2 1
respectively. After some algebra, we obtain
lim Amax(n) = oc
n—>oo
and
n
0 < Amm(n) < 4- X,)-1 < oo,
i=0
Thus, Amax tends to oo but Amm is bounded. In Chapter 4, we shall see that, 
under some suitable conditions, (E(G*n))~l (EG„G*n')(E(G*n)')-1 can determine the 
asymptotic confidence intervals of the true parameters. Therefore if one of the 
eigenvalues of (E(G^))~l (EG^G^')(E(Gmny)~l does not tend to 0 or tends to 0 very 
slowly, the quasi-likelihood estimators obtained from the quasi-likelihood equation 
Gmn{0) = 0 may be poor estimators. The reason is that in this case some components 
of the quasi-likelihood estimator may be far from the corresponding components of 
the true parameter.
Given a process we can construct a martingale from it and get an estimating 
function space associated with this martingale. Then we can choose a quasi-score 
estimating function from this estimating function space if the quasi-score estimat­
ing function exists. Finally, a quasi-likelihood estimator can be obtained from the 
quasi-score estimating function . If the quasi-likelihood estimators are consistent, 
we say that the martingale provides enough information about the parameter or 
the martingale carries enough information from the given process. Since the mar­
tingale {Mn} is constructed as a free choice, we can of course construct another 
different martingale from same process. Therefore we can get different estimating 
function spaces. From these different estimating function spaces, different quasi- 
score estimating functions are respectively determined. Then we can obtain dif­
ferent sequences of quasi-likelihood estimators. As we have indicated before, these 
sequences of quasi-likelihood estimators may determine which martingales provide 
enough information about the parameters. From this point of view, the above two
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examples motivate us to ask whether there is any other martingale associated with 
the given process which provides more information about the parameters of the pro­
cess than {Mt}. Or we can ask whether, for a given process, we can determine a 
martingale associated with this process which carries the most information about 
the parameters from the process?
Before we examine these questions, we need some notations and some basic 
knowledge about semimartingales(see, Chapter III in Jacod and Shiryaev(1987).
A stochastic basis (fi, T , F, P ) supports a semimartingale X  =  (X'),<d- Let X c 
be the continuous martingale part of X.  Dehne a random measure on Rd x [0, oo)
by
^{dx, dt) — 'y  ^ •^ {AxJ9tO}^ (a,AxJ)(^C dx),
3
where A x s = x3 — xa_ and ea is the Dirac measure at a. Further, let v be the 
predictable compensator of fi.
Let A{oc be a set of all real value processes A that are cadlag ( right-continuous 
and admit left-hand limits) adapted, with Aq — 0 and where each path is non­
decreasing. Let Gioc(n) be a set of all measurable functions W on D x Rd x 
[0, oo) such that Bq(u;) =  W(u, t, A x t)/(Ax o^) — E[W(t,  A xt)/(A x*)M I^-] satis- 
fies E 3 <.(bF3 )2]1/2 € Afoc. Let Lfoc(Xc) be a set of all predictable processes H such 
that the increasing process (H • c • H ) • A is locally integrable, where c, A 6 Rd x Rd 
, < X C( ' \ X C^  > =  Cij ■ A and X c =  {Xc^ \  • • •, X c^ ) .
Definition: We say that a local martingale M has the representation property 
relative to X  if it has the form
M = M0 + H - X C +
where H =  (H')i<d belongs to L2loc(Xc) and W E Gioc(n).
Jacod and Shiryaev(1987, pl72) pointed out that:
Lemma III 4.24 : Every local martingale M has a decomposition
M = H - X c + W * {n -  v) + N, (*)
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where H € L2loc( X c), W  € Gioc(fi), X is a local martingale and
< N c,{Cc) '>=  0, Vi <d ,  MJ(AAr|'P) = 0,
where V = V x B, V  is generated by all adapted processes that have continuous 
paths and B is the Borel cr-field in Rd. Moreover, this decomposition is unique, up 
to indistinguishability.
Jacod and Shiryaev(1987, III 4d) showed that, if X  is of some specific form which 
includes cases such as X  is a Wiener process or Poisson process, or more generally, a 
(homogeneous) exponential family of stochastic processes or independent increments 
processes, then every local martingale M has a decomposition
M = H - X c + W * ( n - v ) .  (**)
Now we consider the question raised above. Firstly, suppose that the given 
process X  possesses the specific properties required in Jacod and Shiryaev(1987, 
III 4d). In this case (**) holds. Following the idea of Heyde(1987), taking any 
one of the local martingales of the form H • X c and any one of the local mar­
tingales of the form W  * (fi — v) we can establish an estimating function space 
4b = {Jo ot3(0)dXc + fo fRdß(0;x,s)(fi -  v(0))(dx,ds)}, where {aa} and {&} are 
predictable processes. It is obvious that this estimating function space contains all 
estimating function spaces based on martingales which are constructed from the 
given process X.  From 4b we can determine a quasi-score estimating function G* 
(see S0rensen(199O)) and quasi-likelihood estimator 0”. Assume that 4b is another 
estimating function space based on another martingale M  constructed from X, that 
is, 4b = {/J aadM3\{at} is a predictable process}. Then we have 4b Q Assume 
that G* is the quasi-score estimating function in 4b and 0“ is the quasi-likelihood 
estimator based on G*. If the asymptotic confidence zones for 0O based on G* and G* 
are determined by {EGt )~l (EG*Gmt')(EGt')~l and (EG*)~l (EGmtG*')(EG*') 1 re­
spectively, following the discussion in Chapter 4, the asymptotic confidence zone for 
0q based on G* is smaller than that based on G*. Therefore if {#“} is not consistent, 
{Ö*} will not be either. In other words, in this situation, there exist martingales
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the combination of which provides us with maximum information from the given 
process. However in practice it is often very difficult to write down them.
If X  does not have some of the specific requirements mentioned in Jacod and 
Shiryaev( 1987, III 4d), then not all local martingales M  have the representation 
(**). That means that the local martingale N  in (*) does not usually disappear. In 
this case the answer for the maximum information question is not clear.
Nevertheless, the technique discussed in Heyde(1987) and Heyde(1989) provides 
us with an important method for gathering more information from a given process. 
The procedure is that, after we get a martingale from the given process, and find 
that it does not provide us with enough information about the unknown parameter, 
i.e. the estimators are not consistent or it is difficult to get the quasi-likelihood 
estimator from the quasi-score equation, we need to find another martingale which 
is not in the space generated by the first martingale( preferable a martingale which is 
orthogonal to the first martingale) and then combine them to get more information 
from the given process.
3 Sufficient cond itions for th e  co n sisten cy  o f  
quasi-likelihood  estim ators : in tegral surface  
case
Like the ML estimator which comes from the score equation d(log L(9))/d0 = 0, 
where L is the likelihood function, the quasi-likelihood estimator comes from the 
quasi-score equation Gj(9) = 0, where Gj(0) is the quasi-score estimating func­
tion. The maximum likelihood estimator corresponds to maximizing the probability 
of the observed samples. Therefore, under the maximum likelihood principle, the 
ML estimator seems easy to accept. But in general the quasi-likelihood estimator 
does not show us any similar sensible interpretation except the meaning that under 
some regularity conditions the quasi-likelihood estimator is the root of an estimat­
ing function in the estimating function space, which has a shorter distance from
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d(logL)/d(9) than other estimating functions in the estimating function space(see, 
Godambe and Thompson, 1985). However we can still employ the idea of maximum 
likelihood to deal with the quasi-likelihood estimator question.
Here we always assume that the quasi-score estimating function Gj  is a square 
integrable martingale.
Definition 1 Let Mj(0) be a function of 9 in R. If
Mt{9) = ( d M T(9)\V de, )M Gj(0) ,
we call Mj{9) the integral surface of Gj(9).
Assumption 1. For each T > 0, Gj{9) has an integral surface Mj{9).
For a process of positive definite matrices Aj  (possibly random ), let
n t (S) = {«I \\a t( 0 - *.)|| <
Assumption 2.
suPö6 /vr (5)ll^  -  0o\\ aS  0, as T —► 00.
Assumption 3. There exists a Tq such that, if T > T0,
G't {9) = - <  Gm(9) >T + Rt (9) 
and, for all 9 £ Nt (S) and ||0 — 90\\ < ||0 — 0O||,
||[(9 -  Ö,)' < GT(0) > t (0 -  9o)}-'{(0 -  0,)'Rt (0)(0 -  e.)]|| < (1 -  a),
where a  < 1.
Assumption 4. There exists T0 > 0 such that, if T  > T0
P(< Gm(9) >T - cA't At > 0, for all 9 £ NT{6)) = 1, 
where Sc = 2 /q .
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T h e o re m  1 Under Assumptions l-\, there exists a sequence of quasi-likelihood es­
timators 0n such that
9n a—> 0o, as n —► oo.
P ro o f: W ithout loss of generality, we may suppose that Assumptions 3 and 4 
hold for all T.
For uj € fi, if Gj{00, u;) =  0, let Öj(u) =  90; if G j(0 Olw) ^  0, since Nj(6)  is a 
nonempty compact convex subset of 0 , for any boundary point 0 of Nt (S),
Mt (0) -  Mt (0o) = ( 9 -  0o)'Gt (0o) +  1/2(0 -  90)'G'T(9)(9 -  0o)
= ( 9 -  0o)'GmT{9o) -  1/2(9 -  90y < Gm(9) >T {9 -  90)
+ 1/2(9 - 9 O)'RT(0 ) (9 -9 O),
where 9 lies in between 9 and 90. Set Vj — At (9 — 90)\ then
Mt (0) -  Mt (0o) = VT'A ?‘G J(0o) -  | W A f ‘ < G*(0) >T A j l VT 
- - ^ - ^ t 'A ? 1 <  G'(0) >T A j 'Vr( \  -  - ! — ((« -  0,)' < G*(0) >„ (0 -  0C))~'
l  i  — Q
x ( ( 0 - 0 . ) 'A , ( 0 - 0 . ) ) )
<  l|Vrlll|Af1G j(0 o)|| -  ^||VV||2Amin( 4 J 1 <  G’ (0) > T A f1)
C \f )C
< ||Kt||(||A?1GH0.)|| -  — ||A?lGHÖ.)ll) = 0.
Therefore there exists 9j  in Nj(S) such that
Mt(9t) — Gj (9j ) =  0 .
By virtue of Assumption 2, we have
9j a—> 90, as T  —► oo.
As applications of Theorem 1, three examples are given below. Two of them, 
Example 1 and Example 2, are borrowed from Hutton and Nelson(1989).
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Example 1. Suppose that {Xk,Pk} is a real valued discrete time stochastic 
process with
E(Xk\ f k- l ) = 0 ( l + 9 ) X k-u  
D(Xk\Fk-\) = (1 + 20)Xk-\,
where Xk > 1, k = 0 ,1,. . .  and 9 > 0. Then Xn = £ ? (Xk -  E{Xk\Jrk-i)) is a 
martingale with respect to {Tn} and the quasi-score estimating function in Qn C 
= {E£=i &k(Xk — E(Xk\fk-i))\{ak} is a predictable process} is
g ; w  = D * » - * ( i + « )* * - i).
l
It is easy to check that Mn(0) = J2i(0Xk-92(l /2+l /39)Xk-i)  is the integral surface 
of G~(0). In Assumptions 2-4, choosing An =< G*(90) >J/2= (Ei (1 + 2 0^)^fc-i)1/2, 
we have
1/3 I   c a.s.suPeeNn(6)\ß ~ °o\ < supßeNn{6)S ^ -----► 0, as n -> oo,
since
-  E((Crn -  ^  ( i + 2 $ 0)Xn. l
n=l (< G-($o) >n)2 t l  (E L l( l  + 2 90) x k. i ) 2 °° ‘
Assumptions 3 and 4 can be checked by some straightforward calculations. Following 
Theorem 1 there exists a sequence of quasi-likelihood estimators 9n which satisfy 
9n ^  0, as n —+ oo.
Example 2. Let be a locally square-integrable martingale with
< m > t =  T. Consider the model
dyt = (0i#2 + 0\Vctc~l )dt -f- dmt,
where #i, 92 > 0, 1/2 < c < 1. There exists a quasi-score estimating function Gj(9) 
in Qt C = {/0T aadma,a a € f a-}  and
02 + Vdc~l ^
0i
dmt.
It can easy be shown directly that Gj  has an integral surface.
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In Assumptions 3-4, we can choose AT = \j920ilT c/(920<l + 92o2) /, in which 0Otl 
and O0 ' 2 are the true parameters and /  is the unit matrix. Since 1/2 < c < 1, by 
virtue of Lepingle’s(1977) law of large numbers,
suPs€JV„(«)ll« -  «»II < •uPw r.(«)*ll(-flii/(^ ^ j))Te|l 0,
as n —► co.
Furthermore, since
a „ « ( <  G‘ >T) = (el + +  o ( i ) )
and
Am.„(< G* > T) = ( »1/(01 +  1 + 0(1)),
we have
|[(0 - «»)' < G-(0) >T (O -  öo)]-‘[(0 -  0o)'Rt (6 -  0O)]|
^  I Tnj(d) a 3S -5T S-----r------------------ —I► U, as 1 —► OO,
01/(01 + 0l)T‘(l + 0(1))'
where 6 G Nt {6), and
< Gm(9) >T - 9 2/(01 + 9\)TCI  > 0.
Following Theorem 1, there exists a sequence of quasi-likelihood estimators Oj such 
that 9j T+ 6>0, as T —* oo.
In the above two examples, the quasi-score estimating functions satisfy Assump­
tions 1-4 of this section as well as Hutton and Nelson’s Assumptions as listed in 
Section 1 of this Chapter. In the following example the quasi-score estimating func­
tion satisfies Assumptions 1-4 ( and hence Theorem 1) but not Hutton and Nelson’s 
Assumptions.
Exam ple 3. Consider the model
dyt — (9 it + 92t~l/4)dt + rat,
where 9\ and 92 are unknown parameters and {mt,^Ft} is a Wiener process. Let 
Qt = {Gt = Jo f 3(9)dm3\f3(9) € f a-}  be an estimating function space, in which
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every element Gt satisfies the conditions that E G t and E G tG't are nonsingular. 
Then
is a quasi-score estimating function in Qt.
In this example, we want to use Theorem 1 to show that there exists a sequence 
of quasi-likelihood estimators which converges strongly to the true parameter 90. 
We show that the quasi-score estimating function Gm satisfies Assumptions 1-4 but 
not H utton and Nelson’s Assumptions.
Firstly, let us evaluate the eigenvalues of < G* ><. Because {m t} is a Wiener 
process, we have
< Gm >t=
(1/3)*3
V (4p) t7/i
(4/7)<7/“ N
2 I ' ' 2 j
From the above matrix, we obtain the maximum eigenvalue and the minmum eigen­
value of < G* > t following
A m a x ( « )  =  l/2 [(2 f1/2 +  ( l/3 ) f3) +  \ / (( l/3 ) f3 -  2 <>/2)2 +  (4/3 )<7/2 -  (12/441)«7/2] 
> (1 /3 )<3 > for t large enough,
and
Amm(i) =  l/2 [(2 (l/2 +  ( l /3 ) f3) -  v ' f f l /3)<3 -  +  (4 /3 )i7/2 -  (12/441)«7/2]
< 2t1/2, for t large enough.
In meanwhile, we also can get tha t Am,n(f) ~  t l^20 (  1), as t —► oo.
In fact G* cannot satisfy Hutton and Nelson’s Assumptions. If Gm does, there is 
an increasing positive function h(x)  such that
r°° dxf°  
Jo ¥ ( x )
< oo
and
—— h(Xmax(t))
lim — ----—— < oo.
t~~0° A min(t)
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Therefore, there are T0 > 0 and K  > 0 such that, for t > T0,
< KXmi„(t) 2Ktl/2.
This leads to
1 ^  1 „  1 1
4IOt  -  l O \ 2mm(t) ~ h2( \ max(t)) ~ W )
and
r°° 1 r°° dt
° °  =  J o lK H d t  -  L  W ) < 0 °
which is a contradiction.
Now we prove that Gm satisfies Assumptions 1-4. Assumptions 1 and 3 hold 
obviously, because Gm has an integral surface
Mt(6) =  + 92s - l /i )dy, -  1 /2(0,s +  02s* 1/4)2ds]
and
G* = -  < Gm >t .
At
\
1/2
In the remaining argument we prove that Gm satisfies Assumption 2 and 4. We 
choose
1 1 /3 13 0
0 Amjn(t)
Let Nt(S) =  {0|||At(0 — 0O|| <  6||At“ l G*(0o)||} for a 6 which satisfies tha t 6c =  2,
where 0 < c <  1 — ^24/49  < 1. Then, for any 0 6 Nt(6), we have
l / 3 t 3(6i — 0 Oil) 2 -1- Am ,-n ( t ) ( 0 2  — # o ,2 ) 2
< b2[3/t3(JQ sdm, )2 +  1/A( t ) (J  s~l/4dma)2},
i.e.
< 9 x  -  0 » . i ) 2 +  W n ( m  -  $ . a )
3A ^ ( 0
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Let h\(x) = a:49/24 and h2(x) = x3//4. By Lepingle’s(1977) law of large numbers, we 
obtain
3 *
and
Therefore
(3/2a l!L(t)
J49 /24  ( ' / 8  f,sdm'
/ sdm,
A^fi) M < J0s * .  >t)
1 r ‘
0, as t —> oo,
A3/4min
J  s l 4^dms
23/4t3/s J*s-l/4dmt
^m,n(0 M< ><)
0, as t —► oo.
sup ||0 — 0O|| ^4 0, as t —► oo
öeiVt(5)
and G" satisfies Assumption 2.
Because 0 < c < 1 — yj24/49 < 1, after some calculation, we find that
< CT >t —cA'tAt > 0,
i.e. G* satisfies Assumption 4 and Theorem 1 applies.
Remark : If in the proof of Theorem 1, we replace Assumption 2 by 
Assumption 2’ With a process of positive definite matrices A j  (possibly random), 
let
NT(6) = {0\\\AT( e - 0 o)\\<S\\ArlG ^ e o)\\}
we have
suP*e/vT(5)l|0 “  Ml 0, as T oo.
That is, weak consistency holds for the quasi-likelihood estimators.
Remark : We should notice that not all quasi-score estimating functions have 
integral surfaces. Here is an example.
Example 4. Let {m<,T t} be a locally square-integrable martingale with < 
m >t= t. Consider the model
dyt = {9i02)dt + 0\dmt,
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where 02 > 0. There exists a quasi-score estimating function Gj(0) in Qj C 
'Pt = {/oT asdm91 a3 € Fa-} and
GT ~ j t Oi / oKdy t - e^dt )
0X ( d y t -  0 i d 2dt ) /
h /e ly r - D l /O tT  N
« r ' i it -  , '
If G j has an integral surface, say (j>{0i,02), then we should have
= »2/ehr  -  el/BiT.
This forces
and
— —Q2 /Q1 Vt — [d\log9\)t + C(02)
^  = -9 -^ -2 (6 ,1 0 9 0 0 1 +  -^-0(62)
=  0 ~ l y t -  02t,
where C(02) is free from 0\. Therefore we get
QfC{02) = 2ifi\log9x) t - e 2t
which is a contradiction. Hence, it is impossible for GmT to have an integral surface. 
However, if in the above model, the quadratic process of the martingale part is free 
from the parameters, then the quasi-score estimating function usually has integral 
surface. For example, if the model is
dyt = ft(0i,02)dt + dmt,
where < m >t= fo asds, then the quasi-score estimating function is
Gt —
( df./dOxf
Jo \  df,/dO,
aj  dm9
■* ( d f j d e 1
= /  I J"  1 I a+{dya -  f ,(0i,02)ds).
Jo 1 dfa/d02
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Let <^t(#i,02) satisfy
d<t>,/d$l = f  df ./d$iat(dy . -/,(< !,, 02)tU).
J o
Therefore, under regularity conditions,
MSi,ö2) = £ ( f . a t d y .  -  1/2/,2c/s) + C(fl2).
Let
d<t>,/d07 = df . /d02(atdy,-  f,(9u 02)ds). 
J o
We get that C(02) = 0 and
<M0i>02) = Jq {fsatdya ~ l!2pads)
is the integral surface of Gt.
It is of course im portant to know when the quasi-score estim ating function has 
an integral surface. This question for the generalized linear model has been dis­
cussed by McCullagh and Nelder(1989,p333). In this case they pointed out that the 
quasi-score estim ating function Gm has integral surface iff the m atrix of Gm is sym­
metric. However, there are very many cases in which, for r ^  s, (dGmr(6))/ {dOa) ±
(dG;(e))/(dor).
4 Sufficient cond itions for th e  con sisten cy  o f  
quasi-likelihood  estim ators : a sy m p to tic  linear  
case
Theorem 1 gives the existence of a quasi-likelihood estim ator and sufficient condi­
tions for consistency when G j  has an integral surface. Since not all G j  have an 
integral surface, we certainly need other methods to deal with the consistency of 
quasi-likelihood estimators when the quasi-score estimating function does not have 
an integral surface. In this section, we discuss this question in the asymptotic linear 
case.
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Many estimating functions which have integral surface belong to the asymptotic 
linear category, but the converse is not true. An example will be given below. Ther-
fore the asymptotic linear case is different from the integral surface case. Because
t € $
the aküfcs- used to prove the consistency of quasi-likelihood estimators can be quite 
different from case to case, we can only partially show the ideas here. We just state 
or prove some theorems and corollaries here. Many other results can be achieved by 
combining the results in Chapter 8 with those of this section.
Definition 2 Suppose that Gj{9) is a vector in Rk, where 9 6 0  and 0  is a bounded 
subset of Rk. If Gt {9) can be represented as
Gt (9) = Gt (90) + Gt (0o)(6 -  90) + Ät ( M o)
where (Gt (90))~1 Rt -+ 0, as T  —► oo, for all 9 € 0 , we say that {Gt } is asymptotic 
linear .
Here is an example. Let us consider a model
dyt = ((t + $i)3 + {t + 92 )^)dt + yj (t + #i)(£ + 92)dWt,
where 9\ and 92 are parameters and W  is a Wiener process. Following the formula 
in Godambe and Heyde(1980), the quasi-score estimating function in Qt C 'F = 
{l£ott{9u92)dWt\ {a*} is a predictable process} is
G- =  3 f  ;°1(< +  e' )(t + 6^ dy‘ ~  /o<(i +  9l)i(t +  e i r ' dt ~ f° (t +  6l)(t + 62)2dt '
\  fo(t + 92)(t + 9\)~xdyt — fo(t + 92)4(t + 9i)~xdt — /J (t + 92)(t + 9\)2dt y
After some algebra we obtain
g; = 3 ( a' A ,
y  ^ 2 , 1  « 2 , 2  y
where
« 1,2
a,., = f i t  + h  r'dy,-  4 J \ t  + 0,)3(i + -  +
-  f i t  + $,)(t + e2y 2dy, + f ( t  + e1) \ t  + e2)-2dt -  2 J \ t  + e,)(t + e2f d t ,
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0-2,1 — ~ J  (2 4* 02)(  ^4  0i) 2dyt 4- J  {t 4  02)4(^  4  0i) 2dt — 2 J  (t 4- 02)(  ^4  0\)3dt
and
0 2 ,2  — [  4  0i) ldyt — 4 /  (£ 4 02)3(^  4- 0i) — f  (t +  0i)2dt,
Jo Jo Jo
while
2/3Rt — ^i(0i — 0i,0)2 4  ^2(^2 — 02,o)2 +  ^3(^1 — 0i,o)(02 — 02,o)*
where
—12 /^(t + 0i)2(^  4  02) ldt
\ 2 f o ( t  4- 0 i) 3(  ^4- 02)dyt — 2 / q(£ +  0i )~3(£ +  02)4 — 6 /J(t  +  0i)2(t +  02)d£ y
/  2 /0‘(t + ö2)-3(( + 9i)dy, -  2 /0‘(i + 02)-3(i + <M4 -  6 /0‘(i + <92)2(i + 0 ,)*  \
^2 =  I
\  ~ 12f0(t + 02)2(^  + 0i) j
and
— fo(t + 02) 2dyt 4- 4/□(£ 4  0i )3(£ 4  02)-2dt — 2 /□*(t 4- 02)3dt
V3 =
 ^ — foi* 4  &\)~2dyt +  4 /0‘(t +  02)3(* +  0i)_2d  ^ — 2 /^(t +  Oi)3dt y
Applying a basic property of martingales, we get yt =  0 ( f 4). Therefore, it is easy 
to get
(G-r^^-o,
that is , G* is asymptotic linear. But it is obvious that G* does not have an integral 
surface.
Assumption 5. {Gj} is a square integrable local martingale with respect to some 
(j-fields { T t } and
< G(0) > j l Gt (0) 1, as T ^  oo.
Assumption 6. There is sequence {cj} such that
(I < G(0) > T  I -  |Gt- i(0)Gt- i(0),|)/| < G(0) > T  I <  CT , O . S „
for T  large enough , where E  £ j =1 c j < oo.
In the following, we still denote the quasi-score estimating function by Gj.
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T heorem  2 Suppose that {G j } is asymptotic linear . Under Assumption%5 and 6 , 
if ^min(< G*(0) > n) a-A oo, as T  —► oo, and there is a positive increasing function 
h(x) such that
f°° dx
Jo xh(x)  ^  005
where h(\G j\)  =  o(Amin(G j)), then the quasi-likelihood estimator 6 j 0o.
Proof: Let Oj be the quasi-likelihood estimator. Following the assumptions,
0 =  Gt (6t ) =  G't (6o) +  G*t (0o)(0t -  0O) +  Ä rW
= G't {60)+ < G'(0o) >T (0T -  0O) +  o(< G*(0O) > r) .
From Theorem 5 in Chapter 8, we obtain
Oj O0, as T  —> oo.
The above theorem is based on the strong law of large numbers for martingales. 
Sometimes the asymptotic normality property of martingales can also be used to 
provide sufficient conditions for the consistency of quasi-likelihood estimators.
T h eorem  3 Under Assumption 5 , if
(1) {G j} is asymptotic linear ,
(2) < G'(8) > j ' n  GmT(8) 4  N(0,1), as T  —* oo,
(3) Amm(<  G"(0) > T) 4+ oo, as T  -* oo,
(4) Oj is a.s. convergent, 
then 0t — 0o 0, as n —> oo.
Proof: Let 0 j be the quasi-likelihood estimator. Following the assumptions,
0 =  G't {6t ) = G'T{6o) +  G't (Oo)(0t  -  0o) +
= GmT{90)+ < Gm(0o) >t (0t ~ 0o) +  o(< G*(0O) > T),
and
(0T - « . )  =  - <  G*(0») > f 1/2< G*(fl„) > ? 1/2 GJ(fl.) +  o(l).
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Because of Amtn(< G*(90) >j)  cx>, every element of < Gm(0o) > j 1^  converges 
almost surely to 0. Then, by Condition 2 and some basic probability properties,
9j — $0 a—> 0, as n -+ oo.
R em ark : 1. In practice, if Conditions 1 - 3 hold and the sequence of realizations 
of 0j converges, we may say that {9j} converges to the true parameter.
2. Condition 3 is always true when Condition 2 holds.
3. Condition 2 can be weakened to “ < G* > j 1^ 2 Gj —> C(X )” for some X, 
where X  is a a.s. finite r.v. and C(X)  denotes the law of X.
Corollary 1 Under Assumptions 5 and 6, if
(1) Gj  is asymptotic linear ,
(2) < G‘(9) > ; 1/2 G‘t (9) 4  N(0 ,1), as T  —> oo,
(3) < Gm(9) >t is monotone, i.e. || < Gm >t a?|| > || < G* >s 3f|| for all x € Rk, 
when T < S ,
(4) Amm(< Gm(9) >T) ^4' oo, as T —> oo,
then 9j — 90 0, as T —► oo.
Proof: If < Gm(9) >t is monotonic, then
< G*(9) >t1 G*t {9)
converges almost surely(see Chapter 8); that is
{9t-  9.) = - ( G r W r 'G W )  + o(l)
converges almost surely. Following Theorem 2, 9j — 90 —> 0, as T —► oo.
As an application, we consider an AR model.
T heorem  4 Suppose that {X(} is a stationary process and 
(1) E X l  < oo,
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(2) {Xt } is an ergodic sequence,
(3) X t = Q + ß \X t- \  + ß2Xt-2 + • • • + ßkXt. k + £)t,
where E (e t\T t- \ )  =  0, =  c constant and T t =  • • •, X t),
^  Lei
1 1 ES a:,., ... ES N
„ ES a-,-! ES x i ,  ... ES x > - \ X , - k
A T =
V El X._* El ... El X U  J
and suppose that if there is a 6 > 0 such that
\ m nE A T = 0 ( \E A t \s).
Then the quasi-likelihood estimators
{&, J ti , ß t i ) f a , . . . ,  ßk).
Proof: By the assumptions,
E « ,  =  E ( X  -  a  -  ß l X , . l -  . . .  -  
1 1
is a martingale with respect to { T t}. Let Qt be a subset of estimating function space 
{E l f t£t \{f t}  is a predictable process with respect to {/*(}}. Then the quasi-score 
estim ating function is
1 N
1 t
g ; = - W
y X s—lc J
( X a - a - ß 1X a- l - . . . - ß kX a. k),
which is a linear function of (a,/?i,
We find that
1 1
< Gm >t =
c l
x ._ ,
(1, X 3_1, . . . , X a- k)
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' t E iX,-! ... E ix,-k '
l E U -, E U -, E U - ^ - i
c : : : :
^EU.-* EU.-^.-> ••• EU,2-!
=  G' t -
Following Conditions 1 - 2 and Theorem 4,3.1 of Revesz(1968), 
(. E< G"< Gm > ,a- i  / ,  as ( —* oo. 
Applying Theorem 3 in Chapter 8,
< G* > t_1 G; a4 ' 0, as * -  oo.
Therefore,
Bt — 0o T+ 0, as t —* oo,
where
\  J
f t E'l -V,-! • El -Y,-* ^
-1
E'l -Y, N
EU.-! E‘i X U .. EU.-i-Y.-k EU.-1-Y,
v ES x , . k EU.-k-Y.-i • • E'i -YU , V El x ,- kx , ,
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CHAPTER 4
ASYMPTOTIC CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, several sufficient conditions for the consistency of quasi­
likelihood estimators have been discussed. However we still need to ask some further 
questions. The first one is what kind of confidence zones we can recommend for the 
quasi-likelihood estimators. The second one is whether the quasi-score estimating 
function provides smaller asymptotic confidence intervals for the true parameters 
than other estimating functions .
In the following, our framework is that of a family of experiments defined on a sta­
tistical space (fl,/*, {Pö}) where 9 6 0 , an open subset of p-dimensional Euclidean 
space. The experiments are indexed by t € [0,oc) and [Tt] denotes a standard 
filtration generated from these experiments. The framework covers discrete as well 
as continuous time and our object is to obtain asymptotic confidence statements 
about 0 of maximum precision. The setting may be parametric or nonparametric;
6 could be, for example, the mean of a stationary process.
A discussion concerning confidence zones of minimum size can be most naturally 
formulated in terms of properties of estimating functions ; see Heyde (1989) and 
references therein. To this end, and with little loss in generality, we shall confine 
attention to the class Q of zero mean, square integrable, /^-measurable, semimartin­
gale estimating functions Gt{9) which are vectors of dimension p such that
«■I»»-<lf>'
EGt{0) and EGt(0)Gt(0)' are nonsingular for each t > 0, the prime denoting trans­
pose.
An effective choice of Gt(9) is vital and in the case where the likelihood function 
exists, is known, and is tractable, the score function provides the benchmark and 
should ordinarily be used for Gt. It is well known, for example, that maximum
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likelihood (ML) estimation is associated with minimum size asymptotic confidence 
zones under suitable regularity conditions (e.g. Hall and Heyde (1980, Chapter 6)). 
We shall, however, take a more general approach, via a discussion of quasi-likelihood, 
for which properties similar to that of the ML estimator hold within what may be 
a more restricted setting.
In this chapter we shall point out what kind of confidence intervals we usually 
choose for the quasi-likelihood estimators and also the fact that the quasi-score 
estimating function always gives smaller asymptotic confidence intervals for the true 
parameter than other estimating functions under mild conditions.
2 F orm ulation
Asymptotic confidence statements about the “ parameter” 9 are based on the con­
sideration of the asymptotic properties of a suitably chosen estimating function 
Gt{9) as T —► oc. For this purpose we shall assume, as is typically the case in 
regular problems of genuine physical relevance, that Gj(9) has a limit distribution 
under some appropriate normalization.
Suppose that 'Pj is a space of estimating functions , G j is an estimating function 
in Q C and 9j  is an estimator which satisfies Gt{9j ) = 0. If 9* 90, where 90
is the true parameter, then for large T we use Taylor expansion to obtain
0 = Gt(9t) = Gt (90) + Gt(9xj )(9j -  90) (1)
where ||0O — 0i ,t || ^  ||0o — norm denotingjsum of squares of elements. Then,
assuming that, if there is a sequence of matrices {Bj }  such that
BtGt{6>) 4  X,
where X  does not depend on the choice of Gt , then
BtGt (9 .Wt - 0 , ) ± X ,  (2)
by 9* a-+ 90 and GT(9hT){GT(90))~l /, as T -> oo. Theoretically, asymptotic
confidence intervals for 90 can be determined from (2) if the distribution of .Y is
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known. However, confidence zones based on (2) are mostly difficult to formulate 
unless X  is normally distributed and it is desirable, wherever possible, to renormalize 
to obtain asymptotic normality. One important reason is that this is convenient in 
practice and it is easy to determine the boundary of the confidence interval. If, 
by using different norms, the estimators have an asymptotic normal distribution 
or an asymptotic mixed normal distribution respectively, we still prefer to use the 
norm which leads to the asymptotic normal distribution. This follows because the 
confidence interval based on asymptotic normality is smaller on average than that 
based on asymptotic mixed normality(see Heyde(1992)). That is why we always 
choose B j  such that
BtGt (8,) 4  jV(0,/) (3)
(4)
Since in practice 'I'j is always chosen as a martingale space if the quasi-likelihood 
method is used, there are many sufficient conditions which can be used to check 
whether (3) holds. Some of these sufficient conditions can be found in Hall and 
Hey de (1980) and the bibliography therein. Although those results are mainly for 
the one dimensional case, it is easy to extend them to the higher dimensional case 
by using the Cramer-Wold Device which can be written as follows:
Suppose that the k-dimensional random vectors X n = (Xnii, . . .  , X n<k) and 
X = ( X U . . . ,Xk) satisfy
E t3xnj i  £  tjx,
j=1 i=1
for each point t = (£i,...,fjt) of Rk. Then the characteristic functions / n(-s) = 
E ex p ( i s ^ k=l t jXnj ) of these one dimensional random variables converge to f (s)  = 
Eexp(is^2k]=i t jXj)  for each real s. Taking s = 1, we see that
Eexp(itXn) —► Eexp(itX).
Since t is arbitrary, X n - i  X  follows by the continuity theorem for characteristic 
functions.
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3 Central Limit Theorems
For the sake of completeness we now give two central limit theorems for multivariate 
martingales. We use them explicitly in Chapter 6.
The following theorem just extends Theorem 3.2 in Hall and Heyde(1980) to the 
higher dimensional case using the Cramer-Wold Device.
T heorem  1 Suppose that Sn<kn = Xn,k is a martingale in Rd, d >  1. If
where Eexp(i t 'Z)  =  exp( — \t 't ) ,  t € R d.
Proof: Using the Cramer-Wold Device, we only need to prove, for each point
t =  ($i , . . . ,  td) € R d,
(1) max* |A ^ |  -4 0, j  =  l , . . . , d ,  as n —► oc
(2) £fc=i X n,kXn}k' as n oo
(3) E  maXfc(|X^A’^ | | )  is bounded in n,
where i , j  =  1 , . . . ,  d, then
as n —► o o ,
d d
as n —> oo.
But
£  ^  = E E  =  E ( E  W n l )
d d kn kn d
j = 1 j = l  A:= 1 /c=l j = l
and { £ j=11 j X j f ^ }i < i t < j f e n  is a martingale difference array. Using Theorem 3.2 in Hall
and Hey de (1980), we only need to prove
d
£ ( £  (Jxn,i)2 ^  E ' j 2' as n -* oo,
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and
is bounded.
E{max( Y , tj X n,l)2) 
]  =  1
By the assumptions, we have
max I £  < max £  \tjXn,fc(j)| < £  |^ | max |.V ^ | 4  0,
* J = i * j = l J =  1
it
a s  n  —» o o ,  a n d ,
kn
E
k = \
'  u* < ; > N
( < . - C  • • • w r ‘ 2
f  y ( d )
^  Z<*A n , k  y
^ f 2  V"( 1 ) 2 f  ± y ( l )  y (^)  \
r i A n, ik M t d ^ n , k X n , k
=  E  i l l
' * ?  
4  0
• 
J
T
 
o
• 
o
 
o
/  /  v B l  y ( ^ )
\  r l r <*A n , i t A n,lt • • •
+2 v ^ ) 2
r d A n.fc /
\ 0 0  . . .  « 5 ;
as n -MX. Then,
E ( E ^ i ) 2-  h i as n —* oo,
and
E(ma.x{Y,t jXl1J')2) < £ ( £ max(•) v0>
i=i «J
is bounded. Therefore
< £(E |Wj|max|X^A'‘^ |)
t*Sn<k t 'Z , as n -> oo,
i.e.
Sji,k Z, as n —+ oo, 
where Eexp(itz)  =  exp(—\t't).
A process X  is considered as a mapping from Q x Rt into i f ” . Each mapping 
£ X ((u>), for a fixed u; € fi, is called a path, or a trajectory, of the process X.  A
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process X  is called cad (resp. cag, resp. cadlag), iff all its paths are right- continuous 
(resp. are left-continuous, resp. right-continuous and admit left- hand limits). Let 
{Mt} be a square integrable martingale. The quadratic variation [M)t is defined by
[M], = <  Mcm>, + £  (&M ,)(AM ,)',
0 < a < t
where Mcm is the unique continuous martingale part of M, < Mcm > is a predictable 
integrable process which satisfies that (Mcrn)2— < MCTn > is a uniformly integrable 
martingale with initial value zero and
AM , = M3(0) -  Ma-(0);
see e.g. Rogers and Williams(1987, p391) for a discussion.
We shall now give a central limit theorem which extends Theorem 1.1 in Hutton 
and Nelson(1984) to the higher dimensional case. They also gave a rather different 
extension of that theorem in their Corollary 2.3. Let A/*(A/"+) denote the set of 
nonnegative (positive) definite symmetric matrices. If A £ A/*, let A1^ 2 be the 
unique, nonnegative definite square root of A and let Amm(A) denote the minimum 
eigenvalue of A. For any matrix A =  (a ,j), let
Hutton and Nelson(1984)(Corollary 2.3) gave the following result:
Let M  =  0 < < < oo) be a p x 1 square integrable martingale with
quadratic variation matrix [M]t. Set Bj  =  E(Mj Mj ) and assume that Am;n(j5r) —* 
oo, as T —► oo. Suppose there is a function Kt increasing to infinity as t tends to 
infinity such that
(1) K j 1^ 2 supKT || AM(|| -A 0, as t —► oo,
(2) A  t72, as T —> oo, where r/2 is an element( possibly random) of AT,
(3) K j lB j  —► JA 35 ^ ° ° » where is an element of A/*+.
Then
4  Z’ ( stably)
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where Z* has the characteristic function E(exp( — 1 / 2 \ ' t] 2 \ ) )  and A = (A1, . . . ,A p)/ 
is a column vector.
We can see that, in Hutton and Nelson's result, they require that the covariance 
matrix Bj  be controlled by an increasing function K t. In a sense, this is like requiring 
that AmaxiBr) = 0(Amin(i?j)), which is a strong condition. S0rensen(1988) later 
extended the Hutton and Nelson’s (1984) result by substituting a vector function 
K t = (Ki,t, • • •, Kn,t) for the increasing function Kt. He used a diagonal matrix 
as a normalizer for Bj- This is a significant restriction on the covariance matrix 
Bj- But, we would wish to find conditions just based on the covariance matrix Bj  
alone. Furthermore, in both Hutton and Nelson’s and Sorensen’s results, they only 
got Kt / Mt —► Z. However when we use the quasi-likelihood method to estimate 
parameters, we often meet a question such as under which conditions we have
B ; i n Mt 4 z
or
< M >r1/2 Mt 4 Z
or
[m);1/2m, 4 z.
Therefore we need other forms of the central limit theorem which focus on these 
issues. Such a result is given below.
T heorem  2 Let a cag process M  = (M(i), M(2) ,. •., M(m)) be an m-dimensional 
square integrable {ft}-measurable martingale with quadratic variation matrix [M]t 
and set Bt = If
(1) Amin(Bt) -+ OO, as t -> oo,
(2) sup3<t x 'B f l/2A M 3AM'3B f l/2x 0, as t —> oo, for all x € Rm,
(3) b ; 1/2[m },b ; 1/24  a ,
where A is a m x m random positive definite matrix, 
then
b;'/2m, 4 z,
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where Z has the characteristic function E(exp( — l /2 \ 'A \ ) ) .
Proof: By the Cramer-Wold Device, we only need show that, for all x 6 Rm, 
x'x /  0,
x Bt l 2^Mt —> x Z, as t —> oo. (5)
Since Amm(£?() —► oo, as t —* oo. We only need to prove (5) for any sequence {Tn} 
which satisfies
\x'b tIIIb t^ xx,)~Xx\ < 2"2- (6)
For every Tn fixed, let Mjn,0 = M0 = 0,
Tn,k+i =  inf{« > Tn,*| -  AfT..JI > 2 - “}
= Tn, if no such t < Tn exists,
and
Xn* = -
By the definition of {A/*} and Tn>k, we have
\Xn,k\ < 2 ~ \
Therefore
s u p £ | £ X nijt | 2 =  s u p  E \ ^ 2 x ' B ^ / 2 ( M Tn,k -  M Tn, k - \ ) \ 2
k k
=  supE (x 'B j l /2MTnM'TnBTln/2x) = xx < oo;
k
sup |Xn,jt| <  2-n —► 0, as n —► oo; 
it
E ( s u p X l k) < 2_2n, is bounded in n.
k
By the definition of Tn, we have
W -  M0)|
= \ x ' B r l l ] B ^ ( x x r ' x x ' B t ' J \ M t^  -  M0)|
<  2_n"2 <  2" n_1.
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This means TUyi < Tn+1 , 1 . Now assume that Tnyk- 1 < Tn+1)fc_! is true. We are going 
to prove Tn,k <  Tn+i>. If Tn<k < Tn+iyk- i, then it is obvious that Tn,fc < Tn+if*; if 
Tnijt > Tn+itk-i,  by the definition of TUyk and applying (6), we have
\x'B-t ' J2( M^ k-
< \x' B ^ ( M Tn.k -  I + W -  MT„ik_,)\
< 2 ~ n ~ 2 +  2 ~ n ~ 2 =  2_n_1,
i.e. Tn<k <  Tn+i,*. By induction, we get < Tn+i^ for all and therefore 
T n.jt C ^ n+1^. Using the integral expression,
T T
= j  ” Ms-dM', + J  " dMs.V/; + [M, M']r„
(see, Liptser and Shiryaev (1986), pi 18) and the fact that
E  *-.**».*
=  -  A f r ^ . A t
= x 'B jl l\ M TnMlT„-  E ( Mr„, -  MT„.4_ ,)M ^ _ ,
we have
= 2x' ßfn1/2( E ( -  Mjnk_,)Mjnk_y -
=  x'ß?„1/2( E (  t *  -  m :-))BjJ 2x
JTnk-1
= x'B?J2 dM.tilBf,
where -  M ',)I(Tnk_lj nk). Since
J
P(\x'BjJ2 /  " d A /^ B ^ y2*! > e)
0
< l / e 2E(tr( F ” [}jlBr'J2xx B r lJ 2dM,)2)
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<
-  l /ehr (E  J0Tn L ^ B ^ /2x x 'B r y 2d[
< l/e 22-J»(r(£(x 'ß fn1/2[.W]Tnßf„1/2x))
< K2~2n/e2 -► 0, 
for some constant K , this forces
as n —► oo,
x'ßf„1/2[M]T„ s ; i>1/2x -  o.
Then, by assumption, we have
y  X ntkX'ntk a:7Ax, as n —► oo.
Applying Lemma 2.2 in Hutton and Nelson (1984),
X n,k Zm, as u —► oo, 
where Eexp(iXZm) = Eexp(-l /2Xx'  AxX). Therefore
51 Xn,k x 'z, as n -M X , 
where Eexp(iXz) =  Eexp(-l /2XAX),  and (5) holds.
4 A sym ptotic Confidence Intervals
Following the discussion of (1) in Section 2 of this Chapter, if
(£G T(Öo)Gr (0o)')-l/2GT(öi.r)(£)GT(öi,T))-1£(Gr(«o)GT(öo)')1/2^ K / p
for some random variable Y  (>  0 a.s.), we have, as T —* oo,
(£G3-(ö»)Gt (ö» )')- ,/2(£ G t («i .j- ) ) ( ^  -  0,) 4  X, (7)
say, not depending on the choice of Gt . In this case the size of confidence zones for 
0o is then governed by the scaling u information ”
S(Gt(0)) =  (EGt(0)Y(E(Gt(0)Gt(0)Y)-l (EGt(0))
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and we prefer estimating function G\it to G2,t if S(G\<t) > £(G2,*) for each t > t0 in 
the partial order of nonnegative definite matrices as indicated in Chapter 1.
For Gt(0) € Q, the result
4  ;vp(0 (8)
Np denoting the p-variate normal, seems to encapsulate the most general form of 
asymptotic normality result. Norming by a random process such as [G]* is essential in
p
what is termed the non-ergodic case(for which (£[G]t)_1[G]t -f+ constant as t —► oo). 
A simple example of this furnished by the pure birth process Nt with intensity 0Nt-, 
where we take for Gt the estimating function and
Gt = 0~1(Nt -  1) -  f* N-da,
Jo
[G]t = e - \N t - 1),
while
[G]r1/2G, 4  JV(0, 1), (EG2, ) - l/2Gt 4  W '/2N (0 ,1)
and
(£[G ]«rl [G], a-i' W
where W  has a gamma distribution with form parameter N0 and shape parameter 
N0 and W l/2N (0 ,1) is distributed as the product of independent W l/2 and Ar(0 ,1) 
variables.
In the general case, to obtain confidence zones for $o from (2), we use the Taylor 
expansion (1) and then, under appropriate continuity conditions for Gt,
Gt (0i ,t )(Gt (0o)) 1 Ip
and,
[G(e)}T/2GT(0TWT -  0o) 4  0, /„) (9)
as T —> oo, if (8) holds.
For the construction of confidence intervals we actually need this convergence to 
be uniform in compact intervals of 0o; we shall use ^  to denote such convergence
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and henceforth suppose that (9) holds in this mode. We shall also write
£(G,(0 „)) = (-G ,(0o))'[G(0)]rl( -G t(0o)). (10)
Which of the asymptotically equivalent forms should be used for asymptotic 
confidence zones based on (9) is unclear in general despite the fact that many spe­
cial investigations have been conducted. For example, in the case of likelihoods 
rather than quasi-likelihoods there is evidence to support the use of the observed 
information — Gt{0) rather than the expected information EGt{0)Gt(0)'( e.g. Efron 
and Hinkley(1978)). BarndorfF-Nielsen and S0rensen(1989) have used a number of 
examples to argue the advantages of (10) which, as we have seen, comes naturally 
from (8). On the other hand, Heyde(1987) proposed the form
(-G i(ö))' < G(0) >r*
where Gt{0) is a matrix of predictable processes such that Gt{0) — Gt(0) is a mar­
tingale. This is a direct extension of the classical Fisher information and is closely 
related to £(Gt(0)).
In (1) let Gj  be a quasi-score estimating function in Q, denoted by Gj.  Here we 
consider those case in which (4) hold for some Bj.  If (4) holds, then the asymptotic 
confidence intervals for 0o can be determined by quasi-score estimating function in 
the following two ways:
(1) If BtGj  are nonrandom, then
0 J - O>i  N(0 ,(Gt ) - \ B t'Bt )
for large T and the (1 — a) x 100% asymptotic confidence intervals for c'90, c being 
any vector in Rp if 0o € i?p, are
c %  ± zaiic'(Gj)~' (Bt Bt )~x
where za/2 is the upper a/2  point of the standard normal distribution.
(2) If BtGj  are random, then
(0j  -  0o)'g 't'b 'tb t g ’t{0-t -  0,) 4  x l
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for large T, if 9 j,9 0 € Rp. Therefore the (1 — a) x 100% asymptotic confidence 
intervals for 90 can be determined from
P m  -  ea)'Gr'B'TBTGT(e-T -  0.) < x l J
= P( max
ceRP
I (cW -  I2 
d(GmT'B'TBTG-T) - lc 
% 1 — a,
( i i )
where Xp,Q is the upper a point of the chi-squared distribution with p degrees of 
freedom. The result (11) can be written again as follows:
P m  -  Oo)'G't'B'tBtG*t(0't -  90) < xl,Q)
= P(c'90 € m  ±  Xp,«W{G*t 'B't Bt G't ) - 1cYI2, for all c € Rp)
=  P{{0j — 0o)(0j — 9oy — X2v,a{Gj'B't Bt Gj )~1 is negative definite)
~  1 —  Q .
An important question to ask is whether the quasi-score estimating function 
can provide a smaller asymptotic confidence zones for 90 than any other estimating 
functions ( assuming always that the quasi-likelihood estimators 9j converges almost 
surely to the true parameter 0O). For the general case, it is too hard to answer 
this question. Firstly, since a quasi-score estimating function is associated with an 
estimating function space, it is difficult to compare a quasi-score estimating function 
in one estimating function space with an estimating function in another estimating 
function space. Secondly, even for two estimating functions, Gn,! and Gn<2 , from the 
same estimating function space, and assuming that the Taylor expansions
0 =  C?n,i(0n,i) =  Gn,\ ($0) + ö n)i(0n,i )(#«,! — 0o)
and
0 = Gn,2(0n,2) = Gn^{90) 4- ön,2(0n,2)(0n,2 ~  #o)
hold, if there are norms, say Bnt 1 and BHi2 , such that
and
B n,2G n,2{9o) X 2 ,
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where X\  and Xi  belong to different kinds of distribution laws, it is still difficult 
to compare the confidence intervals for 0O. Therefore, we just focus our attention 
on a fixed estimating functions space $  and assume that the estimators have the 
asymptotic normality property. Before discussing the above question, we need the 
following theorem:
T heorem  3 Suppose that p =  { {B n}\ Bn is nonsingular, n = 1 , 2 , . . . . }  is a sub­
set of sequences of matrices and 0O is the true parameter. If
(1) Bn(9n - 6 0) 4  jV(0,/),
( 2 ) B:(6-n - e , ) ± N ( 0 , I ) ,
(3) ~  >  o for all n,
then the asymptotic confidence zones determined by B * are smaller than those de­
termined by Bn.
Proof: If Bn and B * are non-random, then for large n,
en - e 0&N(o,B; l(Bn
K - bA  n(o,(b-„)-'(b-’)-\
and the theorem is true. For the general case, if
Bn(0n - 6 o) ± N (0 , I )
and
b w : -  e.) 4  N(0, i)
then the (l  — a)  x 100% asymptotic confidence intervals for 0o associated with B n 
and B* are determined by
P((0n -  0o)(0n -  0oY -  x l ( B n'Bn)~l is negative definite)
and
P ( ( K  -  00w n -  Oo)' -  xl(Bn B mn)~l is negative definite) 
respectively. But (B*'B~)~l <  (B ’nBn)~l . Thus the theorem is true.
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Let Qt be a subset of estimating function space 'Lt and Gj  be the quasi-score 
estimating function in Qt - Suppose that Gj  € Qt , 9j  and 9j  satisfy the conditions 
Gt (Ot ) — 0 and Gj (Oj ) = 0 respectively and 90 is the true parameter. Using the 
notations in Godambe and Heyde(1987), if some suitable conditions are satisfied 
and
(G)?,2Gt (8t -0.)  4  iV(0, /), (12)
(G-)Tl/2G-T(8-T - e , )  4 (13)
then, following Theorem 3,
(Gt )~1(Q)t((Gt )~1)' -  (Gj )- ' (G-)t ( (6t ) -1Y > 0
implies that the asymptotic confidence zones determined by (G*)T Gj  are smaller 
than those determined by (G)j 1^ 2Gj -
Let = {/0T as(9)dm9(9)} be an estimating function space , where {a3(0)} is 
a predictable process which is almost surely continuously differentiable with respect 
to the components of 9, and
mT(9) = X T -  f T ft(9)d\t, (14)
Jo
where {At} is a real, monotonically increasing, right continuous process with A0 = 
0, while {m j(0),/y}  is a cadlag, square integrable r x 1 vector martingale with 
quadratic characteristic (m(0))j given, for all T, by
(m(0))T = f  at(9)d\t.
Jo
The processes {AJ, {at(0)} and {/«(^)} are predictable and the elements of f t(0) are 
almost surely continuously differentiable with respect to the element of 9. For the 
above model Godambe and Heyde(1987) indicated that the quasi-score estimating 
function Gj  in Qt Q. $ t is both 0 \  and Of optimal(for definitions see Godambe 
and Heyde(1987)). Therefore, in this case, if (12) and (13) are true, we should choose 
a quasi-score estimating function Gj  to estimate the true parameter, because it can 
provide smaller asymptotic confidence intervals than others. In essence, Theorem 
3 shows that we can compare the asymptotic confidence intervals determined by
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Bn and B* respectively if (B'nBn) 1 and (B*‘£*)-1 can be ordered. Naturally this 
statement will lead to another question. If there are sequences of matrices {Än}, 
{An} and {Bn} satisfying
Ä„(0„-öo) 4
An{9n - 8 , ) ± N ( 0 , /) ,
Bn(8-n - 0 o) ±  N(0, /) ,
and (A'nAn)~l > can we also get (Ä'nÄn)~l > (B'nBn)~l or 0^ optimality.
If the answer is *‘yes ”, it means that, for every sequence of parameters {0n}, if there 
is one kind of norm {An} such that
An($n - e , ) ±  N(0 ,1)
and
(An'Any l> (B„'Bn) - \
it is impossible to find another kind of norm {An} such that
i » ( 0 „ - 0 . ) 4  N(0,I)
and
(Bn‘B„)-' >
In this case we can claim that the quasi-score estimating function is the best esti­
mating function from the estimating function space regardless of what kind of norm 
we have chosen. Unfortunately it seems impossible to give a complete answer for 
this question. Nevertheless the following theorem will give a partial answer.
Theorem 4 Suppose that {0n} is a sequence of estimators, and {Bn} and {An} are 
nonsingular matrices (possible random). If
ßn(ö„ -  Ö.) 4  JV(0,/) ,
A„(0„ -  0.) 4 N(0,I),
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and
AnB~l a-4‘ C,
as n —► oo, where C is a nonsingular non-random matrix, then
C'C =  I.
P ro o f: Denote Bn(0n — 0o) and AnB~l by Xn and Cn respectively. Following 
the assumptions,
x „ 4 j V ( o , / ) ,
Cnx n4  0 , / ) ,
and
Cn a- i  C.
We denote by Ox(s) a subset of Rp which is a ball with centre at x and radius e. 
Suppose that E is a subset of Rp, E + £ =  {UxeE Ox{e)}. Let E\ and E2 be subsets 
of RP, d(E\, E2) =  min{e| E\ + £ D E2 and E2 + £ D Ei}.
For any sets A = (( — oo, a j ,  • • •, ( — 00, ap]) € Rp, we have
P(Cnx n e A) = P ( x n e c ~ l A)
= P(Xn € Cn-M ) -  P (X n € C - l A) +  P (X n 6 C~lA).
Since Cn a-+ C, as n —► 00, then d(C~l A,C~lA) a-% 0. Using Egoroff’s theorem, for 
any 6 > 0, there exists D(6) such that P(D — D(S)) < S and d(C~l A, C~lA) —> 0 
on D(6), where A  denotes uniform convergence.
Therefore, for any £ > 0, there exists N(6, e) > 0 such that, if n > N,
C - lA + £ D C~lA D C~lA - £
where C~l A — £ is a subset of C~l A such that (C~1 A — e) +  £ C C~l A. Thus 
P(CnXn e A) -  6 -  P(Xn e (C~l A +  e)\(C~lA -  £))
< P(Xn 6 C -M ) <  P(CnXn€ / ! )  +  <$ +  P(Xn € (C-'A + s)\(C~lA -
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Since X n 4  JV(0,1), first let n —► oo, then —* 0 and fi —* 0. We get
lim P(Xn € C_,A) = lim P(CX„ € A) = lim P(CnXn € A).
n —»oo n —* oo n —»oo
But C„.Y„ 4  iV(0,7), which also implies CX„ 4  N(Q,I) . Combining
xn4  iV(o, /)
and
cxn4  jv(o, /).
we get
C'C = /.
R em ark  : Because of the existence of C“1, C'C — I implies that C C  — /,
Now we continue our explanation. Suppose that (12) and (13) are true and, in 
the meanwhile there are other matrices {Bj}  such that
Bt(6t -  00) 4  jV(0,7)
and
< G > j 1/2 Gt Bt1 “4  C, as T -  oo, 
where C is a non-random matrix. Due to Theorem 4, we obtain C C  — I. Then
B j l B j *' -  Gj-X < G" >T (G j-1)'
= (< G >tU2 Gr )-1(< G >t 12 Gr )ßflß f l'(< G >f1/2 GT)'((< G > ?1/2 Gr)')"1
- G ’f 1 < G" >T (G^r1)'
= (< G >-T'n  Gt )- '[(<  G >tXI2 Gt )Bj XBj ' \ <  g  > ; 1/2 Gt )' -  /] 
x((<  G>r'/2 Gt )1)-'  + G ?  < G >t (Gf1)' -  CTf1 < G* > r  (Gj-1)'
is asymptotically negative-definite if ||(< G > j 4 2 Gx)—11| is bounded for large 
enough T. Therefore, in the asymptotic sense, < G" >7 2 Gj-1 also provides 
smaller asymptotic confidence intervals than those provided by {Bj} .
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C H A PT E R  5
A SY M PTO TIC  QUASI-SCORE ESTIM ATING
FUNC TIO NS
1 In troduction
Given a process X, if there is a parameter 9 E 0  C Rn associated with X , which 
needs to be estimated, this can usually be done using the quasi-likelihood method. 
Let be an estimating function space associated with the sample {Xt,t < T}, 0  
be a parameter space and QT be a subset of $ 7 . The element GT of QT satisfies the 
conditions that EqGj Gt ' and EqGj  are nonsingular. If there exists a G*T 6 Qt such 
that
(£ #G r)'1£eGrGT'(£8G'r r l -
is nonnegative for all Gj  € Qt and all 9 € 0 , then Gj  is called the quasi-score 
estimating function in Qj and the root of Gj(9) = 0 is called the quasi-likelihood 
estimator. However, in practice it is possible that a quasi-score estimating func­
tion in Qj does not exist or sometimes it is difficult to obtain the quasi-likelihood 
estimator from the quasi-score estimating equation Gj{9) = 0 since the represen­
tation of Gj(0) may be complicated, especially when the problem involves some 
nuisance parameters. For instance, an example which we shall provide below gives 
us a quasi-score estimating function
T
g * t = ' £ X k - i ( * 2x k- l + (Xk -  9Xk. l ),
k-l
£wvt* Hu *]■
where cr2 and r/2 are nuisance parameters. /fcfis not possible to get ibeiquasi-likelihood
s c -vv  ^ ^ — t J-w quasi-score estimating equation whether2 and r)2 are unknown.estimator of 9
Therefore we need a new estimating function to substitute for the quasi-score esti­
mating function which retains the same basic properties. For this purpose, Heyde 
and Gay(1989) introduced a new concept of asymptotic quasi-score estimating func­
tions. We shall further discuss this important concept here.
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In the following discussion, all expectations are functions of 0 E 0 , i.e. the 
expectation should be written as But for convenience, we always write
it as tt£■(•)”. Without further explanations, we postulate that all equations and 
inequalities below hold for all 0 E 0  if those equations or inequalities are associated 
with 0. For a matrix A = (atJ), we denote by ||A|| the Frobenius norm of A ( 
sometimes known as the Euclidean norm)
l|A|| = ( E E 4 ) I/2-
» J
Let {An}, {Bn} be sequences of symmetric positive definite (p.d.) matrices. If there 
is a sequence {Dn} of matrices such that An — Bn + Dn is nonnegative definite for 
each n and \\Dn\\ —► 0 as n —► oo, we shall say that An — Bn is asymptotically 
nonnegative definite(annd).
Heyde and Gay(1989) gave the following definition of an asymptotic quasi-score 
estimating function :
Definition 1 : Suppose that G j E Qt Q ^  for each T > 0. If there is a sequence 
of positive functions {07 , T > 0} such that
c T- ' {  (EG-Ty(EGjGj')-'(EG-T)-  )} (1)
is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all G j € Qt and all 6 £ Q as T oo and
)'(EGj Gj )~1(EGj )\> 0.
T —*oo
we shall say that {Gj} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions 
within Q = {£r}* A solution 0mT of Gj(6) = 0 will be called an asymptotic quasi­
likelihood (AQL) estimator.
It is obvious that this concept provides a new idea for developing the quasi­
likelihood method. However the above definition of an asymptotic quasi-score se­
quence of estimating functions is not entirely satisfactory. This subject will be 
discussed in Section 2. We shall give a new definition of a quasi-score sequence of 
estimating functions in Section 3 and discuss the relations between the sequence of
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quasi-score estimating functions and the sequence of asymptotic quasi-score estimat­
ing functions as well as the relations between the definition and the new definition 
of asymptotic quasi-score estimating functions . Following the discussion in Chapter 
2, we also give a definition of asymptotic E-sufficiency in Section 4 and show that, 
under certain regularity conditions, the asymptotic quasi-score estimating function 
will be asymptotically E-sufficient.
2 D elib era tion s
In Chapter 4 , we have pointed out that, in a certain sense, the quasi-score estimating 
function provides smaller confidence zones for an unknown parameter than other 
estimating functions in an estimating function space. Therefore, in the view of its 
method of construction, we also expect that the asymptotic quasi-score estimating 
function also has this important property. In Chapter 4, we see that the matrix 
(EGt )~1{EGtGt'){EGt')~1 may be employed to determine the dimensions of the 
confidence zone. Following the discussion there, in order to obtain smaller confidence 
zones than those generated by other estimating functions , we need to choose G\  
such that
(EGt )-'(EGtGt')(EGt ')-' ~ (EG\)-\EG*tG’t')(EG't ')-' > 0,
for all Gj  € Qt• Therefore, if under Definition 1, the asymptotic quasi-score esti­
mating function is to provide smaller confidence zones than other estimating func­
tions the following property should hold : there is a sequence of positive functions 
{ßr ,T  > 0} such that
ßT- l {(EGTr \ E G T G Tl)(EGlT)-x -  (2)
is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all Gj  6 Qt t as T —♦ oo, and 
lira /3T- 1||(£ G T )'1(£G JG y)(£G r')~ l |l > o.
T —►oo
The last inequality gives us some information about the rate at which
\\(EG*T)-\EG'TG'T')(EG'T')-l \\
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tends to 0. However (1) and (2) are not equivalent and an example is given below to 
show this. Equivalence may break down when the eigenvalues of (E G j )_1 (EGj Gj ')
(EG j')~ l go to zero at different rates. That means that, under Definition 1, the 
asymptotic quasi-score estimating function may not provide smaller confidence zones 
than others in some cases. In order to discuss the relations between (1) and (2), 
we say, for convenience, that the asymptotic quasi-score estimating function under 
Definition 1 is a 1-asymptotic quasi-score estimating function . We give the definition 
of a 2-asymptotic quasi-score estimating function below:
Definition 2 Suppose that Gj € Qt Q ^ f or weh T > 0. If there is a sequence of 
positive functions {ßr,T  > 0} such that
ßT~l {(EGt Y \ E G t Gt ')(EG't ) -1 -  (EGj )~1(EGj Gj '){EGj ')~1}
is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all G j  € Qt , es T —► oo, and
lim 0t ~1\\(EGt )~1(EGtGt )(EGt ')~'\\ > 0,
T —-oo
we shall say that {G^} is a 2-asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions 
within {Qt }•
We denote by Gj the quasi-score estimating function within Qj for each T, if it 
exists.
Theorem 1 Suppose that, for every T , Gj exists within Qj end
\ mal((EG-Ty (EGj Gj 1 )- '(EGj))  =
A mm((EG-T)'(EG-TG-T')-'(EG-T))
Then, {Gj} is a 1-asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions within 
{Qt } end
0 < Jim^Qj1 \\{EGj)'{EGjGmT')~x{EGmT)\\
T —oo
< UnTaf'IKEGj )'{EGj Gj ' Y 1 {EGmT)\< oo
T —oo
iff {Gj} is a 2-asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions within {Qt } 
and
0 < lim aT\\(EGt )~1 iEGt Gt ')(EGr')~l \\
T —oo
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< lim aj\\(EGj)~l (EGj< co
X —»oo
where a j  is the positive function in Definition 1.
Proof: We need only prove the necessity part. The proof of the other part is 
similar.
Let
Dt = - a j l {(EG’T)\EG'TGmT'Y \ E G mT)-  (EG$)'{EG$
Following the definition of {Gj}, there is a sequence of matrices {Dt } such that
aT{(EGT)'(EGrGmT')~'(EGmT) -  (EG$)'(EG$G$')-l (EG$)} + DT > 0
and || A r || —+ 0 as T  —> oo. Therefore, from the definition of G j , and for any x € Rn 
fixed,
0 > lim  x,{ a j l [(EG"T)'(EG"TG‘T')-l(EG’T) -  (EG$)'(EG$G$')-'(EG$)]}x
T —oo
> l im  {x '{a -l [{EGmTY(EGmTGmT')-'(EGmT) -  )] + DT}x
T —oo
—x'Djx}
>  l im  x'{aZ'[(EG’TY(EG'TGj ' ) - l (EGr) -  (EG^y(EG^G^')- ' (EGf )] + Dt }x
T —oo
— lim  \x'Djx\.
T  —'oo
But
0 <  l im  \x'Djx\  =  0
T —oo
and
i  '{aT[(EG-TY(EGmTG‘j ' ) - \ E G mT)-  (E G $y(E G $G $')-\E G $)\ + DT}x > 0,
for all T, so that we have
lim x'c,rl {(EG-Ty(EG’TG-T')-l(EG-T) -  (E G fY (E G $ G ? r '(E G $ )}x  = 0
T —oo
for all x € Rn, that is
lim ||Z>rl| =
T —►oo
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lim ||aj ' { (EGj ) ' (EGjGj ) - ' (EG’T) -  (EG$)'(EGfG$')~l (EG$)}|| = 0.T —*oo
Let
At = (EGt )'(EGtGt' ) - \E G t ),
A’t =  (EGt ) \EG j Gt' ) - \E G ’t )
and
A^ = (EG$)\EG$G$')-'-(EG$)\
then
Dt =  —oljX{Aj — Aj).
By the definition of G j ,
a j l (Aj  — At) +  Dt 
— (ctj1 At +  Dt ) — otj1 At 
is nonnegative definite. Since
[cij1 Aj  +  Dt ) =  Oj1 Aj > 0,
and
otj1 At > 0,
we obtain
(q'j 1A7’) 1 — [ctj1 Aj  +  Dt ) 1 > 0,
and that is
(a?1 At )*1 -  ( a f 1 At)*‘( /  +  ( a f 1 At )*'D t )*‘ > 0.
The above inequality can be rewritten as
0 < K ' A t)*1 -  (af'A j)*1)/ + (a j lAmTr lDT)-1
=  (qJ'A t )”1 — ( a T A j ) - l (I +  ( a j l At ) ' 1 Dt +  ( ( a j 1 At )“ 'D t )2 +
+((qt1'4t)"1£>t)3 H---- )
=  (qJ1 At)“1 -  ( o f 1 At)“1 -  ( a f ‘A^)“1( ( a f 1AT)“1L,T+
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Here
+ ( ( a r 1A j )  1 D j ) 2 +  • • •)
=  (cxj^ At) 1 — ( c t j 1 Aj)  1 -f- Dj.
\ \bT\\ =  ||( a j l A'T) - \ ( a j l A'T) - l DT +  + ( ( a j l A j )~ l DT)2 +  • • -)ll
OO
< I K a f ' / l r r M l E l l K ^ r r ' ß r l l  •
k=l
In the following we want to prove that limj-.oc \\Dj\\ =  0. Since
^max{Aj) _  ~ .
A  min(A}) [ >'
if limT Q^1 Am.-nfAj) = 0, so is ilmT_ 00Qj1 Amar(>lj) =  0, and then we have
iimr^oo«T1ll(^r)ll =  0,
which provides a contradiction with the assumption. Therefore there exists a con­
stant a > 0 such that, for large enough T,
\min{A'j') >  Oc >  0 .
This yields the existence of a constant c such that
lla T(^r)~l ll < c>
for large enough T.  Hence, for large enough 7 \
00 L
H ^ r l l ^ l K W r ' I l E l M ^ r r ' O r l l
k= 1
< c_ £ l M _  0 , as T  — co.
1 -  c||£>t ||
We therefore obtain
q t {At ) 1 -  a j ( A j )  1
is asymptotically nonnegative definite. By assumption we also have
lim <3t I1 (A t ) || > 0.
T —►oo
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Thus, {G?} is a 2-asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions within 
{Qt } and
0 < _\im_aT\\(EGj)~l (EGjGj')(EGj')~l ||
T — oo
< Tim aT\\(EGj)~l (EGj Gj ')(EGj ')~1\\ < oo.
Remark: If the conditions of Theorem 1 do not hold, the concept of 1-asymptotic 
quasi-score sequence of estimating functions is not equivalent to the concept of a 
2-asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions . The following example 
illustrates this fact.
Example 1: Let {Xt } be a process in R2 and
' JoT  efdt '  
v h / T  ,
' mi(T)  
v m2(T)
where 0\, 02 > 1 are parameters; m.i(T) and m2(T’) are martingales with respect to 
some cr-fields {Tt } and m = (m1,m 2 )/ satisfies
< m
T 0 
v 0 T
\
Let Qt be the set {/0T f t(6)dmt | {f t} is a predictable process with respect to 
Following Godambe and Heyde(1987), the quasi-score estimating function in Qt is
/  fo ldmi(t) N
V mi (T) /T2j
After some calculations we find that
( EGj ) ~' ( EGj Gj ' ) ( EGj ' y '
and
(EG $) \EG $G t )~1(EG$)
(  ( g  t '26 ? - 2dt)-'  0  '
\  0 T 3 J
f g t ' * 6 ? - 2dt 0 \
0
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Now we construct estimating functions Gj  for every T. Let
g -t = g $ +
y Jo 02tdm
Then we obtain
(EGmT)~l {EGmTGmT')(EGmT')~l
(  ( rT(f0T w ? - * d t ) - '  
0 T - 3 +02 +  1 /302T 3 ( T - 3 +  l / 2 0 2 )2 /
Since
(EG-t )'(EG-tGj ' ) - \E G j ) -
and
0
T ~ 3( (T~3 + l/2d2)2 _  u
1 ^ r - 6 + 0 2T - 3 + 1/361
0, as T —> oc
lim \\(EGj)'{EGmTGmT')~l (EG*T)\\
= lim II
T —*oo
/
\
foT t"0?6- 2dt
0 ( T - 3 +  l /2 f l2)2 T ~ 3 + 6 i  +  1 /302T 3
> 0 ,
G j is a 1-asymptotic quasi-score estimating function , but it is not possible for it to 
be a 2-asymptotic quasi-score estimating function . If Gj  is a 2-asymptotic quasi­
score estimating function , there exists a sequence of positive functions a j  > 0 such 
that
af'IKEGtJ'V^GtGr'K^Gr')'1 -  (EG’T)-\EG 'TGmT'){EGmT')-11|
= l/3 a x' r 30 (l)  —* 0, as T —* oo.
This yields
a j l \\(EGj)~l (EGjGj>)(EGj,)~l ||
= a j 1(o(l) + T60 ( I))1^ 2 —»► 0, as 71 —> oo.
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Thus we obtain a contradiction with the definition of a 2-asymptotic quasi-score 
estimating function .
Similarly we can use the same technique to construct an example of a 2-asymptotic 
quasi-score estimating function which is not a 1-asymptotic quasi-score estimating 
function .
3 A sy m p to tic  Q uasi-score E stim atin g  F unctions  
: a N ew  D efin ition
As we have discussed in Section 2, Definition 1 is not adequate to ensure that the 
asymptotic quasi-score estimating function will provide smaller asymptotic confi­
dence zones than other estimating functions in a given estimating functions space. 
Therefore we give another definition of asymptotic quasi-score estimating function 
which avoids this problem.
Definition 3 Suppose {Gj}  £ Qt C 'P. If there is a family of nonsingular matrices 
{Bj }  such that
B j l {(EGt Y 1 (EGt Gt ')(EG't )~'~ (
is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all {Gr} € Gt > as T —* oo and
lim \\Bt 1{(EGt )-HEG'tGt ')(EGtY 1(B^)'\ \  > 0, (3)
we shall say that {Gy} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions
Remarks: 1. In practice, If Gy is a suitable estimating function we usually
have
\\(EGT)-l (EGmTGmT')(EGmT')-l \\ -  0
as T —► oo. Therefore (3) shows the convergence speed of \\(EGj)~l (EGj Gj ') 
(EGj')~l ||. Of course we may choose {Bj}  to be a sequence of functions. But if
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the eigenvalues of
{EGj ) - \E G j Gj ){EGmt ') -1
converge to zero at different rates, it is better to choose {Bj}  to be a sequence of 
matrices from which we can take account of the different behaviour of each of the 
eigenvalues. This is equivalent to, after a suitable linear transformation, dealing 
with the different behaviour of the confidence intervals for each parameter.
2. The concept of asymptotic quasi-score estimating function is associated with 
some sequence of matrices {Bj}.
3. If {Bj }  is a sequence of real functions, then the new definition of asymptotic 
quasi-score sequence of estimating functions coincides the definition of 2-asymptotic 
quasi-score sequence of estimating functions .
Now we need to investigate the relations between asymptotic quasi-score estimat­
ing functions and quasi-score estimating functions and show that the definition of an 
asymptotic quasi-score estimating function is reasonable. The following theorems 
will tell us that, in a certain sense, both
(.EGt ) - \ E G t Gt '){EG£')'*
and
( .EGmT)- \E G mTGmT)(E Ö T )-\B j 1)
have a same limit, where {Gj  } is the sequence of the quasi-score estimating functions 
and {Gy} is the sequence of asymptotic quasi-score estimating functions .
Theorem 2 Suppose that {Gy} is a quasi-score sequence of estimating functions 
within {Gt }- Then {Gy} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating func­
tions iff there exists a sequence of matrices {Bj }  such that
\\Bp{(EG$)-'(EG$G$')(EG$')-'-  ( £ G m M £ G ^ )(£ G rV 1}(ß f1)ll -  0.
as T  —► oo, and (3) holds.
Proof: Using the technique of the proof in Theorem 1, the necessity part is 
obvious.
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The following is the proof of the sufficiency part. Since, for any Gj  € Gt ,
B f '  {((EGt Y '{ E G tGt ')(EGt ' Y '  -  (EG't Y \ E G j Gj ')(EGj ' Y 1}(BY) '
= B Y { ( E G t Y 1(EGt Gt ')(EGt 'Y '  -  ( E G $ Y l(EG$GT& ') ( E G f 'Y l } (B Y Y  
+Bj '{{EGj Y ' ( E G j Gt ^!)(EGj ’Y '  -  (EG-t Y \E G - t G’t ')(EGj ' Y 1} { B Y ),
let
Dt = B Y { ( E G $ Y 1(EG$Gt A ') (E G $ 'Y 1
-(EG-tY 1(EG'tG't')(EG[r ' Y ' U B Y Y
Then we have
B j '  {(EGt Y \ E G t Gt ')(EGt' Y '  -  ( E G j Y \ E G ’TGr')(EGmT' Y ' } ( B j 1)' -  Dr )
>  0 .
Following the assumption
BY{(EG$Y\EG$G tX)(EG$'Y' -  -  0 ,
as T  —> oo, we obtain that {G’j} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating 
functions .
T heorem  3 Suppose that Gj  € Gt Q 4/ /or each T. If G j exists for each T and 
there exists a sequence of nonsingular matrices {Aj} such that
At '{(EGt ),{EGj Gj ,)~1(EGj ) -  (EGT)'{EGTGT')~l (EGT)}AT 
is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all Gj  G Gt , as T —► oo, and
0 < jim_Amin(AT\ E G mT) \E G mTGmTY \ E G mT)AT) (4)
r —oo
< J ^ \ ma*(AT\ E & T)\ECrT(?TY \ E G mT)AT) < oo, (5)
then {Gj} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions within
{Gt }-
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Proof: Because (7) and (8) ensure that
0 < \im_\\(AT)- l (EGmT)- i (EG-TG-T') (E G y ) -1(,4f1)'|| < oo,
T  — > o o
we need only prove that
A ? { ( E G t ) - 1(EGtGt')(EG't )-'
is asymptotically nonnegative definite.
Let
Bt = (EGt )'(EGtG'tY 1(EGt ),
Bj = (EGj)'(EGjGj')-\
Bf  = (EGf)'(EG$G$')-l(EGf),
Dt = At {Bj  -  B?}At .
Using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1 , we have \\Dt \\ —► 0 as T —► oo. 
Since
0 < — Bt )Aj — Dj  = (Aj  Bj  At — Dj) — Aj  Bj Aj
and
At'Bj At — Dj  = Aj  Bj  Aj  > 0,
we obtain
A j lB j 1(Aj lY -  (At B jA t -  DT)~l > 0,
i.e.
A j lB j l (Aj l y -  A j 1(Bj)~l (Aj l ),(I -  A j l (B j ) -1(A j l ),DT 
+ ( A j l(B})- l (Ai l )'Dr)2 - - )
= ATl(BT)~l(A j l y -  A-t1(Bt )-\A -t 1)' 
+ A j l ( B j r ' ( A j l ) ' (A j \ B j ) - ' ( A j 1)lDT -  + • • • ) >  0.
Following the assumptions of the theorem, there is an constant c such that
\\Ajl (Bj)~l (Aj ly\\ < c < oo,
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for large enough T and then ||DT|| —► 0, as T —► oo, yields
II At 1(Bj ) 1(At 1) \ A t 1(Bj ) 1(At1)'Dj  — (At 1(Bj ) 1(At 1 )'D j )2 +  • • •) l l
Therefore
<  c j | D T j | _  
1 - c||Dt || 0, as T —^ oo.
A?1 {(EGt ) - \ E G t Gt ')((EGt )')-1 -  (E G j ) - \ E G j G j ) ( ( E G j ) ' ) - l } ( A j1)'
= A ? ( B ? - ( B ' T) - ' ) (A ? y
is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all Gj  € Qt and {Gj} is an asymptotic 
quasi-score sequence of estimating functions .
Theorem 3 reveals the relation between the old and new definitions of an asymp­
totic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions .
4 A sy m p to tica lly  E-sufficient E stim a tin g  Func­
tion s
As indicated in Chapter 2, it is desirable to choose an estimating function from the 
set of E-sufhcient estimating functions or the set of locally E-sufficient estimating 
functions. However it is sometimes difficult to do this for the same reasons as we 
have indicated in the introduction of this chapter. Therefore we need a new set of 
estimation functions to substitute for the set of E-sufhcient estimating functions or 
the set of locally E-sufhcient estimating functions.
Let $  be an estimating function space. Every element ip of ^  is a sequence {ipj} 
of estimating functions . For every T fixed, let
y T = {xpT\ip € #}.
Without further explanation, we shall follow the dehnitions, notations and assump­
tions of Section 2 of Chapter 2 here. Following the discussion in Chapter 2, we 
have
'J'r =  S i o c j  ® A i o c j ,
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where Siocj  and A i0C,T are the complete locally E-sufficient space and the locally E- 
ancillary spaces, respectively, for each T ( see McLeish and Small(1988) and Chapter 
2).
Definition 4 We say that xp £ 4* is asymptotically E-sufficient, if, for every T , xpj 
can be decomposed as
*pT \'T,ps ~t" 0T,pa?
where ipT,Ps £ S ioc,t and xpj<pa 6 A ioc,t , and there exits a sequence of nonsingular 
matrices {Aj} such that
lim HAt (ExPtxPt ')At '\\ > 0,
T —*oo
lim \\AT(ExpT,pa^T,pa)AT'\\ = 0.1 -—oo
In all the discussion here we shall always assume that the necessary regularity 
conditions hold and
A/oc.t = {^r\EeipT = 0, for all 9 6 0}.
The following theorem will show that under the above conditions, the asymptotic 
quasi-score sequence of estimating functions is asymptotically E-sufficient . However 
we first need a supplementary proposition.
P roposition  1 If A and B are p x p nonnegative definite matrices, then
\ \B \\< p3*\\A+B\\.
Proof: Since
Amax(A -f B) > 1 /p tr(A + B) > l /p tr(B) > l/pAmax(£),
we obtain
(||B ||)2 = tr(BB')  < p(AmaI(B))2 < p3(Amal(/l + B))2 
= p3AmaI((A + B)(A + B)') < p3 tr(( +  +  = p3(\\A + B\\)2. 
Therefore ||£?|| < p3//2||A + B\\ as required.
Borrowing the definitions of Qj and sub-quasi-score estimating functions in 
Chapter 2, we have the theorem below.
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T heorem  4 Suppose that Qj Q and G j  is a sub-quasi-score estimating function 
in Qt - Under regularity conditions, if G j  € Qj satisfies
\ \B j l { ( E G $ r l ( £ G $ ( G $ ) ' ) ( E G $ 'y '  - (E G -T ) - l (EG-T(G‘Ty)(EG-T' ) - l } ( B f— 1  \ / |
( 6 )
0 , as T  —> oo,
and
lim \ \B ;1(EG't )- '(EG U G -t )')(EG-t ' ) - ' (B ; 'Y \ \  > 0,
T  — * o o
for some sequence of nonsingular matrices { Bj } ,  then { Gj }  is asymptotically E- 
sufficient.
Proof: Assume GmT = GmTp9 + GmTpa, where GmTps € S/oc,r and GmTpa € Aiocj .  
We may assume that all elements of $ 7  take values in Rv. The only thing we need 
to prove is that there is a sequence of matrices {A7 } such that
Hm \\ATEG-T,paGriPa'AT'\\=0.
Let A j  = B f l (EGj)~l . Since
B f \ E G j ) - \ E G j ^ G T <pJ ) { E G T r \ B ^ ) '  > 0 
and following the definition of G j ,
B f l { ( E G j ) - \ E G ^ pf i G l J ) ( E G j r l -  { E G $ r l (EG$(G$)')(EG$')-l } (B i 1)'
>  0 .
Then, in the light of Proposition 1, we obtain
\\B:T'{(,EG'T y l {EG'TiPaG'TtPY)(EG'T' ) ' i } ( B j l )'\\
< P 3l i \ \B p { ( E G j ) - \ E G j iPß ’TJ)(EG-Tr l
-(EG^)-l{EG^(G^Y)(EGf')-l }(B^Y
+BT{(EG’Tr\EG-T,pß l pa')(EG-T’)-'}(BrlY\\
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= p:s/2\\Bjl { ( EG $T l (E G f (G $ ) ' ) ( EG ? r '
- ( E G ‘T) - l (EGr(Gr)')(EGr')-l } (B j l y\\ -  0,
as T —* oo.
Remark: As we have discussed in Chapter 2, in a wide range of cases, the 
quasi-score estimating function is a sub-quasi-score estimating function . Due to 
Theorem 2 and 4, under the regularity conditions, we obtain that an asymptotic 
quasi-score estimating function is asymptotically E-sufficient.
The following example gives an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating 
functions which is asymptotically E-sufficient. This example is borrowed from Lloyd- 
Smith(1990).
Example: We suppose that {AT} is a process on some probability space, which 
satisfies
AT = 0X\t_i -fi
where
Uk = {Ok — $)AT-i + £jt,
{Ok)T=oa stationary ergodic process,
EOk = 0 and E{0k — 0)2 — 77,
E{sk I AT—1 ) — 0. a.s.,
E{el\Xk-i)  = v 2X k- 1 , a.s.,
E{ek{0k -0 ) \Xk- l ) = 0 
E{u2\Xk-i)  = + T/2X 2_i , a.s.,
E(uk\Xk-i) = 0.
Here 9 is a parameter to be estimated and a2 and t)2 are nuisance parameters. The 
details of this (population) process can be found in Lloyd-Smith (1990). We can 
express the process in a useful form. Defining
Vt = Y.
k=1
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mt = X !Uk'
k=1
fa(0) = 0 X s- U where X 3 =  X[3]. 
and [5 ] denotes the integer part of s, then we can write
t
Vt = 0 ^ 2  X k- i  + rnt
k= 1
=  /  f s (0 )d \a +  mt(0),
where mt(0) is a martingale with respect to ^  < t) and
< m(0) >t= ^2((T2X k-i  4- T)2X 2k_ J
k= 1
—  [Jo
while </, =  <72X 3_i +  Therefore
Jo q .
a.s.,
d < m(9) >3 + m t(0).
ju y9
Let $  =  {'L I = Uo H3(9)dm3(9) \ {Ha(9)} is predictable with respect to 
{ ^ a}}, T > 0}. In the light of Example 2 and Proposition 1 in Chapter 2, we have
*4/oc,t =  {0 t : EqiPt =  0, for all 9 € 0 }
and a quasi-score estimating function in Qj Q ^ r  is
G$ = Z  Xk. x(<j2Xk. x + i?2Vt3. , ) - l (V* -
k- 1
which is a sub-quasi-score estimating function too .
Let G j  =  Ylk=i X k\ ( X k — 9 X k-\ ) .  Lloyd-Smith(1990) has proved that {G j} is 
a 1-asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions . Here we shall prove 
that {Gj}  is a 2-asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions . Since 
G j  is a one dimensional function,
\max((EG'Ty(EG'TG-T') - \E G mT)) = ^
\mrn((EG'Ty(EG'TG*T')- '(EG-T))
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and following the calculations of Lloyd-Smith(1990), we find that
1 /T((EGmT) ' (EGjGj ' ) - l {EG9T)) -> l/rj2 < oo,
as T —► oc, Theorem 1 yields that {Gj} is a 2-asymptotic quasi-score sequence 
of estimating functions . Therefore {Gj} is a asymptotic quasi-score estimating 
functions . In the light of the discussions after Definition 8 in Chapter 2 and Theorem 
4, {Gj}  is asymptotically E-sufHcient.
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C H A PT E R  6
APPLICATIO NS OF THE QUASI-LIKELIHOOD
M ETHOD
1 In trod u ction
Much estimation theory is based on ad hoc application of least squares or conditional 
least squares methods in cases where specific distributional assumptions are avoided. 
However, the general quasi-likelihood theory can often suggest improved estimators. 
The theory deserves attention both for its concentration on efficiency issues and for 
the focus which it gives on the role of distributional assumptions.
In this chapter we illustrate the ideas by applying the general quasi-likelihood 
theory to estimation of the offspring and immigration means in a Bienayme-Galton- 
Watson process with immigration and also the parameters in a heteroscedastic re­
gression model. The former model has been used quite widely in both the physical 
and biological sciences as well as for traffic flows while the latter has been applied 
in analysis of cross-sectional data in various micro-economic contexts, such as for 
firms or households. We shall show how all the previous results can be improved by 
using quasi-likelihood methods.
In this chapter we also briefly discuss the application of the quasi-likelihood 
method to censoring problems. Censoring occurs when, by accident or design, the 
value of the process under investigation is unobserved for some of the items in the 
sample. How to use censored data to estimate the parameters of the process is called 
a censoring problem.
2 G eneral P rincip les
The general framework is as follows. We are given a sample {Zt, 0 < f < T }. say, 
taking values in r-dimensional Euclidean space and the set of probability measures 
for [Zt] is a union of families of models, each being indexed by a characteristic
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9 belonging to an open subset of p-dimensional Euclidean space. The object is 
the efficient estimation of 9 which is not necessarily a parameter; it could be, for 
example, a population mean.
We shall begin with a discussion of the case of discrete time in the interests 
of clarity and simplicity. Every discrete time process is a semimartingale and we 
may suppose that {Ztj has an associated filtration (past history cr-fields) {Tt} and 
possesses a decomposition
Zt — Zq -f At(9) T Mt(9) (1)
where A t a finite variation process, Mt — m s is a local martingale and A0 = 
Mo = 0 (e.g. Rogers and Williams (1987, VI. 40)). The local martingale condition 
means that there exists a sequence of stopping times {Tn} with Tn f oo such that 
{Mrn} is a martingale but Mt will be a martingale itself in most applications and 
then, if {Zt} is integrable, At can be chosen as predictable process with respect to 
{Ft} , the decomposition (1) is unique and the differences of At have the simple 
form
At — A t-1 = E(Zt I Tt-) — Zt- 1-
The local martingale Mt has a natural role to play in inference as it represents a 
residual stochastic disturbance after fitting of the trend encapsulated in the finite 
variation process.
Now if we confine attention to local martingale estimating functions belonging 
to the class
t
Q = {Gt(0) = ^2 a k(9)m,k{9), a^'s are predictable)
k = l
where EGtG\ and E G j  are nonsingular, then the optimal choice is given by the 
quasi-score estimating function
Qt(9) = E  (£ (m *(Ö )|^-1))'(£(m t (ß)mt '( e ) |^ - 1))+'«*(«) (2)
k= 1
where, as usual, prime denotes transpose, 4- the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse 
and the dot refers to differentiation with respect to the components of 9.
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In practice, various different functions of the basic data may be used to suggest 
different local martingales (or martingales) as a basis for different quasi-score es­
timating functions obtained from application of (2). Comparison and combination 
of estimating functions must then be considered. These matters are addressed in 
Heyde (1987), (1989) and are illustrated in Section 4 of this chapter, and Chapter 
1 and 3.
3 Branching Processes with Im m igration
As a simple illustration of the methodology take the case where {Xt} is a subcritical 
Bienayme-Galton-Watson branching process with immigration and 9' = (m, A) is to 
be estimated on the basis of data {Xt,t = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,T}, where m and A are, respec­
tively, the means of the offspring and immigration distributions. This model has 
been widely used in practice, for example for particle counts in colloidal solutions, 
and an account of various applications is given in Heyde and Seneta (1972) and 
Winnicki (1988).
Let {Ah} be a sequence of random variables such that
X t_!
V. = £  y,,. + /«, n = 1 , 2 , ,  (3)
t =  l
where X q is a nonnegative integer valued r.v.’s and {K,,i = 1 ,2 ,...,£  = 1,2,...} 
and {/(,£ = 1 ,2 ,...}  are independent families of i.i.d. nonnegative integer valued 
r.v.’s. {Ah} is a branching process with immigration. Let T t-\  = <r{At,i < t — 1}. 
Then, we obtain
E(Xt\Jrt-\) =  mXt-i +  A
so that the decomposition (1) gives
V  A\ — ra ^  A(_i + T \  + m t
t= l  (=1 i= l
where
mt = X t -  E(Xt\ f t-i)
are martingale differences.
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Now suppose that Xo has a distribution for which E X q2 < oo and that the 
variances of the offspring and immigration distributions are <r2(< oo) and t]2{< oo) 
respectively. Then, using (2), the quasi-score estimating function based on the 
martingale {2li=im3} is
' Ef-V t- 1(<T2X(_1 +7,2) -1 -  A) N
k E [ + V2) -1 (X, -mX, . !  -  A) t
(4)
which in general involves the nuisance parameters cr2, ij2. If no immigration is 
present, so that A = r]2 = 0, the nuisance parameter cr2 disappears in the estimating 
equation Qj  = 0. Furthermore, if we have a parametric model based on m, A 
alone, such as in the case where the offspring and immigration distributions are 
both Poisson, there is no nuisance parameter problem. Indeed, in the Poisson case 
it is straightforward to check that (4) is a constant multiple of the score function 
which leads to the maximum likelihood estimators.
In general, nuisance parameters must be estimated or avoided. In this case 
estimation is possible using strongly consistent estimators of cr2 and r]2 suggested by 
Yanev and Tchoukova-Dantcheva (1980). We can take these estimators as
<72(mT, At )
^ ( m r . Ä r )
TZLxLy~f:Lx<~); ’ 
EL, 0?EL, *?., -E L , EL, * - fr?
r EL
where Ut — X t — m jX t - i  — A7, m j, Aj being strongly consistent estimators of m, A 
respectively.
Wei and Winnicki (1989) studied an estimating function closely related to (4) in 
which the term cr2X t-\ + r]2 is replaced by X t-\  + 1. Details of the corresponding 
limit theory are given in Theorem 3.C of Winnicki (1988). Furthermore, for m j, Xj 
based on (4) with estimated cr2 and r)2 as suggested above (using m j, Aj), a similar 
analysis to that undertaken by Wei and Winnicki shows that
7-1/2
/  .m j  — m
 ^ A t — A
\
/
4
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as T —♦ oo where, if X  has the stationary limit distribution of the {Xt} process,
_  /  E X 2(a2X  + r}2)~' E X ( g2X  + r,2) -1 N 
v E X (a 2X  + v2)-'E(o2X + r,2) -1 ,
the same result as one obtains if a2 and r/2 are known. The detailed proof can 
be found in the Appendix to this Chapter(Section 6, Part 1, p. 118). The quasi­
likelihood framework ensures that this estimation procedure is optimal from the 
point of view of asymptotic efficiency.
The substitution of estimated values for the nuisance parameters amounts to 
replacing the quasi- likelihood estimator by an asymptotic quasi-likelihood estimator 
which has the same asymptotic confidence zones for the unknown parameter. For 
an account of asymptotic quasi-likelihood see Heyde and Gay (1989) and Chapter 
5.
Now it should be noted that earlier approaches to this estimation problem have 
used conditional least squares or ad hoc methods producing essentially similar re­
sults. This amounts to using the estimating function (4) with the terms a2X t~i T r/2 
removed. For references and details of the approach see Hall and Heyde (1980, Chap­
ter 6.3). The essential point is that quasi- likelihood or asymptotic quasi-likelihood 
will offer advantages in asymptotic efficiency and these may be substantial.
The character of the limiting covariance matrices associated with different esti­
mators precludes direct general comparison other than via inequalities. We therefore 
give a numerical example as a concrete illustration. This concerns the Smoluchowski 
model for particles in a fluid in which the offspring distribution is assumed to be 
Poisson and the immigration distribution to be Bernoulli; for a discussion see Heyde 
and Seneta (1972). The data we use is a set of 505 observations from Fürth (1918, 
Tabelle 1). We shall compare the asymptotic covariance matrices which come from 
the methods (i) conditional least squares (e.g. Hall and Heyde (1980, Chapter 6.3), 
Winnicki (1988, Theorem 3.B)), (ii) Wei and Winnicki’s weighted conditional least 
squares (e.g. Winnicki (1988, Theorem 3.C)), (iii) asymptotic quasi- likelihood. All 
quantities are estimated from the data and since the covariance matrices are all 
functions of m, A common point estimates of m, A (those which come from (i)) are
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used as a basis for the comparison. Methods (ii), (iii) produce slightly different point 
estimates.
We find that m = 0.68, A = 0.51 and that the estimated asymptotic covariance 
matrices for (505)1/2 (m — m, A — A)' in the cases (i), (ii), (iii) are, respectively
0.81 -1.04
-1.04 2.05
( 0.76 -0.74 ^
-0.74 1.57
0.75 -0.73
-0.73 1.56
The reduction in variance estimates obtained by using (iii) rather than (i) or (ii) 
in this particular case is not of practical significance. Approximate 95% confidence 
intervals for m are 0.68 ±0.08 in each case while for A, (i) gives 0.51 ±0.12 while (ii) 
and (iii) improve this to 0.51 ±0.11. Although quasi-likelihood does not perform 
better than the simpler methods here, it nevertheless remains as the benchmark for 
minimum width confidence intervals and it does provide a definite improvement in 
some examples such as the one given below.
In model (3), assume that Yn,i, i = 1 ,2 ,..., have a Poisson distribution with 
parameter A = 0.9, In has Poisson distribution with parameter A = 3, n =  1 ,2 ,... 
and X q = 1. After simulating, we obtained four groups of 500 data {mlit} , {Alt,}, 
{m2,,} and {A2it}, i = 1, • • •, 500, where {m^,} and {Alt,} are the estimators coming 
from the quasi-likelihood method and {m2i,} and {A2(I} are estimators coming from 
the formulas in Winnicki(1988). Then we obtained the standard deviation of {mlt, — 
0.9} as 0.02072 which is less than 0.02123, the standard deviation of {m2i, -  0.9}, 
while the standard deviation of (Ait; — 3} is 0.5566 which is less than 0.5754 the 
standard deviation of {A2il-3}. Thus we have an example where the quasi-likelihood 
method does provide usefully smaller confidence intervals than Wei and Winnicki’s 
method.
Theoretical calculations are given in Part I Section 6 of the Appendix to this 
chapter.
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4 H eterosced astic  R egressions
For the general linear regression model
y = X 3  + u (5)
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations, X  is an n x k matrix of known constants 
of rank k < n, and ß is a k x 1 vector of unknown parameters, heteroscedasticity 
exists if the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of u are not all identical. The 
assumption of heteroscedasticity is necessary in analyses of cross-sectional data on 
a number of micro economic units, such as firms or households. For example, Prais 
and Houthakker(1955) found in their analysis of family budgets that the variation 
of expenditures tends to increase as household income increases.
Theil( 1951), Prais(1953), Prais and Houthakker(1955), in their studies of house­
hold expenditure functions, assumed that the variances of expenditure observations 
are proportional to the square of their expectations, that is,
£(«?) = a
However, a more general assumption is
£(«?) = a m t 1,
which had been previously suggested by Prais and Aitchison(1954) and Kakwani 
and Gupta(1967).
Here we consider the model (5) in which u is an n x 1 vector of independent 
residuals with mean zero and covariance matrix
Q = diag($i(0) , . . . , 0n(0))
where
9,(9) = A X , ß ) 2{l- a),
Xi = (* u . t = 1 ,2 ,... ,n, = (X,'i ...
The objective is the efficient estimation of the (k + 2) x 1 vector 0 = er2, a)'. 
Using a nonlinear least squares method, Anh(1988) has studied this model and
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provided estimators of 0 which are strongly consistent and asymptotically normally 
distributed. Here we improve these results by applying quasi-likelihood methods to 
provide smaller confidence zones than the nonlinear least squares method.
The obvious martingales to use for the model (5) are {Ut} and {Vi} given by
U,  =  t V t = I I I “ . 2 -5 . (0 ) ) -
3=1 3=1
Using (2), the quasi-score estimating function based on {Ut} is
u'Q- 'X ( 6 )
which focuses on /?, provides no information on o2 and involves a as a nuisance 
parameter. On the other hand, the quasi-score estimating function based on {Vi} is
Y,(gt  (6)y{varu2)- l (u2 -  gt(0)) = (- - - ■-)TecF~1 (Q -  uu') (7)
where
F = diag(uar u j , . . . ,  var u2n),
and this allows estimation of all components of 9 provided F is a known function of 
0. However, efficiency in the estimation is enhanced if the martingales {Ut} and {Vi} 
are used in combination and, using results of Heyde (1987), the combined quasi-score 
estimating function is
£ ( * ,  0 0 + Ä,(u? -3 ,(0))]
t = 1 '  '
+ ^2(gt(0))\varu2t ) l ( l - R tSt) l [Stut + (u2t -  #((0))] (8)
t = l
where Rt = Eu^/varu2, St = Eu*/gt(6). This simplifies considerably when EuJ = 0 
for each t for then the martingales {Ut} and {Vi} are orthogonal and (8) is a sum of 
the quasi-score estimating functions (6) and (7). In this case we may separate the 
corresponding estimating equation into the two components
X'Wu  + (2 f f - ) ' v e c F - \ n  -  uu') = 0 
( ^ f &)'vecF-l(n -  uu') = 0 ( 9 )
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where 7 = (a, a2)'.
If the ut are normally distributed, F = 2Q and the quasi-likelihood estimator 
for 9 coincides with the maximum likelihood estimator. The equation (9) then 
corresponds to the true score equations (4.2), (4.3) of Anh (1988). The martingale
information (see Heyde (1987)) contained in (5) is
X ’S l - ' X N
lQL(U)
\ 02xk O 2x2
which clearly contributes only to the estimation of ß while that in (7) is
Iql(V) =  J2(varut2) l {gt{0))'(gt{9)) = Ä F  M ,
where A = and the combined information in (8) is
I q l {U,v )
x'n-\i - rs)-1x : okx2 N
Oixk • O
+ Ä F ~ l (I — RS)~lA
2x2
+
' X'Ü- ' ( / -  RS ) - 'RA  ^
 ^ 02x(k+2) ,
+ [ ( A ‘R ( i - R S ) - 1n - lx; o (t+2)x2)  (io)
where R = diag(i?i,. . . ,  Rn), S = diag(5i,. . . ,  5n), which of course is Iql(U) + Iql(V) 
when Eut3 = 0 for each t.
By comparison with the above estimating functions, Anh (1988) has used non­
linear least squares based on minimization of
2 (« t  -  Ee>2)2
t=1
where the e( are the (observable) elements of the vector
e = (/ — X{X'X)~lX')u = Pu = Py ,
( 11)
and
p = i-x(x 'xylx.
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Note that (11) amounts to using the estimating function
E/.W (A-
t = i
where /*(0) = Eet2. Anh has shown that this leads to a strongly consistent and 
asymptotically normal estimator 9a , say, satisfying
( (A!A)(AFA)-\A'A)) ii\ 9 a -  9) i  JV(0,1)
for large n under his Conditions 1-3. However, under a similar conditions, we can 
also obtain
(A'F- 'A) ' /2(0Q L m -9)&N(0,I)(12)
and
Iql(U,v )(Oql(U'V) — ~  - V ( 0 , / )  ( 1 3 )
where ^ql(V) and #ql((/,v) are, respectively, the quasi-likelihood estimators based on 
(7) and (8). The proof of (12) can be found in Part II Section 6 of this chapter and 
the proof of (13), which is omitted, is similar to that of (12). By construction we 
have that
-  I~l*QL(V) 1QL(U,V)
is non-negative definite, while
(A'A)"1A'FA(A,A)-1 -  (Ä F~ lA)~1
is also non-negative definite. This last result holds since, for a covariance matrix F 
and n x p matrix A, the Gauss-Markov Theorem gives non-negativity of
BFB'  - ( A ' F ~ lA) -1
for every p x n matrix B satisfying BA  = 7P (e.g. Heyde (1989)) and the result 
holds in particular for
B = (A'A) '1 A.
Thus, from the point of view of asymptotic variance, the order of preference is 
Qql (U,v ), 9a -
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5 C ensoring P roblem s
In general, censored data depends on censoring r.v.’s {(/,•},=1 „, or { V1}1=1 n or
both, where n is the size of sample, Ut is the right stopping time and Vl is the 
left stopping time for the i-th sampled value. Sometimes we also say that the
censored data depends on a censoring process (C,(s) = I(3<u,)}i= 1 ...n or (C,(s) =
I(s>v,)}i=i...n or{C,(s) = I(v,<3<u,)}i=i... n,  and the censored data are called right
censoring data or left censoring data or symmetrically censored data( even though 
it may not be exactly symmetrical) respectively.
Let {Xi(<)},=i...n be processes in a space (H ,p) and {X,(£)},=i... n be censored
processes in another space The literature in the censoring field is extensive,
such as Arjas and Haara (1984), Jacobsen (1989), Keiding and Gill (1987), Chang 
and Hsiung (1990) and Andersen, Borgan, Gill, Keiding(1988), and many papers
have given methods for estimation of the parameters in {X,(£)}l=i...n using censored
data and assuming {X,(£)}t=i...n are counting processes or the likelihood functions
of {X,(£)}»=i...n are known. However, it is not only counting processes which can
have censoring problems and also it sometimes happens that not all the likelihood
functions of {X,(G}t=i...n can be written down . Therefore we face the general
question of how to solve the censoring problem when the process is not a counting 
process or the likelihood function of the process is unknown.
We shall introduce a method based on quasi-likelihood to solve this question 
under certain circumstances.
Here we shall only consider right censoring problems; similar ideas can be em­
ployed for other kinds of censoring problems.
Consider a multivariate process composed of n individual processes, X(t)  = 
(Xi(£), • . Xn(*)). Right censoring will often introduce extra variation in which 
case we first have to enlarge the filtrations compared with the {P<} considered for 
the uncensored sample.
Suppose that X(t )  = ( Xx( t) ,. . .  ,X„(f)) is defined on some space (fi,P ) with
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respect to some filtration [F]  and a family of probability measures
v = {Po, eee} .
Right censoring of X(t)  is the situation in which observation of X,(t) is ceased after 
some (possibly random) time Un i = 1,2, . . . ,n ,  i.e. X t(t) is only observed on the 
random set Et = {t < Ut} C T, where T  is some <j-field, or equivalently where the 
process
is unity. Thus, right censoring is imposed on X  by individual right censoring pro­
cesses Ci(-),. . . ,  Cn(-). We may assume that the censoring process C = (C,-(*),i = 
1 ,2 ,... ,n) is predictable with respect to { }(see, Andersen, Borgan, Gill, Keiding 
(1988)).
Suppose that, for each i = 1 ,2 ,..., n,
where, for each i fixed, {A/,,t} is a martingale with respect to {Ft}, {/,(<)} is a 
predictable process with respect to {.Tq} and \ t is an increasing function. This
(1988), because it is free from the distribution. Before applying the quasi-likelihood 
method to this model, we need the following additional assumptions:
(i) {Ft} can be enlarged to {•7r, , t } t=i ,2 , . . . ,n  such that, for i fixed, MXyt is a martingale 
with respect to V» F,t  and, for each t fixed, Mt)( is a martingale difference with 
respect to F ,.= \Jt F t,t-
(ii) /,(#,£) is predictable with respect to F <t.
These assumptions are obviously true when {X,},=i ,2...n are mutually indepen­
dent.
Let X t(t) be the censored process, i — 1 ,2 ,... ,n. Then
Ci(t) -  I(teE,) -
(14)
model is more general than those discussed in Andersen, Borgan, Gill, Keiding
X t(t) = /  Ct(s)dXt(s)Jo
f C M f i(0,s)d\a+ f Ct(s)dMt,s. 
J o  J o
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Since C,(s) is T.,a-\ measurable, /0‘ Ct(s)d\Il}3 is a martingale with respect to T.yt, 
i = 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  n.
Proposition 1 If Ux is -measurable, and E(\Mi(Ul)\\J-l-i^) < oc, then
E(Mi(Ui) |^ - i„ ) = 0.
Proof: Since Ut is -measurable, there are simple functions {£^=1 q|nj I (n)} 
such that
j = i
where the E are JF-i,.-measurable and the are constants. Following the 
assumption E(\Ml(Ut)\\El- i <.) < oo and E(Mx(t)\El- \ ,.) = 0 for all t fixed, we 
obtain E(Mi{Ui)\Ti-\t.) = 0 by Fubini’s Theorem.
( " )
Using Proposition 1, if b\ is f i - i ,.-measurable and E(\Ml(Ul)\\E’x- \ <.) < oo, then, 
for all t fixed, {/J Ci(s)dMt(s)} is a martingale difference sequence with respect to
{/*,,.}. Therefore, when {Ut } t= \ i2...n are mutually independent and E(Mi(t)) < oo
for all t, the assumptions:
(iii) U{ is Fi-i,.-measurable, i = 1 ,2 ,..., n,
(iy) {/q Cl{s)dMl(s)} is a martingale difference sequence with respect to 
will always hold.
Now consider
t ,  * ; ( « )  = t f  Ci(s)fi(8,s)d\. + ' £ j ‘ C,(s)dM 
1 =  1 1=1 ® 1=1 ®
If Assumptions (i)-(iv) hold, then }q Ci(s)fi(6,s)d\s is T l~\„-measurable.
Let Gn,t be an estimating function space in which every element (Tn(0 of Gn,t has 
the form:
where ßx(t) is .T7,.^.-measurable, and EGn(t)G'n(t), E(Gn(t)) are nonsingular. 
Under suitable regularity conditions, a quasi-score estimating function
°n( )QdeJo c,( )/,( ’ ] *•_,„)
I ll
can be obtained within Qn>t. Then, letting Gmn(t) = 0, we can get the quasi-likelihood 
estimator 9mnt for the parameter 9 in equation (14).
Rem arks: 1. If {/g Ci(s)dMti3},=li2...n are mutually independent, then
£ ( (  J ‘=
= E f  Cf(s)d < M, >, .
Jo
2. For G„[t), we can provide the conditions under which {$*(£)} is strongly 
consistent and also to obtain confidence intervals for 9 using the results of Chapters 
3 and 8.
Next we give an example. Suppose that X(t)  satisfies the model
X(t) = f  s6ds + £ (, 0 < t < 3,
Jo
where Bt is Brownian motion. Assume that the true parameter 9 = 2. Let 
X\( t ) , . . . , Xioo(0 be samples from X(t). Suppose that the censoring variables {/,, 
i = 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  100 are given by:
Ui = 2, z = 1 , . . . ,30,
ut = 2.5, i = 31,....,60,
ut = 3, z = 61,. ..,100,
After simulating, we obtained the simulated censored samples
Xi(3) = X,(2), i = l , . . . ,  30,
X,(3) = X,(2.5), z = 31 ,... ,60, 
Xt(3) = X,(3), z = 6 1 ,..., 100.
Then the quasi-score estimating function is
Vi(3) -  Jo Cj(s)s^ds 
Jo CJds
v e+i u’+'logUj X W - U f * ' / (9+1)
+ 1 ) 2 0 + 1 Ui
Let Gmn(t) = 0. From the graph below we get 0*(t) = 1.9 which is very close to the
true value 2.
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Part I
Here we provide the detailed theoretical calculations of the last example in Sec­
tion 3 of this chapter.
We discuss the model (3) under the following assumptions: m0 = EYn>i < 1, 
A0 = E In < oo, er2 = uarfV^,) < oo and t/2 = var(In) < oo. We also suppose that 
E\Yn,x\k < oo and E \In\k < oo for k < 4, and Xo has the stationary distribution. 
The terminology “ the assumptions of the model” means the above assumptions. 
Following the result of Heathcote (1965, 1966), augmented by Quine (1970), we 
have
Theorem 1 If mo < 1, then {Xn} is an irreducible aperiodic, positive recurrent 
Markov chain. In this case X n E* X  where X  is a random variable whose support 
is {k\P(Xi = k)>  0}.
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Under the assumptions of the model, the process {X n} is stationary and er- 
godic. Ergodicity follows from the uniqueness of the stationary distribution( see, 
Billingsley(1961), p52, or Hall and Heyde(1980), plT9). From the ergodic theorem 
we obtain that
1 n V 2  Y  2
1' _  _  p  A
n—°c n “  cr2X t +  rj2 <72X 4- ij2 ’
1 X, X
n™ n (J2x t +  T)2 cr2X  4- 72’
1 n 1 1
lim -  V  —— ------- =  E - —------- -,
n—00 n ^  <j2^ t  +  *72 cr2X 4- T]2
We also have the following proposition.
a.s.,
a . s . ,
a.s..
(15)
(16) 
(17)
P rop osition  2 Under the assumptions of the model,
1 ^
l imn^°° n “  (cr2A t
X?
+  T]2 ) 2
(X 1+1 — m0X, — Aq)2 — E
X 2
(J2X  +  T;2’
lim -  - - - ( X t+i -  m0X, -  A0)2 =  £  j, “
Tt ~  (cr2X, + r;2)2 <72X + Ti = l
1 £
>-“ » ^ ( lT! A ' + i | ! )l ( 'V,tl m°'V‘ Ao)
(P) ,  (18)
(P ), (19)
(P ), (20)
Proof: Because of the similarity of the method of proof only that of (18) is 
given here.
Due to (15), we only need to prove
X? X? ^ n  ^ ^
n E  (ärx ,  +  rj2p^X ‘+'~ m° ~  Ao)2 “  S  (a*X, +
0, as n —+ co.
Following Theorem 2.23 in Hall and Heyde (1980), the only things we need to check 
are
1 n v2
( 21)sup P ( — ^  £ ( , * 0— (X,-n — m0 — A0)2| / i )  >  A) —* 0,
«=1 (<72X, + 72)2
as A —*> oo,
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and, for all e >  0,
h  ln ( ^ X ,  +
(.V.+1 -  mo -  A0): ( 22)
x / „ r -  *? . 1 * 1 - 0 ,  as n —* oo.
(12-,. i  [7T77^T(2i.+i-mo-*ol^!>"')
Since
1 i  X?
sup P ( - ^ E ( -n n fr{ (cr2x ,+ 7 y 2) ■(X,+1 — m0 - A 0)2|X,) > A)
X 2
< s u p ( ^  E-
n s  (<72x  +  r )
)/(nA),
and
1 71 V2 v2
i ; m  _  V '  f 1 1 — p _ _ _ _ _ _
—  n (cr2X t +  r/2) (cr2X  +  772)
(21) is obviously true.
Now we consider (22). For any e > 0, and 6 >  0,
x /  X2 |Xt]| >  S)
[73xT+n7)7^ ‘+1-m0~^0)2 >^ne)
( ^ x .  + rjZ)? (^*  + 1 — m-o — Ao )2 |>n«r)
< (n£) l Y , \
X.4
X?
MP ( l § ( a 2X, +  ^
(-Y1+i - m 0 -  A0)2| > ne) ]
<  (n<5) 1XI
1 =  1
( n e ) - ' E , -  m0 -  A0)<£
(<72Xi +  7/2) ( ^ X . + T / 2)
<  (rz<5) - l
\ (C)"’ | t ( f ; ('72V. +  '/2)4(',<r‘+l moX' A° )4£> 2.Y, +  f;2) )
C- ^ - w  X ?  , E ( Y - m o y  E ( X i ( X i  +  D)
< ( V ^ ^ )  {n g [ ^ (g,x . + , , j (----- ^ ------£X ' + ------ 2!^------
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oo.
+ W E X ,  + l_E ( I _ Xo)i)]y,2
(7 (7
—>•0, as n —>
Therefore we obtain (22) and Proposition 2 is proved.
From the model (3), we can construct a martingale {Mn} given by
M„ =  £ ( X , + i -  mXi  -  A ) ,
1 =  1
with respect to the natural <r-fields T n generated by {Mn}. Let Qn be an estimating 
function space in which every element has form Gn = a t(M, — where
{a,} is predictable with respect to {Tn} and Gn satisfies the conditions that EGnGn' 
and EGn are nonsingular. Following the theory of the quasi-likelihood method, if 
there is a quasi-score estimating function G* in Qn, then the G* is
n /  v ,  \
g ; = - £
•V,
1 }
X,+1 — mXi — A
< ? X i +  r j2
Let mn and An be the quasi-likelihood estimators of m0 and A0 respectively. Then
0 = G“ (mn, An) = G*(m0, A0) + G*(m0, Ao)
where Gmn = ( ^ G n(m, A), ^ G n(m, A))'.
In the following, we shall prove
/ * Amn -  m0
 ^ An — Ao j
(EG-nG-n') - ' ,2G-n(m0, \ 0)- i  N(0,I),  as -  oo.
Denoting
 ^ a»,i
V a«.2
and following Theorem 1 in Chapter 8, we need to prove
(EG'nG-nr U2G-n(m ,\) = £
max |a ,j| i 0 ,  as n —> oo, j  = 1,2,
i< n
Et=i “ .,2 )
(  flt.i a t,2 )  ~^ as n —► oo,
(23)
(24)
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and
E  m ax(|a,iJa t^|)
»<n
( 25)
is bounded in n, where j ,  k = 1,2.
Utilizing (15)-(20), it is easy to show that (24) is true. Now we consider (23). 
For any £ > 0, due to (24), there is a No(e) > 0 such that, if n > No,
P{\tr  £
i=/V0 a , ,2 )
(  a«,l ai,2 )  I > £) < £/ 2-
Fixing this No(e), since
EG-nGn
P  V'n -^ i2 P  V '7'1 X, \
^  ^ *  = 1 a2X, W  ^ ^ * = 1  <r2X,+T>5
P  V'n X, p  v 'n  1
\  ^  ^*=1  a 2x ‘W  ^  ^ l = 1 tf2X,+n2 /
/  tp X 2 r? X \
~  rz
F x 2 . E *^  a^ X+r!* ^  a2X W
IT X p 1
\  a2X+^2 ^  ^X + ij* /
we obtain, after some calculations,
P(*r
/  \^i,l
a<-2
(  a,,i a , ,2 )  > s)
(  X ^  y \
< (£ ) -‘( r [ ( £ G ;G ; ') '1/2 £<’2-V,+’'2 E °2x‘+"2 ( £ g ; g ; ' ) - 1/21
(ne) *<r[(
E—^
cr2X , W  *  *2X t+r,i /
X,
^xTU?7 tf2x ,W  I \-i/2
p  X, p  1 
\  ^ X .+ rj2 ^^X.+T,2
x(
£  v5 2- t £ - r ^ r 1/2]-o,
/ F X' F . Xi kh <r2X-+n2 L  a2 X,+v2
p x, p 1
\ ^  a2XtW tf^.+T,2
0, a s n —► oo,
c  X, p  i
\  ^ ^ X . W  ^  <t2X,+?72 /
for all i <  ./Vq. Therefore there is a iVi(c) > iVo(e) > 0 such that, if n > A i(t) ,
/
P(m ax £r(
\a«,i
V a «’2 )
(  a*,i öi,2 )  ) > £)
< P(\tr  E  ' aU
; = iVo \ a, 2
I f a . i  ati2 )  I > e )  + E  P ( \ t r  (  a*,i a*,2 )  I > £)
/  V ' ‘=i V a‘-2 /
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<  e,
i.e. (23) is true .
F inally , we prove (25). Since for all j, k = 1 ,2 ,
E  m a x ( |a Ma,jfc|)
i< n
< l / 2 £ ( m a x ( a ^  +  a j fc))
( \
a , , i< X > £ [  
i=i \ a»,2 y
w hich forces (25) to  hold. Therefore
( a*,l at,2 )l 2» as  n
(£g; g; ')-1/2g; 4  m(o, /), n -
and
( £ G ; g ; ' ) - ' / 2g ;
B ecause of
and
m n -  m 0 
y An A0 y
JV((W)> as n —> co.
g :
(  r ^ n  y~>n X i ^
4-« = l <t2X,+t7J = l a2.Y,+r>2
v-^ n X, y^n 1
\  —  1 <r2 X ,+ ? 7 2 “ ,*= 1 <72 X , + r j 2 y
(£g; g; ') '1/2g;(£ g; g; ') '1/2 4  /,
by ( 15)-( 17), we also can ob tain
( £ g ; g ; ' ) 1/2
rnn -  m Q 
An Aq
4  7V(0,/), as  n —► oo,
i.e.
as n —► oo, w here
\
/
7V(0, TV"“ 1)
/  E X 2(a2X  +  t?2) " 1 £.Y(<r2X  +  r;2) ' 1 N
\  E X ( a 2X  + r/2)~l E{<t2X +  q2) - 1 j
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We now leave the above results and consider a result of Winnicki(1988) in which 
he used the weighted conditional least squares method to deal with this same model. 
Let mn and An be the weighted conditional least squares estimators of m0 and A0 
respectively. Winnicki showed that
\/n(rhn — ra0, An — A0) - i  iV(0, $), as n —> oo,
where $ = V l W V  ,
V =
E X  1 
\  ^ T + x  E T+x  )
and
w = { E ^ X  + r,2)
I p <r2X+r)2 p <72X  + r)2
\  ^  l+x ^  (1+X)2
For the convenience of calculating, we may assume a2 — r\2 — 1. Therefore
V'W~l V = lim 1/nBr
where
Bn
E?., EX,  Er=, E - f a   ^
n E\+x7 /
-l
n ^«=i ^I+ÄT
E?.i EXi
ip X, p  1
L i = 1 ^  i+X, ^«=1 ^  1+X,
In this case, we obtain
b : 1/2
\
iV( 0,7), as n —► oo.
mn — m0
 ^ An — Ao j
Therefore the asymptotic confidence zone under the Winnicki’s approach is deter­
mined by Bn.
Choosing an estimating function
/ biti
\ b{,2
(Xi+l -  m X x -  A).
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from Qn. Then after some algebra we have
EGn =  -
and
' ZUEbUXi  + l)E L ,A , iW  + 1)'
V C-I E k M X i  + 1) E?=! EbUx, + 1) ,
Let 6,,i = 1 and 6,i2 =  (1 +  X ,) - 1 ; it is interesting to get
{EGn) \E G nGn' r \ E G n) = Bn.
By the definition of the quasi-score estimating function G*, we have
(eg:y(eg:g:')-\eg:) -  {Eön)\EGnGnr \E ö n)
Therefore, following Theorem 2 in Chapter 5, the asymptotic confidence zones 
determined by the quasi-likelihood method are smaller than those determined by 
the weighted least squares method.
Part II
Here we establish (12) under certain conditions.
Consider a linear model
where y is an n x 1 random vector, X  — (X i , . . . ,X n)' is an n x k nonrandom 
matrix(fc < n), where Xt =  ( X u , . .  . , X t,kY, ß is a fcx 1 vector of unknown parameter 
and u is an n x 1 random vector with diagonal covariance matrix
The vector y is observable while the vector u is unobservable. Denoted by 6 — 
(/T, <72, a)' a (k + 2) x 1 vector.
y = X'ß  + u, (26)
n  = <r2diag((Xrf) « '- ° \ . . . .  (Xnß f ' - °1) .
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Assumption 1. The elements of x are uniformly bound. The parameter space 0  
is a compact subset of Rk+2 • The true parameter do is an interior point of 0. 
Assumption 2. For each i, Euf is uniformly bounded.
Let 'I'n = {ULi — £ (u?l*?r»-i)} be an estimating function space, where {a,} 
is a predictable process with respect to {jF,} and T x — cr{u\, u-2 , . . ., Xo,. . . ,  X,+i}. 
Let Qn be a subset of 'L such that Gn G Qn iff EGnGn' and EGn are nonsingular. 
Denote by Gmn the quasi-likelihood estimating function in C/n, then following the 
theory of the quasi-likelihood method we have
( a - l  x
l/2(Xj
a \ X , ß f ^ n o g ( X i ß )  )
u2 -  a2(Xiß)2l ' - ° ) 
ai (Xiß)i ^ - a'>
(a -  O c X X iß y -^X i . ,  \  (  ( a -  l)ai (X iß)1- laXi,1 V
C„(0) = E ; <r*(Xiß)*i'-°) (a -l)<y2(X,ß)'-*°X,,k 
l /2(X,ß)2{-'-°'> 
o \ X tß )* ' -a)log(X>ß)
( * - \ ) o 2(X,ß)l~2°X,,k
l/2(X,/3)2t1- a>
a2(X,ß)2^ -Uog(X ,ß)
K F - ' A n.
Assumption 3. As n -» 00, n~l ÄnFn 1 An = n lCn exists and is positive definite 
for all 9 6 0 .
After some algebra we can obtain EG„ =<  Gm > n = Cn and, following As­
sumptions 1-3 and applying Theorem 2.7.5.a in Revesz(1968), we can also get the 
following facts:
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(i)
( a - l ) <T 2( X , ß ) l - ^ X ,,tX
( a - 1  )a2(X ,ß ) l - 2“X i 
l/2(.Vi/3)2(1- <>) 
a 2(X ,ß ) 2^ l o g ( X , ß  
(
( l / n C „ ) - l l / n ± J - e {
( a - l ) < j 2( X , ß ) ' - 2° X hl
( a - l ) c r 2(X,/3)l - 2“.V,,t 
l /2(X,ß)2(1-°1 
a 2(X,ß) 2^ H o g ( X , ß )  
a-4' 0,
'(.Y,/?)4!1—°)](u,~ Cr2('Yl/j)2(1~°))
as n —* oo,
i.e.
( EG- J - ' G:  =< c r > ; '  g ;  =  c „-‘g ;  n  u—  1  S~im —  1  s-~im a -3. (27)
where I is a unit matrix;
(Ü) E?=i < G’ > -  G J.j )(G? -  G*_j)' < Gm > n ~ W  4  / ,  as n -  oo;
(iii) maxo<,<n |(<  G* > n ' 1/2(G- - G - . J ) ^  -4 0, as n -> oo, ;  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  k +  2;
(iv) E maxo<,<n(|(< G* > n _1/2(G* -  G-_1))/(< G* > n ' 1/2(G* -  G*_!))>!)
is bounded in n, for 9q — 9 and 1 < l , j  < k + 2, where (*)j denotes the j —th  element 
of the vector (•).
Therefore, applying Theorem 1 in Chapter 4, we obtain
< Gm(60)> - '12 G’n(0o) 4  JV(0, / ) ,  as n -  oo.
Since
0 = G:(Ön) = G:(9o) + G'n(9n)(9n -9o),
where 9n is a point on the line connecting 90 and 9n, following Assumptions 1-4 and 
Theorem 2.7.5a in Revesz(1968), we obtain
(«» -  flo) = - ( l /n G ‘ (0))-’(l/nG"(0))(0„ -  60 )
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= —(l/nG'(ö))_1(l/nG“{$o))
=  - ( l / n C „ C - 'G ; ( e n) ) - I ( l /n G ;(« o ) )a-:i '0 ,  as n -  oc. 
This yields
< G ‘ («o) > ; 1/2 G ;(ön)(ön-öo)
~ <  G’ (0o) > ; ,/2 Gmn(0o)(9„ -  flo)
=  < G*(«o) > ^ 1/2 C n W C n W ' G ^ o H d  -  0„)
~ <  G-(Öo) > - l/2 e„(6»o)(0„ -  öo).
Furthermore, since
< G-(0o) > ; ' /2 G W n ) 0 n~  0o) - i  iV(0, /) , as n -  oo,
we obtain
<  G-(Öo) > n U2 C W o W n  ~ So) ±  N(0,  /), as n —* oo, 
i.e.
( A T - 1/ l )1/2(fl„ -  0„) 4  JV(0, / ) ,  as n — co
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C H A PT E R  7
EXTENSIONS OF QUASI-LIKELIHOOD
1 In troduction
In this chapter, we deal with three different subjects, generalized information, esti­
mating functions without the martingale property and estimating functions without 
zero mean.
As we have mentioned before, the quasi-likelihood method developed from the 
ML and LS methods. The quasi-score estimating function can provide smaller 
asymptotic confidence zones for an unknown parameter than other estimating func­
tions in the same estimating function space. This is an important property and 
we might say that the optimality of the quasi-likelihood method just comes from 
this property. Following this view-point, a more general definition of the quasi-score 
estimating function will be given in this chapter.
Another topic which will be discussed here is extension of quasi-likelihood from 
the case where the estimating functions are based on families of martingales to the 
case where no particular structure is assumed. Godambe and Heyde(1987) and 
Heyde(1988) provided a formula to determine the quasi-score estimating function 
from an estimating function space Q in which each element is a martingale with 
respect to some cr-fields. Godambe and Thompson(1989) gave another formula for a 
more general: mutually orthogonal case (for which the martingale case is a particular 
example). However, an estimating function space can be of diverse character. We 
need more formulas to determine the quasi-score estimating function for different 
kinds of estimating function spaces. Following Godambe and Heyde’s idea, another 
formula will be presented here to determine the quasi-score estimating function from 
an estimating function space Q in which the elements may not even be generated by 
a sequence of mutually orthogonal estimating functions .
The final subject is the development of the quasi-likelihood method in a more 
general estimating function space. Since the estimating function G is initially used
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to obtain an estimator by solving the equation G = 0, the unbiasedness condition
Ee(G) = 0 , V 9 e 0 ,
becomes a natural one(see Godambe and Kale(1991)). However, it does not mean 
that the estimating function G should necessarily satisfy the unbiasedness condition. 
In the quasi-likelihood framwork, the quasi-score estimating function G is usually a 
martingalef see Godambe and Heyde(1987)). However, in practice, G may not be a 
martingale, for example G may be a semimartingale. An example will be provided 
to explain this fact and a framework will be given for this situation.
2 Optim al Estim ating Functions
Modeling by a stochastic process and estimating the parameters of the process are 
common problems. If the likelihood function of the process is known, the ML method 
is generally used. The LS methodf including the weighted least-squares method, the 
conditional least-squares method and so on) is another method which is widely used 
especially for prediction problems. In a sense, these two methods come from some 
basic idea such as the likelihood principle or the best prediction idea of minimizing 
the residual sum of squares. But, from the view-point of estimating function theory, 
these two methods are just methods for choosing an estimating function from some 
estimating function space under some specified rules. For the ML method, the rule 
is the maximum likelihood principle; for the LS method, there are two rules: one is 
the minimum residual sum of squares and the other is the form of the estimating 
function. We also can say that the ML method is a method for choosing an estimat­
ing function from the whole estimating function space under the likelihood principle 
and the LS method is a method for choosing an estimating function from a subset 
of estimating function space which has minimum residual sum of squares.
Why can the ML method choose an estimating function from the whole esti­
mating function space but the LS method only choose an estimating function from 
a subset of an estimating function space? Because, when using the ML method ,
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we should know the likelihood function of the process, which means that we obtain 
all the information about the process. If we do not know the likelihood function 
of the process, we can only choose an estimating function from some subset of an 
estimating function space. The subset of the estimating function space depends on 
the information which we obtain from the process and experiments. For example, 
if we consider the LS method for fitting a model yt — f ( x 3, s < t) + et and we know 
nothing about the moments and mixed moments of {xa} for order k > 2, then only 
the set of linear estimating functions can be considered.
Briefly, using an estimation method is equivalent to finding an estimating func­
tion from some subset of an estimating function space under some rules. So, the 
estimation method is determined by the subset of the estimating function space and 
the rules which we consider.
Also, we can say that the likelihood score function and the least squares esti­
mating function are, respectively, w optimal” estimating functions with reference to 
some appropriate subset of estimating functions. Following these ideas, we here give 
a general definition for the quasi-score estimating function.
Suppose that $7 is a subset of estimating function space in which T is the sample 
size, 0  is a parameter space which is a subset of R? and A is a “ matrix functional” 
on tyj <8 > 0  such that A : $7 ® 0  9 G ® 9 1— ► Rpxp and ( A ( G r ,  9)' A(Gt , 9))~l are 
nonsingular for Gj  € ^ 7 , 0 6 0 .  We call (^ 7 ,0 , A) an estimating function space.
Definition: We say that Gj  is a quasi-score estimating function in ('F ,0 , A), if, 
for all Gj  € ^ t and 9 6 0
A'{G't ,9)A(Gt ,9) > A'(Gt ,9)A(Gt ,9).
We denote 9j  as a quasi-likelihood estimator which satisfies
Gj (9j ) = 0.
Example 1: Suppose that X  = {A"t} is a process and, for every T fixed, {Xt}t<7 
belongs to an exponential family. Let ^7 = {Gj  = Gj{Xt, 0 < t < 71, 0)}, in which 
EGj (9) = 0 for each Pe 6 V  with index 9 , {Gt ,&t } are martingales for each
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Pe € P , Gj  are almost surely differentiable with respect to the components of 9 
and EGj{9) = (E{dGj^(9)/d9t)) and E(Gj {9)Gj '(9)) are nonsingular. Let A be a 
matrix functional defined by
A : tyj 0 0  3 Gj  0 6 I— * [EqGj Gj 1 ) 1 ^ E$Gj.
Then there is a quasi-score estimating function Gj  in ($ ,0 ,  A). In fact, Gj  is the 
likelihood score function.
Example 2: Let us consider an AR model. Assume that eT = Hj(yt ~ 
(ß\xt-\  + • • - + ßkXt-k)) is a martingale in which E(et\Tt-i)  = 0 and E{e2t \Tt-\)  = c, 
c being a constant and T t -  a(xi , . . . ,  Let = {Gj  = Ei  ft(0)et\ { f t{9)}
is a predictable process with respect to {Tt}} and A be a matrix functional defined
by
A : tyj ® 0  9 Gj  0 0 i—* (EqGj Gj ') EqGj .
Then there is a quasi-score estimating function Gj  in ('J'j,© , A) and
Cr = : £
\
— X t - \
\  Xt~k )
(yt -  {ß\xt - 1 +  . . .  +  ßkXt-k))-
The only difference between Gj  and the least-squares estimating function is the 
constant coefficient.
Example 3: (Godambe and Heyde(1987)) Let Qj be a subspace of $ in which 
every element Gj  is almost surely differentiable with respect to the components of 
9 and EGj(9)  and E(Gj (9)Gj (9)) are nonsingular. Let fj,\ denote the subset of Qj 
consisting of square integrable martingales with respect to {Tt}- Let A be a matrix 
defined by
A : x 0  3 Gj  0  9 I—► < G{9) > j   ^ Gj{9),
where Gj{9) =  / 0T E(dG3(9)\Ts-)- Then the quasi-score estimating function in 
(/ii,0 , A) is same as the quasi-score estimating function under Criterion 4 in Go­
dambe and Heyde(1987).
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Therefore, following the extending definition of the quasi-score estimating func­
tion the quasi-likelihood method is a method to choose an estimating function from 
'Ft under the rules:
(1) A is a given matrix functional,
(2) A'(G*T,Q)A(GmT,0) > A'(Gt ,0)A{Gt ,0) for all GT € 0 € 0.
We can also say that Gj  is an optimal estimating function in But “optimal” has 
its full meaning only when the following facts are true:
(1) 6j- 9o, where 0o is the true parameter,
(2) \\A(Gj ,90)(6j  — 6>0)||2 £(X), for some proper r.v. X.
Following the discussion in Chapter 5, an (1 -  a) x 100% percent asymptotic confi­
dence zone for 0o will be determined by
P m  -  0 o ) m  -  OoY < ea( A \ G j 190)A(Gj, 00))-1),
where P(X  < eQ) = 1 — a. If there is another estimating function Gj  € ^  such 
that,
0T C-^ 6>,
where 9j satisfies Gt {0t ) = 0 and
\\A(Gt ,0')(8t -  0 , ) f  ±  C(X),
then A(Gj,0o) will provide smaller asymptotic confidence zones for 0o than those 
provided by j4(Gt ,#0)- In this sense the A'(Gj, 0)A(Gj, 0) is playing the role of 
Fisher Information .
Here we have discussed three kinds of optimal estimating functions. There are 
also others. However it is difficult to find an universal optimal estimating function 
except the likelihood score functionfin practice the likelihood score function may 
work as a universal optimal estimating function if it can be written down). In 
general, the optimal estimating function property is only a local property or one 
relative to ($ , 0 , (rules)). The $ is determined by the kind of model we want to fit 
to the data and the kind of information we can obtain from the history. The rule is
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determined by the kinds of criteria we choose for optimality and the kinds of tools
we use.
3 T he Form o f a Q uasi-score E stim atin g  Func­
tio n  and an E quivalence C riterion
How is a quasi-likelihood method applied in practice? The key task is to find the 
quasi-score estimating function from a given estimating function space. However the 
definition of the quasi-score estimating function given by Godambe and Heyde( 1987) 
is too abstract to suggest a general form of the quasi-score estimating function .
This question was considered by Godambe and Heyde(1987) who presented a 
formula for a quasi-score estimating function from an estimating function space of 
the form Qj = {/0T aadMa\{aa} is a predictable process with respect to where
{A/1} being a fixed martingale with respect to some cr-fields {j^}. They proved that 
in the above case , if
belongs to Qji then Gj  is a quasi-score estimating function in Qt • This formula is 
very convenient to use in practice.
Godambe and Thompson(1989) extended (1) and gave another formula for “ the 
mutually orthogonal” case. Let Q = {x} be an abstract sample space and V — {p} 
be a class of distribution functions on Q. Let 0 = (0i,. . . ,  0m) be a vector parameter 
with real components defined on V  such that {0} = 0. Let further j  = 1 ,... ,n, 
with arbitrary n, be real functions on Q x 0  such that
where T 2 is a specified partition (or technically a a-field generated by a partition) 
of X , j  = 1 , 2 For simplicity we use the notation
( 1 )
EP{fj{x,0(p)) |X,} = 0, p € V , ( 2)
EA-lfA = £,{•}•
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Consider an estimating function space Qn = {£"=1 Qj f j I Qj € Fj] and let Gmn = 
£ ;= i *■/; e where a* =
Definition : The estimating functions /j, j  = 1 satisfying (2) are said 
to be mutually orthogonal, if
=  0,
2 j ? j  = 1,. • •, n and r, r ' = 1, . . . ,  m, where d*^ is the r-th component of a*. 
Godambe and Thompson(1989) gave the following result.
Theorem 1 The estimating function G*n = d*/j zs a quasi-score estimating 
function in Qn if {/,} are mutually orthogonal.
We can see that the martingale case belongs to “ the mutually orthogonal” case.
Now our question is that if Qj does not consist of estimating functions {£  a,/,} , 
where a,- are T x measurable and {/,} are orthogonal estimating functions with re­
spect to how we can determine the quasi-score estimating function G j from
the Qj. In this section, we shall discuss this question when the restrictions on Qt 
are somewhat reduced. As usual the regularity conditions are always assumed true.
Before discussing this question, we need a new definition. Assume that Qn is an 
estimating function space.
Definition 1 Gmn is said to be a pseudo-quasi-score estimating function in 7in if
(a) EG*n is nonsingular;
(b) E(GnGn') > (EGn)(E G :r \E G :G :')(EG :r \EG ny
for any Gn e U n.
Remarks: 1. The choice of the particular form (b) is motivated by the fact
that the element Gn of Tin may not satisfy the conditions that
EGnGn' and EGn (3)
are nonsingular.
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2. If Qn Q H n and every element Gn of Qn satisfies the conditions (3), the pseudo- 
quasi-score estimating function G* in 7~i is the quasi-score estimating function in Qn
if G* € Qn-
Let { fn} € Rk be a sequence of random vectors having the property that there 
exists a sequence of cr-fields T n which is generated from some subsets of the sample 
space and is such that
Ee( fn(9)\fn) = 0, (4)
where 0 £ 0  C Rd, 0  being a parameter space. Let Qn be a set of Hn ={Gn = 
£r=i a ,/,} , where {q,} are {Tx} measurable matrices.
R em arks: 3. The cr-fields {Tn} may have no order, i.e., n < m does not mean
that T n C T m.
4. If {f j} is a martingale difference sequence and { f j }  are natural a -fields, 
then the {f j} satisfy (4). But the converse is not always true. Because a martingale 
should be an adapted process but the process {XZr=i /»} is not necessarily adapted. 
Following the proof of Theorem I in Heyde(1988), we have the result below.
T heorem  2 Suppose that G*n = € Hn and that both E(GmnG*n') and EGxn
are nonsingular. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) Gmn is a pseudo-quasi-likelihood estimating function in Tin;
(2) EGnGnm> = EGnA for all Gn € Hn, for some nonsingular nonrandom matrix
A;
(3) E  E?=1 a, /./•a* ' = 0, if a] = AEJf J(EJf Jf ,])~l , for some nonsingular 
nonrandom matrix A.
The above theorem shows us how to construct a quasi-score estimating function 
from Qn € H. As an application we give the following theorem.
T heorem  3 //{a*} is such that G* = € Qn, where {a^-i are con­
stants, and
E iita j- i f i f /< * ?  = EifiA
j=i
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for some nonrandom matrix A, then G* is a quasi-score estimating function in Qn.
If we denote
I 1 J 1 5 2, . . . ,
where T x V — cr{Tx,T fi\ and
Ci =  Ci{9) = Ei(fi)
i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,
then applying the above theorem, we obtain a formula for quasi-score estimating 
function in the nonorthogonal case.
Corollary 1 Suppose that { / ,}  satisfy (\). Let Qn =  {£"=1 € Ti) be an
estimating function space. If a* =  (aq, . . . , a*) '  satisfies
£>i,i b\2 . . .  bl ,n
£>n.1 bn0 . . .  br
( \
\ C n )>n,l un,2 • • • v n,n
where for any matrix B, B + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of B , then 
G* =  Q*/« a quasi-score estimating function in Qn if G* € Qn-
Proof: From the condition of theorem, we have
Therefore,
i.e.
6 i , i  £>i2 • • • £>
\  / ./ \  / \
l ,n
£>n, 1 £>n, 2 • • • £>r
H  KjO-'i =  * ,
J=1
« /
\  n / \  Cn /
2 — 1, . . . , 72,
E i^ f i f jO t* / )  = £ £ . ( £ > » , = C<, 
j = i  j = i
2 =  1 , . . . , 72.
Applying Theorem 3, Gmn =  E?=i < / .  is a quasi-score estimating function in
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Corollary 2 If b{^  = 0 for all i j ,  and
G-n = J2 « , - Ä E e(hl^„)))'(a,- ,£ » (/,/ ' |^ r(i)))+/,
1=1
belongs to Qn, then Gmn is a quasi-score estimating function in Qn.
R em arks: 1. If {f j } is a martingale difference sequence and {Tj }  are natural 
cr-fields generated from {/j}, the btJ are always 0, i ^  j .
2. If 6tJ, i ^  j ,  are not always equal to 0, it is usually very difficult to check 
whether a* € Tj, j  = 1, . . . ,  n.
Therefore we are still interested the conditions which can force
Q- = A E M H E M f i ) ) - ' .
From Theorem 2, it is easy to get the following relations.
Corollary 3 Suppose that a* = AEj f j (Ej f Jf j )~1 for some nonsingular nonrandom 
matrix A. Then
(1) fif'ja *') = 0, i = implies that Gmn is a pseudo-quasi-score
estimating function in Qn;
(2) G* is a pseudo-quasi-score estimating function in Qn implies that
E (±/ , / ' < )  = 0;
(3) Ei^fif'jO*') — 0, i ^ j ,  i , j  = 1 ,... , n, implies that Gmk is a pseudo-quasi-score 
estimating function in Qk, k =  1, . . . ,  n;
(4) G*k is a pseudo-quasi-score estimating function in Qk, h = implies
that Efif'jOf-' = 0, i ^ j ,  i , j  = 1, . . . ,  n.
Remarks: 1. Under the assumption that EG„ is nonsingular, the conditions
Ei(fif'jCc*') = 0, i ^  j, i , j  = 1 .  ,n are equivalent to the “ mutually orthogonal'’ 
condition introduced by Godambe and Thompson(1989).
2. Following the discussion in Corollary 3, we may say that in a certain sense 
the “ mutually orthogonal” condition is a rather weak condition to force a" = 
A E ^ E j i f j f ' ) ) - 1.
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Let Qn be a set of {Gn}, where Gn is a Borel mapping from (Rm)n x 0  —► Rk 
such that, for any 0 € 0 ,
EoGn(y\, . . . ,  i/ni 0) — / Gn(y i , . . . ,yn, 0)dpntQ — 0.
J(Rm)n
The following theorem gives us a criterion for the quasi-score estimating function 
which is equivalent to the criteria in Godambe and Heyde(1987).
Theorem 4 If there exists a quasi-score estimating function within Qn, Gmn is a 
quasi-score estimating function iff, for all 0 € 0  and Gn € Qn,
tr((EeG'n)-\E e (G ‘n)(G’n)')((EeG'n)')-') <
Proof: “ => ” is trivial.
Now we prove the “ 4= ” part. Assume that there is a Gn in Qn such that
tr((Ee6n) - l (Ee(Gn)(Gny)((EeÖny ) - ' ) < H ( E eG„)-l (Ee(Gn)(Gny)((EäGn) T l )
for all 0 € 0  and Gn € Qn- Following the definition of the quasi-score estimating 
function we should have
tr((£ flö „ ) -1(^ (G n )(G n ) ')((^ 6 n) ') '1) = M (£«G ;)‘ , ( ^ (G ;) ( G ;) ') ( ( ^ G ;) ') '1)-
By the definition of the quasi-score estimating function we also have
(EoÖnr \ E o ( G n)(Gn)')((EeÖn) r l ~ ( E e G : r \ E e(G:)(G:Y)((EeG : ) r l > o.
Combining these two statements, we obtain that the maximum eigenvalue of
( ^ ö n) -1(F:ö(ö n)(ö n)')((^ ön),) -1 - ( ^ ö ; ) - 1(F;ö(G ;)(G ;)')((£,ö ; ) ') - 1
is equal to 0; that is
(EeGn) - \ E e(Gn)(GnY)((EeGny r l = (EeG-nr l(Ee(G-n)(G-n)')((EsG 
Therefore Gn is also a quasi-score estimating function in Qn.
' \ - i
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4 Extending the Quasi-likelihood M ethod to a 
M odel with a Semimartingale Error Process
Firstly, let us consider an example. Suppose that there are n identical pieces of 
equipment in a factory. The average of the measurement errors of the this kind of 
equipment is zero. However each piece of equipment may have a measurement bias. 
Now we do a series of experiments to fit a model
X = f(0) + M
where M is a r.v. called the error part. The form of the function /  is known and $ is 
a parameter which is going to be estimated. When we do the experiment, the pieces 
of equipment need to be used. Assume that each piece of equipment is randomly 
chosen for use and is only used once. From each piece experiment we can get an 
observation on X.  If we take n samples from X,  then we obtain
Xt = fi{0) + Mi, i = 1 ,2 ,..., n.
For the ideal model, we would assume that E(Mx\Tl-\) = 0, where Tx — cr{Xj,j < 
i}. However, when we use the above system with measurement bias to observe Xt, 
i = 1 , 2 we can only obtain
X, = fi(0) + Mi + Ni
= /(0) +
where Ni is a r.v. which comes from the bias. Because of the finite amount of 
equipment, the finite usability of the equipment and bias of each piece of equipment, 
it is obvious that E( Nt i1 0 and E(Ni\Ft-i)  is possibly a r.v. for each fixed i. 
Thus
t* i = t  /.w + i>
t = l  1=1 i = l
gives us a model having a semimartingale error process l A,. This example tells 
us, in practice, that there exists a model:
X t =  f  f,(e)d\a + M(t), (5)
Jo
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where {Mt} is a semimartingale with respect to some cr-fields {Ft} and {/*(#)} is a 
predictable process with respect to {Ft}- For each t fixed, ft{9) is a function of 0, 
where 9 is a parameter to be estimated.
In order to estimate 9, we focus our attention on two questions: (i) what kind of 
estimating function space do we choose? (ii) how do we choose an optimal estimating 
function from that estimating function space?
It is well known that, for a distribution free inference problem, to choose a 
suitable estimating function space Q is quite important. If Q is too large, it seems 
difficult to find an optimal estimating function from Q\ if Q is too small, the optimal 
estimating function chosen from Q could be seriously lacking in efficiency.
Due to the {Mt} in (5) being a semimartingale, we prefer to focus our attention 
on an estimating function space Qj :
Qt = {Gt \Gt(9) =  Gj{9) +  op(Gt (9)),
Gt (9) = F E(dG,(9)\FS. ) }  (6)Jo
where Gt (9) = d(Gj(9))/d9.  Godambe and Heyde(1987) have discussed this kind 
of estimating function space. They called this space a class ^4. If {Mt} is a martin­
gale, a criterion for choosing optimal estimating function was given in that paper. 
However there is a difference between (6) and /z4. Unlike what is supposed for //4, 
we cannot assume that EqGt = 0, because, in general case, Gj  is a semimartingale 
— a stochastic integral with respect to {Mt}.
Avoiding a number of complex questions involved in the model (5), we here only 
consider a simple case
* r =  / T f ,(0)d\,  + Mt (7)Jo
where {Mt} is a semimartingale with X3 =<  M >3 and ft(9) is a predictable process 
which is a linear function of 0, for each fixed s.
Before discussing (7), we list some basic definitions and properties of semimartin­
gales.
We denote by V the space of bounded variation processes and denote by M.\oc the
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space of local martingales, let M be a semimartingale admitting the representation
Alt — Mo A At -1- Mt (8)
where A — (A*)<>o G V with A0 = 0 and M  = (Mt)t>o € Af/c>c with M0 = 0. 
Suppose that a predictable process H possesses the following properties:
\H\oVar(A)  € V+, (9)
(H2o[M,M\y'2 € A i c ( 10)
where Afoc is the set of local integrable variation and V+ is the set of positive bounded 
variation processes. We shall mention the definition of the above stochastic integral 
because it will be used here. Details can be found in any stochastic analysis textbook 
like Liptser and Shiryaev(1986).
Definition 2 The process
H.M = H o A + H.M
is called the stochastic integral of H with respect to a semimartingale M.
Sometimes H.Mt will also be denoted as
T H,dMs or l  HsdM3.
Jo J(o,t]
Theorem 5 (Liptser and Shiryaev(1986)) Let M be a semimartingale with decom­
position (8) and let H be a predictable process with the properties (9) and (10). Then 
H.M is a semimartingale.
An important characteristic of a semimartingale M  is represented by its quadratic 
variation [M, M] with (AMo = 0)
[M, M]t =< M c >t + £  (AiVfs)2 (11)
o<*<*
where M c is the continuous martingale component of M . Following the definition, 
[A/, M] is an adapted increasing process. If [M, M] is a local integrable variation
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process, following the theory of dual process, there is a dual predictable projection 
process of [M, M] denoted by < M, M  > such that [ M ,M ] -  < M, M  > is a 
uniformly local integral martingale(see, Dellacherie and Meyer(1975), Meyer(1976, 
1977) and Yan (1987)).
Let Qj be an estimating function space and
rT
Qt — {Gt \Gj  = / a sdMa, a 3 satisfies (9) and (10),
Jo
Gt (0) = Gt (9) = op(Gt (0)),
Gt (0 ) =  C  E(dGa(0)\Fa. ) } .
Jo
Let p' be a subspace of Qj. Each element G j  of /i' satisfies the condition
Gt (0) = \ T * aE ( d \ I a\Fa_) + 0p( [ T a aE(d M a\Ta_)).
Jo Jo
For a special case, if a 3 is not a function of 6, then
T
Gt = f  a aE(dM a\jra_).
Jo
Let [i" be a subset of /i' such that each element G j  in f.l" satisfies the condition that 
[G.,G.] is a local integral variation process.
Theorem 6 Suppose that p is a measure generated by an increasing process A on 
B ( R +) x JF and pp is the predictable projection of p. Then pp is generated by a 
predictable increasing process iff A is local integral, i.e. there is sequence of stopping 
time {T}  such that A j  is integral.
Therefore, following the definition of dual predictable projection process, < 
G, G > is a predictable increasing process.
Theorem 7 Suppose that X  and Y  are two semimartingales and H and K  are two 
measurable processes, while p and q satisfy 1/p + 1 /q = 1. Then
I /  \H3K a\\d[X,Y}3\
J (0,oo[
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< ( /  H l d [ X , X \ , y l \ l
J[0,oo[ i [ 0 (oo[
a.5., ( 12)
E { [  \H,K,\\d
J (0,oo[
The above theorems can be obtained from Dellacherie and Meyer( 1975), Meyer( 1976, 
1977) and Yan (1987).
Sometimes we call the above inequalities the K-W (Kunita-Watanabe)inequalities. 
Remark : If < X, X >, < X , Y  > and < Y, Y  > exist, there are corresponding 
K-W inequalities for < X, X  >, < X, Y  > and < Y , Y  >.
Due to the above properties of the quadratic characteristic, a criterion for choos­
ing an optimal estimating function Gj  from p" can be given.
Criterion : We call Gj  the quasi-score estimating function in p', if
is nonnegative definite for all Gt € p \  0 £ 0  and pe £ P , where Gj  has the form
Consider the model (4). If [Gm,G*\ is a local integral variation process, then 
under the above Criterion, the optimal estimating function in p" is:
where (d < M  > 3)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse.
Because, for any G € p", we have < G, G* >\ < < G,G > t < Gm, Gm > t and
Gj(d) < Gm >Tl G'T(d)' -  Gt (9) < G >Tl Gt (0)'
Gj  = l T aaE(dMa\Ts-). 
Jo
T
G’T = I E(dM,\E,-)(d < M >,)+dM,,
Jo
(14)
< G, G > t < G, G* > t 
 ^ < G,Gm > t < Gm,G* > t
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is nonnegative-definite, then the method of Rao(1965, p‘266) gives the nonnegative- 
definiteness of
< G >7 — < G, G* > j<  Gm >71 < G, Gm >7
i.e.
< G, G* > j 1< G >7< G, G >71 — < G* >y1> 0.
Since (14) leads to
G“r  = [ T E(dMs\ f 3.)(d < M >a)+E{dMa\7 a_)
Jo
=< Gm, Gm >7
and
< G, G* > T=< a .M,E(dM\ f_) (d  < M >.)+M >
= / TQ3Je:(dMa|/-s. ) ( d <  M >,)+d <  M >,
Jo
= Ö7,
we obtain
(G7)"1 < G >7 (G7)"1 -  (Ö7)-1 < G* >7 (G7)“1 > 0,
(15)
i.e. G j  is the quasi-score estimating function in \i" under the criterion.
Remark : If M is a martingale, then under the model (6),
Gt (9) =  f T E(dGa(0)\7 a. )
Jo
= £  E ( E ( Q,dM.(8))\F.-)
= f  E(a,dM,($)\F,-) + \ T E ( a , d M , m r s-)
Jo Jo
=  [ T E ( a , d M , ( 9 ) \ T . J )
Jo
= Gt (6).
So, in this situation, the criterion coincides with Criterion 4 in Godambe and 
Heyde(1987).
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Following the above discussion, if in model (7), f 3(0) is a linear function of 0, 
then
T r)
Gt = — f,(8)d\,(d < M >,)+dM,
Jo Oo
= /o ‘lw)dM,e,"
belongs to \i". If [Gj\ is a local integrable variation process, then Gj  is a quasi-score 
estimating function in [i".
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CHAPTER 8
BASIC LIMIT RESULTS
1 T h e strong law of large num bers for m u lti­
variate m artingales
1. In trod u ction
As we have mentioned in Chapter 4, the strong (or weak) law of large numbers 
for martingales is an important tool for studying the consistency of quasi-likelihood 
estimators. In this section we shall discuss and present many sufficient conditions 
for the strong (or weak ) law of large numbers for martingales.
Let (fl, {jFJ, {P J ), t £ D,  be a stochastic probability space. Sometimes the 
index set D is a discrete set but sometimes it is not. We always assume that {S*} is 
a martingale in Rp, (I < p < oo), with respect to { f t } -  If the index set is a discrete 
set, sometimes we write St =  £ j =1 where {A^} is a martingale difference with 
respect to { f t } -  Additionally, we assume So =  0. Let Bt be a ^.-m easurable p x p 
matrix. In the following, we shall ask for conditions under which
lim BtSt =  0, a.s.. (1)t—*oo
This question has been investigated by many people for a long time and various 
sufficient conditions for (1) have been obtained. But some of the commonly used 
conditions are unnecessarily restrictive. For example, Anderson and Taylor(1974) or 
Anderson and Moore(1976) introduced a condition in which Amax(L?t) = 0(Amm(Pt)) 
or Bt is diagonal for all t. Also, some of the conditions appear nice but are only 
suitable for nonrandom matrices Bt (see Kaufmann(1987)). We know that when 
the quasi-likelihood method is applied to estimate parameters, we usually need a 
random normalizing matrix in (l)(see Chapter 5). That is why, in the following 
sections, we shall focus our attentions on the random norm case. In tfus*meantime 
we also discuss the nonrandom norm cases in which the sufficient conditions do not 
require Amax( £ t) =  0(Amtn(£()).
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For any square matrix A, the determinant of A is denoted by |A|; the mini­
mum eigenvalue of A and the maximum eigenvalue of A are denoted by Amtn(A) 
and Amax(A) respectively. The symbol \\x\\ and ||A|| will be reserved for the Eu­
clidean vector norm (x'x)1//2 and the matrix norm (Amax(A'A))1!2 respectively. If A 
is positive semi-definite, then this norm reduces to ||A|| = Amax(A). We also define 
another norm for A by ||A||i = (tr(AA'))1^ 2. It is easy to prove that || • || and || • ||x 
are equivalent. For a sequence of matrices {Bs}, we say that {Bs} is monotonic 
decreasing iff ||F?s:r|| > ||f?*ar||, for all x 6 Rp, when s < t.
2. Random Norm Case
Kaufmann(1987) has discussed the the strong law of large numbers for martin­
gales when the norm matrix is a non-random matrix. Many results from his paper 
can not be transformed to the random norm case directly. However the basic idea 
he used is quite important and we shall employ it to discuss the same question in 
the random norm case.
Theorem 1 Suppose that {5n = HILi -W} 25 a martingale and {Bn} are predictable 
matrices. If
(1) {£?n} are a.s. monotonic,
(2) supn EYJi= i l i f t e r  < °°> f or some 1 < a  < 2,
(3) £(||B „5„||2| / ; - i ) ^  0, as n- oo,
then
BnSn ^4' 0, as n —► oo.
Proof: Due to Corollary 1 in Kaufmann(1987), Conditions 1 and 2 imply that 
{F?n5n} converges almost surely.
In the following, we only need to prove BnSn -4 0, as n —♦ oo. Since 
E(\\BnSn\\2\fn-i) ±  0, as n -> oo,
we get E((BnSn)(SnBn)'\rn-i) -4 0, as n -+ oo. For any x € Rp and £ > 0 fixed, 
let yn(e) = P(\x'BnSn\ > e\Tn- 1). Then yn{e) < 1 and
x'E(BnSnSn'Bn'\ f n-\)x  p
0 < yn(e) < 0 , as n —► oo.
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Therefore, lim^oo P(\x'BnSn\ > e) =  limn^oo E(yn(e)) = 0, for all x e Rp, and we 
obtain BnSn 0, as n —> oo. This completes the proof.
R em ark: Theorem 2 in Kaufmann(1987) can be deduced from this theorem. 
Because, if Bn is nonrandom and Bn —► 0, we have
E\\BnSn\\2 < E\\BnXi\\2 —+ 0, as n —► oo,
t = i
and
P (£(||ß„5n||V » - .)  > e) < - l|gn/ " i|2 -* 0, as -  oo, 
i.e. ^(||Rn5n||2| / ’n-i) 0, as n —► oo.
Using the same technique as in Lemma 4 of Kaufmann(1987), we have the fol­
lowing lemma.
L em m a 1 Suppose that {5„ = £?=i -V,} is a martingale in Rp.
E|i<5 ül#äii
Then
) •
In the proof of this lemma, we only need notice that
£ || <  S  >„-1/2 Vn||2 = trE(< S > - 1/2 (XnX n') < S >„-l'2)
= trE(< S > - '12 E(XnXn'\rn-i) < S > - l/2)
= trE(E(s„s„'\r„.1)-l/2(E(sns n'\rn- l ) -E (sn. lsn- l'\r„-l ))E(sns n'\rn^ ) - 1/2).
This is a key lemma for transforming the non-random norm results to random norm 
results and reveals the main difference between the non-random norm case and 
random norm case. In Lemma 1, if < 5 > n is non-random then we obtain Lemma 
4 of Kaufmann.
R em ark : In Lemma 1, the expectation “ E’f-)” can be replaced by u E(-|^rn_i)”. 
Assumption 1 There is sequence {cn} such that
(I < S >n I -  |5„ -i5„_ i, |) / | < S > n I <  c„, a.s.,
n > N  for some N > 0, where E Y1T=i cn < oo.
Following Lemma 1, we can obtain the following theorems.
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T h eorem  2 Suppose that {5n = XZT=1 A»-} a martingale. Under Assumption 1,
if
(1) Amm < S > n—*► oo, as n —► oo, uniformly for uj £ Ü,
(E 5 n5Jl)_l < 5 > n A, where A is a nonsingular matrix,
(3) h(x) is a positive increasing function for x > Xo and
■°° dx
j xh(x)
< oo,
then
lim [h(I < S >n I)] 1/2 < 5  > n1/2 Sn = 0, a .5..
n —oo
Proof: In the light of lim^oc Amtn < S > n=  oo, uniformly for w G fi, for any 
large M > 0, there is a N(M)  > 0 such that, if n > N(M) ,  then
Therefore
A min < S > n> M .
0 <  E{h‘ l (\ < 5 > n I)E~ \<  S >n)(SnS'n)) 
E~l (< S > n)E(SnS'n)<
h(Mp)
for large enough n. Let M  —► oo; we obtain
lim E(h-\I < 5  >„ | ) £ - 1(< 5  > „ )(5 nS ;)) =  0.
n —>oo
Since (k(| < S >n |))_1/2 < 5  > “ 1/2 is monotonic and, by assumption,
oo
£  £ | | ( M I  <  S  > n  I) ) '1' 2 <  S  > ; 1/2 * » l f
n = l
oo
£  trE[(h(I <  5  > n |) ) - '( <  5  > ; 1/2 (X„AV) < S > ; ‘/2)]
n = l
^  j—* /  /■ i. /  I £* l w - 1 / 1  ^  ^  '^> n  I I ^  - ^ n - 1
< P ^ 2 E ((h (\ < S  >n I)) (----------1 .  o "l--------
n= l  j ^  O ^>n j
+
1 < s >„l-l l-ISr,i —1Sn — 1, |
\ < S  >n\
) )  <  OO
(see Kaufmann(1987)), we have (/i(| < 5  > n |))“ 1/2 < S > n1/2 5 n converges a.s.
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Moreover, following the assumptions, we still have
| | ( M I < s > » l ) r 1/i,< s > ; ‘/ , s.ll*
< p t r ( E l' 2(< S>„) < S £1/2(<  5  >„)) 
x t r ( E - 1/2(< S >n)(SnS'n) E - ' / \ <  S  >„)A“1(I < 5  >„ |))
=  p tr(< S  > ; '  E(< S  >„)) tr (E~ '(< S  >„)(S„S'n)h- '( \  < S > „  I))
—> 0, as n —► oo,
and therefore lim ^oof/id  < S >n |))-1 2^ < S >~1^ 2 Sn =  0, a.s..
R e m a rk : If condition (2) is replaced by (ESnS'n)~l < S >n-+ A, as n —► oo, 
where A is a nonsingular matrix, then Assumption 1 can be removed.
T h e o re m  3 Suppose that {Sn =  X,-} is a martingale . Under Assumption 1,
if
(1) \ mtnE(< S  >n) ► oo, as n ► oo,
(2) ( E~x < S  > n) < 5  > n—> A, where A is a nonsingular matrix,
(3) Amln(<  S >„) =  0 ( | < 5  >„ |s), 6 >0 ,
then < S  >~l Sn —> 0, as n —► oo.
P ro o f: Since
oo
E  EW<  5  > n l  -V„ | | 2 <  OO,  
n = l
we have tha t < S > ^ 1 Sn converges almost surely. Furthermore, we still have 
II < 5  > ; 1 5n||2 =  tr < S >~l SnSn' < S >~l 
= tr(< S >~l E < S >n E -1 < S > n SnSn'E-1 < S > n E < S > n< S >~l )
< P t r (E  < S >n< s >~2 E < S > n) t r (E~ l < S > n SnSn'FTl < S > n)
= p  tr((< S >~l E < S >„)(< S >~l E < S > n Y )
x t r ( E ~ l < S >n SnSn'E~l ) < S >n 0, as n ► oo.
Therefore we obtain lim ^oo < S > “ * Sn = 0, a.s..
R e m a rk : If (E~l < 5 > n) < S > n^4' A, where A is a nonsingular m atrix, and
Amin(E < S >n) = 0(\E < S >n |5), <5 > 0, then Assumption 1 can be removed.
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Theorem 4 Suppose that {5n = X^=i ^«} *s a martingale . Under Assumption 1
if
(1) AxniTi ^  S ^ ^  oo7 a, s. , as n ► oo,
(2) for any stopping time Tn,
(E~l < S >Tn) < S >tA  A,
where A is a nonsingular matrix,
(3) h(x) is a positive increasing function, such that
*°° dx/ xh(x] < oo,
then
h- ' /2( \ <  S >„ I) < S > ; 1/2 S„ “-4- o, as n —► oo.
Proof: It is obvious that Condition 3 yields
h- ' /2(I < 5  >„ I) < 5  > ; 1/2 S„
converges a.s..
In the following we only need to prove that h~1l2(\ < S >n |) < S >~1^ 2 Sn 
is convergent in probability. Let Tn =  min{fc|Am,n(<  S >k) > cn}, where the 
nonrandom sequence {cn} tends to oo. Then {Tn} is a sequence of stopping times 
and
\\h-l/ \ \  < S >Tn \) < S  > r U  St £
= tr(h- \ I  < 5  > T„ I) < S > f ‘ /2 St„StJ  < S > j lf )
< p tr(< S E < S  > t„) tr(h~l (\ < S >Tn \)E~l < S >Tn (STnSTn'))- 
Since tr(< S > j E  < S >rn) tr(A~l ), as n —► oo, and
P(tr(h-1 (I < 5  > Tn I)E~l < S >Tn (STnSTn')) > e)
< tr(E(h~l (\ < S >Tn I)E~l < S >Tn (STnSTn')/e)
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< p(eh((?n)) 1 —► 0, as n —* oo,
we obtain /i- l /2(| < 5  > n |) < S >~1^ 2 Sn A  0, as n —► oo and the theorem follows.
R em ark : The difference between Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 is the condition 
on A min < S  >n • In Theorem 2 the condition involves uniform convergence but in 
Theorem 4 almost sure convergence is required.
T h eorem  5 Suppose that {Sn = ^»} 15 a martingale. Under Assumption 1,
if
( 1 )  A m in  <  5  > n 3- 4 ' OO,
£dere zs a positive increasing function h(x) such that
,0° dxf xh(x) < oo
and
d ( |  S > n I) — C>( Am {n < > n ) i
then < S  >n l Sn — 0, as n —► oo.
Proof: Following the assumptions, we have h~l^2(\ < S  >n \) < S  > " 1//2 Sn 
converges a.s. and
|| < 5  > - ' / 2 h ^ ( \  < 5  >„ |) ||2
tr(h(\ < S> „  I)
A - 1A n, 1 o  N
^ 0
) 0, as n —► oo,
where {Ani,} are the eigenvalues of < S  > n. Therefore
< 5  > ;*  S„ =< S  >-n l/2 Al/2(| < S >„ |)A‘ 1/2(I < 5  >„ I) < 5  > ; 1/2 Sn
—> 0, as n —+ oo.
R em ark: 1. If /i(| < 5  > n |) =  o((Amm(< 5  > n))a" 1/2), where a  > 2, then
limn_oo < 5  > " a Sn = 0, a.s. .
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2. Sometimes h(x) can be chosen as (logx)8, 6 > 1.
For the more general case, without Assumption 1, we have the following theorem.
T h e o re m  6 Suppose that {M t = • • •, M tp)'} is a martingale and {B t } are
monotonic predictable matrices such that ||i?*|| ^4 0, as t —► oo. If
t rE  f  B sd < M  >3 B f  < oo, as t —* oo,
Jo
then, for  any 6 > 0,
B]*SM, a4 '  0, —* oo;
or
A tB tM t —> 0, as t —+ oo, 
where {At} are predictable matrices and ||At|| —♦ 0.
R e m a rk : For the second statem ent, ||R t || 0 is not necessary.
The proof of this theorem is similar to those of the above theorems and will be 
om itted.
Finally, let us consider a special case which is often met when we use the quasi­
likelihood method or the least squares method to estim ate parameters.
P ro p o s it io n  1 Let {iq}, {X<} be r .v . ’s in R , Ta — cr{Xi} and T t — cr {iq, . . . ,
uu X  i, . . . ,  X t- \ } } t =  1,2......... I f  E{ u t\Tt- \ ) =  0, E (u 2t \ f t- i )  = 1 for all t and
limj^oo J2j=\ X?  =  oo,a.s., then
E ( X 2)l~2a < oo, a  > 1/2
implies
P ro o f: Let
Since E X W = 0 and
EtLi X tut
l im  — —r—
T—  ( z L i  V ? )“
= 0, a.s.
X<‘>
X , u ,
(EL*?)“'
X?E £[X(1)]2 = Ws
t =  1 «=1 l ^ i  =  l )
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= 1 + (2q -  l ) - 1J57(A'f) < oo,
using the Kolmogrov Convergence Theorem and the Kronecker Lemma, we have
^  Xtut
/  / v f \ /r r) \  ^  0 0 ,  Q, • S  •t l  (EU V,2)“
and
r  as oo.(E il A7 )<
C orollary 1 Assume that {ut} and {Xt} are random vectors in Rp. let J-q 
<r{Xi} ,  T t = a{ul , . . . , u t, X 1, . . . ,X t - i } ,  t = 1 ,2 ,... and At = £ ‘=1 X 3X 3'. If
(1) E U i x li as t oo, i = 1 ,2 ,... ,p,
/£/ ^ W , ) 1"2“ < oo, a > 1/2, 1 < i < p,
(3) E(ut\Ft-\) =  0,
M  = / ,  t = 1 ,2 ,...,
then
T
lim D ja Y X tU t '  = 0, a.s.,
r -°° i=i
where D j  is the diagonal matrix of At .
Here we have used a diagonal matrix as a norm, but using the technique discussed 
in the following section, we can change the result to deal with the non-diagonal 
matrix norm case under certain conditions.
3. N onrandom  Norm  Case
In the following we shall discuss (1) where Bn is nonrandom.
L em m a 2 If { Xn} is a martingale difference sequence in RP, then, for any £ > 0, 
P( max | | ^ X , | |2 > e) < p/eE(\\ £  X,||2).
°<»<* (=1 i=i
Proof: Let Xi = (A/fi, • • •, X^v)'\ then
11T  ||2>£)
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=  P (  max
0 < n < k
P n
j = l /=!
* p < z ^ ( £ x ‘* yj—i - - /=i
> £.
$ E p(0^ ( E  -y'.j)2 > £/p)
j=i - - 1=1
< P / t ± i  E X f j
j= l1=1
=  p / e E (|| 2  X , | | 2).
1=1
By virtue of Lemma 2, we have the following theorems.
T h eorem  7 Assume that {X n} is a martingale difference sequence in R p. I f  there 
is a subsequence {n*} such that
(1) {B n,k} are symmetric and monotonic,
(2) || £„,*11 ->• 0, as n k -> oo,
(3) for  n k~i < n < nk, B nk_ f  B nk_1 — B n'B n is semi-positive definite,
(4) if  n k -  nk. i  > 1, Am a ^ B ^ B l ^ B - ^ )  < c for some constant c,
then
implies
£ A mal(Bnt.E[( £  'Y'H E V,)']B„J<
*=1 l = n k _ x+ l  l = n k- i  +1
OO
B nSn —► 0, as n —► oo.
(2)
Proof: Because of
OO n k
£ A  m„ (B n M  E 'Y'H E V,)']BnJ<00
k = l  /=nfc_ !+ l  l = n k —i +1
and Corollary 2 in Kaufmann(1987), we obtain lim^—oo B nkSnk — 0 a.s. 
T n = £ n ^ n ;  then
max ||Tn -  Tnk_,
n k - i < n < n k
< max
n k -1  < n < n k
II ßn E  -V,||
/=nfc_!+ l
Let
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ttfc-1
+ njnax<J | ( ß n - B ni,_1) *'ll-
Therefore the sufficiency conditions for the theorem are
lim max II Bn X/|| = 0, a.s.
k ~ o o  n fc_ ! < n < n fc ^  "/=nfc_!+1
and
n*-i
lim max ||(Bn -  Bnk_x) ^  X/|| = 0, a.s.
k-+oo n k _ l < n < n k “
( 3)
(4)
Firstly we prove (4). Because Bnk_l'Bnk_x — Bn'Bn is positive semi-definite, so 
is I ~ B r ! B n( B- ^ ) .  Then we get ) (B ~ ^ t ) < p. Furthermore,
we have
tr lB-^Bn)  = t r ( B ^ B nB ; ^ )
= t r [ ( B ^ B - ^ ) ' ( B ^ B - ^ ) }
> ^min(Bn) \ min{Bnk_i ) > 0
(see Bodewig(1956), p66). Therefore we obtain
\ \BnB-^  -  I\\l
= t r [B : lxB l B - l l +I--2B-nl l Bn\ 
< t r [ B : l B l B : l i + I ) < 2 Px
and then
n k - l
nfc maX;nk \\(Bn- Bn^)  £  XlII
*fc-l
< manx<nfc IKB nB ~k_i -  /)||||5„fc_l £  X/||
f^c-i
< max IK ^B -1., -  mirllßn»., £  *<llnfc —1 _ _ k /= 1
0, as rik —► oo.
Now we consider (3). In the light of Lemma 2,
P( max ||£n ^ l l2 > £)
n k - i < n < n k /=7lfc_1+1
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-  P („ m<ra <„ T  'V'i|2 > f )
nk_1 n- Ufc /=nk_!+1
<p/eE((Bni_t £  JfO'fB,,., E  X,))
/ = n fc_ ! + l  / = n fc_ ! + l
= p / c ( r [ ( ß - 'ß ^ _ i ß - 1)(ß„t £(( E  * 0 (  E  ^ ) ') ß n j ( ß „ - ‘ß ^ . , ) ]
/ = n fc_ ! + 1 / = n fc_ ! + l
<  p2c /z \max(BnkE(  * l ) (  E  X,)')Bni).
l=nk-i +1 l=nk_i+l
This means that there is a constant cq > 0 such that
E  p („t ||ß„ E  -V'il2 >
< c . E U 4 , « ( (  E  * |)( E  X,)')Bnk) < oo,
k= 1 /=nfc_i+l /=nfc_!+l
i.e. maxnfc_1<n<nfc ||R n Hr=nfc_i+i ^ / || -* 0, as n —♦ oo. Then we get the theorem. 
R em ark: For a sequence of matrices {£?n}, usually
A m a x  ( Bn )
is not equivalent to
Ami n  ( Bn )
0(1)
AmaifSn'SLl^n1) < C,
for some c, n =  1,2,* • • . Here is an example. Assume
Bn
It is obvious that
 ^ l /n  0 ^
0 l / n 2 J
^ m a x ( B n ) 
^ m i n ( B n )
n —► oo, as n —► oo.
But
=  A (
n2/(n  — 1)2 A \
0 n4/(n  — l)4 !
) —► 1, as n —* oo,
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i.e. B'^_l B~x) <  c, for some c, n =  2,3, • • • . Therefore the condition (4) is
different from the condition put forward by Anderson and Taylor(1974) or Anderson 
and Moore(1976).
Using the same idea, we can also obtain the following theorem.
T heorem  8 Assume that {AT} is a martingale difference sequence in Rp. If there 
is a subsequence {n;-} such that
(1) {Bnk} is monotonic,
(2) ||BnJ| —► 0, as k -* oo,
(3) for rik- 1  < n < njt, Bnk_f  BUk_1 — Bn'Bn is semi-positive definite, 
then
oo n k
Z*< ) (  ( 5)
k=l l=n/c — i +1 l=nk-i+1
implies
BnSn a-+' 0, as n —► oo.
The difference between Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 is that in (2) the condition is 
on Bnk but in (5) the condition is on Bnk_l .
T heorem  9 Assume that {A*} is a martingale difference sequence in Rv and {Bn} 
is a sequence of p x p matrices. If
(1) IIB-'ll2 =  -  0, as n oo,
(2) there is a constant c > 1 such that
oo
Zc-2nm.-Si„.A \J <~,
n=l
where in =  max{/:|||BT1|| > c~n}, 
then limn—oo B^Bn =  0, a.s. .
Proof: From the assumptions and by virtue of Lemma 2,
oo
]T P (  max c-2n||Sfc -  5 ,n_11|2 > e)
« n - l  < k < l n
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( 6 )lim max c 2n||5t -  S,„_, ||2 = 0, a.s..
°  «n_l<fc<ln
For any n, we may assume that zn_i < n < in. Then
Bn' Sn = Bn l(Sn — Sin_x +  5'ln_1 +  • • • + So), 
where So = 0. Therefore (6) yields that
< p[l|ß„-1||||5„ -  S,„_,|| + • •• + ||Bn- 1||||5,1 -  5o||j 
< pc- i « - U ± c^ '  max ||S ,- 5 , , . ,  ||
k = l  C ' k - l < l < * k
C I .  3 .  a—► U, as n —+ oo,
i.e. limn_ oc R ^Sn = 0, a.s. .
Remark: The matrices {Rn} in Theorem 9 are not necessarily symmetric ma­
trices.
Theorem 10 Assume that {Sn = (5ni, • • •, Snp)'} is a martingale and {An} = 
{a\nj )  is a sequence of positive matrices, which satisfies Amax(An) —► 0, as n —► oo.
If
OO
Y.{a\'}))ESlx< oo,
n = l
then
AnSn ^  0, as n —► oo.
In fact Theorem 10, which is a corollary of Theorem 2.1.3. of Stout(1974), tells 
us that sometimes the diagonal elements of An can play an important role. This 
motivates us to seek some sufficient conditions which do not focus on eigenvalues 
but on the diagonal elements.
Before discussing this, we need some new notation. Let A be a matrix. If A 
is square, the matrix of diagonal elements of A is denoted by diag(A). The set
of elements of diag(A) denoted by {diag(A)}.  If {5n} =  {(5n.i, • • •, 5n,p)} is a 
martingale in Rp, the covariance matrix of Sn is denoted by Fn.
L e m m a  3 Assume that An is a p x p positive definite matrix. Then
^ m a x  ( A n )
^min ( An)
=  0 ( 1)
induces
max{diag{An)} _  
min{dzag(/ln)}
but the converse is not true.
P ro o f: Let An =  (a j^ ). Suppose that a[n} =  min{diag(An)}. Since An is 
positive definite, then
0  <  K l  =  <>i"i | i 4 J t l | -  +  • • • +  ( - l r ' a ^ ' K l,pl
^  la u l ^ i , i l l  +  | a i ? 2 1 ^ 1 , 2 ! I H- - - - - h  la i ? p l ^ i , pdn) (n)l
< Pla i?i l-^i.ill <  PaT,l maxIA- J.( « )
This forces
ma x{diag(An1)}
max, I A]
n  '  ......... Kl
> (pa u ) ”1 =  (p m in {d ia j(/ln) } ) '1.
Therefore
ma.x{diag(An)}
min{dza^(/ln)}
< pma.x{diag(An )} msLx{diag(An)}
< p2\ max{Anl )maix{diag(An)} < p3 =  0 (1).
^min ( An )
But the converse is not true. For example, let
An
n n — 6 
n — S n
where 0 < 6 <  2n. Following the definition of An, it is positive definite, |An| = 
6(2n — 6) and m ax{diag(An)} =  min{dzag(An)}. It is easy to write down the 
eigenvalues of An which are
/^ max(An) — n T n y l  ö(l)
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and
^ m t n ( ^ n )  — f l  ^ y  1 o ( l ) *
Therefore we obtain
lim A max ( )
n^°° Amm(An)
=  o o .
L e m m a  4 If
and
max{<iiag(F„)} _  
min{<üag(F„)}
f E S l E S l J
< Ko<  —
P -  1
< 1,
then ||F n zs bounded, where Dn =  diag(Fn).
P ro o f: Since
\\F;'Dnf  = \ max(D„F-2Dn) 
< tr(DnF - W
= tr(D'JW-' D]J2 D - 'D lJ 2F~' D]J2 Dn) 
<ptr(D'S‘F-'D'fD-n' D ^ F ^ D \ P ) \ mal(Dn)
= ptr( D'J2F- 1 o y 2 D'J2 F-'D'J2D - ' ) \ max(Dn)
< P2 Am0I( o y 2 Fn- ' D\!2 D'J2 F - » DlJ 2) ^ T T T  
<cp2( \ max(D'J2F-'D]l2))2,
for some constant c, the sufficient condition for the boundness of | |F " 1/?n || is the 
boundness of
A max{D\l2F -2D)J2).
However the boundness of Amai{DlJ 2 F^1 DlJ 2) is equivalent to
Am>n(D-ll2FnD - 112) > 0.
Hence it is sufficient to prove Amtn(D~1^ 2 FnD~1^ 2) > 0. Since
D~1/2FnD~l/2 =
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and
we get
E S n 1 Sn, 2
V ESl i ESl i
E Sn p Sn i E S n pSn 2
E  ^ n , l  Snp  ^
V ESh ESl p
y / ES*.rE s h  V Esl * ESln,2
ESntiSnj , „  1
A q <
yjESlESln,J P ~  1
< 1,
A min(D-n^ F nD ^ )  > m i n d - E l ^ ' ! ^  I)
^  \fEbn,lE^ n,k
> 1 — (p — l)A'o > 0. 
Therefore | | 1 ||2 is bounded, and so is | | 1 || 
Using Lemma 4, we have the following theorem.
T heorem  11 Assume that {5n} is a martingale and Dn = diag{Fn). I f  E S F  —► 
oo, as n —+ oo, 1 < z < p, then
(1) D~aS n 0, as n —► oo, a  > 1/2.
(2) I f  Fn satisfies the conditions in Lemma
FEl Sn a-+ 0, as n —► oo.
Proof: The result lim ^oo D~aSn =  0, a.s., follows immediately from the one­
dimensional results \\mn^ 00( E S l t)~a S n<t = 0’ a -s., 1 =  U ‘2, •••,/?.
Since Fn satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4, there is a constant Co such that 
||F ^ 1 Dn || < Co, and using the result of first part of the theorem,
| |F - 15n | |< p | |F - 1Dn||||Z)n- 15n||
<  CopllF^^nll a-^' 0, as n —► oo.
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2 T h e central lim it theorem  for sem im artin ga les
1. In troduction
Given a process {X(}, central limit theory considers the problem of finding con­
ditions under which one can obtain
Aj Xj  iV(0,1), as T — ► oc. (7)
where A j  is a normalizing matrix, deterministic or random. This is a classical 
question. There are comprehensive results for the case where {X(} are sums of 
independent random variables or martingale differences or for which the moments 
satisfy certain conditions. Here, we want to discuss other kinds of conditions for 
semimartingales such that (7) holds. The emphasis is on conditions on the charac­
teristics of the semimartingale.
It is well known that a semimartingale can be determined by its characteristics. 
As discussed in the functional central limit theorem for semimartingales (see Lip- 
ster and Shiryaev (1980, 1981)), we focus our conditions on the characteristics of 
semimartingale.
We denote by C the set of all local martingales M such that Mo = 0 and by V 
the set of all real-valued processes A that are cadlag, adapted, with Aq — 0 and for 
which each path t —► A((u) has a finite variation over each finite interval [0,t]. A 
process X  is called a semimartingale if X  has the form X  = X q + M + A where .Yo 
is finite-valued and T q-measurable, M  £ C and A 6 V. We denote by S  the space of 
all semimartingales. A special semimartingale is a semimartingale X  which admits 
a decomposition X  = X 0 + M + A as above, with a process A that is predictable. 
Sp denotes the set of all special semimartingales. If X  is a special semimartingale, 
the unique decomposition X  = X 0 + M  + A such that M  6 C and A is a predictable 
element of V is called the canonical decomposition of X.
Write bdt for the class of all functions h : Rd —► Rd which are bounded, with 
compact support, and satisfy h[x) = x in a neighbourhood of 0. We call h a 
truncation function if h 6 bd.
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Suppose that X  is a semimartingale in Rd . Let h € bd. Then A X a — h ( A X a) ^  0 
only if || A X a\\ > b for some 6 > 0 and the formulae
X(h) t = £ [ a x 3 -  h{AXa)},
s<t
X(h) = X  - X { h ) ,
V J
define a d-dimensional process X(h)  in V (i.e. its components are in V) and a 
d-dimensional semimartingale X(h).  From the construction of Af(/i), X(h)  is a 
special semimartingale ( i.e. its components are in Sp ). Then there is a canonical 
decomposition of X(h):
X(h) = X 0 + M(h) + B(h).  ( 8)
Definition: (£?(/i), C, v) are the characteristics ( associated with h) of X,  where 
C = (Cl,J)i}J<d is a continuous process in Vtixd, namely
Cl'J = {X' 'c, X J’C)
X c being the continuous martingale part of X  and v being a predictable random 
measure on Rd x Rd, namely the compensator of the random measure /rY associated 
with the jumps of X.
It is known that C and v do not depend on the choice of the function h, while 
B = B(h) does (Jacod and Shiryaev(1987), p76).
Definition: Let h E bf. The predictable process C of \?dxd defined by
Cl'J = {M{h) \M{h)J)
where M(h)  is defined in (7) called the modified second characteristic of X  (associ­
ated with h).
We denote by C2 {Rd) the set of all continuous bounded f u n c t i o n s : —► R  which 
are 0 around 0 and have a limit at infinity. Also Ci{Rd) is a subclass of C2 {Rd) having 
only nonnegative functions,which contains all functions ga(x) = (a|ar| —1)+ A 1 o^r ^  
positive rationals a, and with the property that if r]n and tj are positive measures on
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Rd which do not charge {0} and are finite on the complement of any neighbourhood 
of 0; then 77n(/) —► T){f) for all /  6 Ci(Rl) implies r}n{f) —► r]{f) for all /  € C2(Rd) 
(so C2{Rd) is a convergence-determining class for the weak convergence induced by 
C2{Rd))(Jacod and Shiryaev( 1987), p354).
2. R esults
In the following we just consider the one-dimensional case. All the results pre­
sented here will hold in the multi-dimensional case by changing u | • |” to ” ||.|| as 
appropriate. Suppose X  = (Xt)*>o is a semimartingale in R with the characteristics 
(B(h ), C , v) where h € b].
Let Y  = A X  ,where A is a positive r.v. and h'(x) = A~lh(Ax). Then
Yt(h) = £ [ A n  -  /»(Ay,)]
3<t
= A X, -  h(A A V,)]
3<t
= A 'E [ & X , - h ' ( A X , ) ]
3<t
= AXt(h'),
and therefore
Y(h) = Y -  Y(h) = A(X -  X{h'))
= A(X0 4- M(h') + B(ti)). (9)
Suppose the characteristics of Y  associated with h are (B'(h),C' , //). Comparing 
with (9), we find
B\h)  = AB(h’) = A(B(h) + (V -  h) * u).
Also we obtain
c =  ,
because of
A2C(h') = C'(h) = C ' +  (h2) * v' -  £ ( A S ;)2
J < '
= c  + h2(AX) * V -  A £ ,(V ))2
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and
=  C  +  A 2h'2 * v ~ Y .  A2(A
3 <
A 2C(ti )  =  A 2(C + h ' 2 *u  - £ (
s <
Therefore we can write the characteristics of Y  associated with h as
{ B \ h ) , C ' , v ,) = {AB{h ') ,A2C,v')
= (A{B{h) + (h' -  h ) * v ) , A 2C ,F) .
After the above discussion which makes the relations between (B , C, v) and (£?', 
C ,  v') clear, we now establish the following theorem.
T heorem  12 Suppose that X  is a semimartingale with characteristics (B(h), C }v) 
associated with h (zbdt . Let A — (A*)t>0 be a positive process. If
(1) A t —* 0, as T  —► oo,
(2) A j i B r i h )  — ( X  — h) * vt) -^ 0 , as T  —► oo,
(3) A j Ct +  (At X ) 2 * 1 /7 ^ 1 ,  as T  —► oo,
(4) }q / |r)>A x 2v(ds, dx) 0, as T  —► oo, A —► oo,
then
A t X t N^(0,1), oo.
Proof: Let h'T(x) = A j l /i(Axx) and Y j  = Aj X,.t , 0 <  s <  1. Then VT = 
(T3T)o<a<i is a semimartingale on some stochastic base (Q, T ,  F, P)  and h'T € bt . 
W ithout loss of generality, we can suppose that (Q, T ’, F , P ) is the same for all Y T , 
T =  1,2,* * *. From the discussion above, the characteristic of Y T associated with h 
are
( B T(h ) ,C T, v T) =  (AjBT.(t iT), A't Ct -, vt ).
Let Y  be a Wiener process in [0,1]. The only thing that needs to be proved is
Y  ^ — A j X j  —► Y\ as T  —* oo.
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Following Theorem VIII 2.4 in Jacod and Shiryaev(1987), it is sufficient to prove 
the following facts:
(i) B j ( h ) ^ as T —► oc,
(ii) CJ  i  1, as T  —►00,
(iii) SUP,«! x (|x | > e}) — ► 0, for e > 0, as T  —► 00
(iv) T P A9  * W -+ 0, as T  —► 00, for all g 6 C\(Rl ).
Firstly, we prove (iii). Due to the definition of we have
sup i/^({«$} x {|x| > t} ) =  sup^({sT} x {|x| > e A j 1})
3<1 S<1
< i/([0, T], |x| > tA ^ 1) = f  f  v(ds,dx)
JO - '{ |x |>e/lT1}
< — /  /  A2Tx 2v(ds,dx).
S 2 Jo J{ \x \>eA~1}
( 10)
Because of Assumption 4, V<$ > 0, there are T\ > 0, > 0 such that, if T > T\ and
A > Ai,
T
P ( l  I A\x*v{da,dx) > e26) < 8/2.
Jo */{|x|>A}
Using Assumption 1, for 6 > 0, there is E  C Q and T? > such that, if T > T2
I Ay £| ^ Aj ijj € P ,
and
P (EC) < 6.
Then, combining these results we obtain, if T > T2 ,
P (sup i/T({s} x {|x| > e }) > 6)
3 < 1
1 T
< P( — l  t  A2Tx 2v(ds,dx) > 6)
~  K£ 2 J o J{ \x \>eAZ '\ Tl T }
1 T
< P ( ( - r  /  /  , > S)(~]E) +  P ( E C)
£ 1 Jo J{\x\>eA~1}
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i.e.
=  S.
sup {{«s} x {|x| > c}) -^>0, as T  —► oo.
5 < 1
Secondly, we prove (iv). For any g € Ci(Rd), there are c and a such that 
|flf(x)| <  c |x |2X(|x|>a)(Jacod and Shiryaev(1987), p376). Therefore
g * u\ = f  [  g{ATx)v{ds,dx)Jo Jr
< /  /  c\ATx\2x {\ATX\>a)v{ds,dx)
J 0 J R
~ f  f Cl I  X ( |A 7 'x |> a ) i / ( ^ ’S i dx)
JO * / { x<A}
+ / /„ , c\ATx\2X(\ATx\>a)U{ds,dx).
'0 */{|x|>A}
In the above inequality,
/  L  , n c\ATx\2x (\ATX\>a)v(ds,dx)  Jo J{ |x|>A>
T
< [  [  c \Ajx \2v(ds, dx) 0, as T
A> J  {|x|>A}
OO. ( 11)
By virtue of Assumption 1, for Ve > 0, there is £  C ft such that P ( E C) < e/2 , and 
A j converges uniformly to 0 on E.  Therefore there is a T0 > 0 such that, if T > T0,
A j A < a.
and, if T >  T0,
P (  f  f  c \ A T x \2X(\ATx\>a)v(ds ,dx) > e)
JO J{|r |<A}
T
< P ( E C) + P((Ja j  <A c |i4 r i |JX(Mri|>a)"(<ia><1,:r) >  J )) n  £ )
< P ( E ' ) = ^ -  .
i.e. [  [  c\ATx\2X(\ATx\>a)v(ds,dx) 4  0, as T —► oo. (12)
Jo J{ |x |<  A}
Combining (11) and (12), the result (iv) follows.
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Thirdly, we prove (i). From the relation between B f  and Bj,  we have
Bj{h)  — AjBj{h)  +  Aj ( X  — h) * vj  — (A j X  — h(AjX) )  * uj.
By assumption,
AjBj{h)  +  Aj ( X  — h) * uj  q, as T —> oo.
The only thing remaining to prove is
(At X  -  h(ATX)) *vT ^  0, as T —* oo.
Since h € 6t , there exists ö! > 0, such that
/i(x) =  x lx I < a i.
Therefore
|(i4j.V — /i(A rX )) * v\ = \ J  j  (Ajx — h{ATx))v(ds,dx)\
<
' 0  • ' { M r d < a l} 
"T
<
( T j i1 — /i(A jx))i/(ds,dx)| +  | f  j  (Ajx  — h(ATx))i>(ds,dx)\
do J { l ^ - rx ^ a i }
0 V{|/lTx|>ai}
IAxx|^(ds,c/x) 4- [ f  \h(ATx)\i'(ds,dx)
Jo  J { |/ t j ’x | > a i }
1 rT
< - 4 [ [  x2v(ds, dx) +  Aj f  [ x2i/{ds,dx)
a\ ~ Jo J{\x\>A^.l ai}  a{ Jo J{ \ x \ >Af l a 1 }
for some constant c > 0. Using the same method of proof as in the second part of
the proof, we obtain
( A j X  — h{AjX))  * uj  0, as T —► oo.
Finally, we prove (ii). Following the definition of C,
Cj(h) = A\C(h'T) =  A \(C r + (h')2 * vj)
= A \C r  +  h2(ATX)  * vT
=  Ä j Ct +  ( A j X ) 2 * uj  +  h2( Aj X)  * i/j — * vj.
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Now Assumption 3 gives
Aj Cj  -f (A 7A )2 *1/7 4  1 as T —► 00,
and we can obtain
\h2{AjX)  * is? — ( A j X )2 * uj\ -4 0. as T —► 00,
because of
\h2(AjX)  * vj — ( A j X ) 2 * uj\
-  l/oT Ir{^2(At x) -  (ATx)2)v(ds,dx)\
= \Io /{|ATr|<0l}(^2(^ r ^ )  -  (ATx)2)v(ds,dx)
+ fo /{v4j’x|>ai}(^2( Aj'X ) -  (ATx)2)v{ds,dx) I
^  fo f { A Tx\>a i } v{ds,dx) A A2T fc f {lxl>aiA-i} x 2v(ds,dx)
< C2/ a 2lfo k\A>aiArX} ATx2v(da' dx) +  AT ß
So the theorem is proved.
C orollary 2 I f
(1) [.Y];1/J aA  0 , T -* 00,
(S) [.Y]7l/2(ß (/i) +  ( . Y - / i ) * I/T) “-4 ' 0, as T —> 00,
/o r  any fixed s > 0 
T
[x ]t 1{ ^ 2  ^ x s2 -  f  f  X2v ( d s , d x ) + J ^ ( [  x v ( { s } , dx ) ) 2) -4 0,
as T —► 00,
M  W t 1 / oT /{ |x|> a} x2u(ds, dx) 4 o, as T 0 0 , A 00 ,
then
[ X ) A 2X t ±  0,1).
Proof: Knowing the proof of Theorem 1, we see that the only thing which 
remains to be proved is that [X]jlCT(h') -4 1, as T  —► 00.
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By definition we have
Cj(h)  = [A']J‘Ct(V)
= (A ']/(C r  +  (h'T)2 * v t - ' ^2 ( S  hj (x) i / ( {s]  x dx))2]
$<T JR
=  [.V]f'[(.Yc)r + (h ’j ) 2 At (* M W  x
s<T JR
= 1 -  [ A lf 'lE  A.VS2 -  (h'T)2*»T + Y . ( f  x
s<T s<T ^ R
The last term  can be rewritten as
M L  A -Y’2 -  (h'r)2 * n  +  E (  [  I't (x M { s } X dx))2}
S<T 3<T JR
=  [.Y]?1 L  AAV  -  h2([X\;m X) *vr + Y ( f  K{ X} T/2x H { s } , d x ))2
3<T 3<T JR
T
= [-Y]?1 L  AA'»2-  /  /  h2( [X]?/2x)*v(<U,dx)+Y(  /  A([-Y]?1/2xH { s} .^ )) :
3<T J0 JR  S<T JR
Due to definition of h , there exists an a > 0, such that
h(x)  =  x , Ixl < a
and h is bounded, i.e. |/i(x) | < c for some c > 0; thus
W r H E  ~ (hr )2 * vt + (J^h'T(x)v({s},dx))2}
3<T
[X}t  E  AA^ 2 -  i  L x r l p {< \ X\ Tlx2v(ds,dx) 
s<7 •'O “'{ ID jt x l^a /
+ E ( . .  [A1 ? 1/ 2x i / ( { s } ,d x ))2
^<7 •'{IPHt xl^a)
T
— f  l  h2{[X]j 1^ 2 x)u(ds^dx)
Jo ] { \x\>a[X)Z'/>} U JT '  V '
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, /{ |x |>a[X ]^}
+2 E  L x r >„ K f  /i([.Y]?1/2x)^{s},dx)
S< T J { ll^ lr  x l^a / -'{|x|>a[X]T' }
But the fourth term on the right hand side of this equation,
•T
'0 J{\x\>a[X}- ' /2}
h2{[X]Tl/2x)i>(ds, d x )I
2 j*
< —z  f  f  . [Ar] x 2v[ds,dx)  0, as T —► oo.
a2 Vo V{|x|>a[X];1/2}
For the same reason, the fifth term and the sixth term tend in probability to 
as T  —► oo.
Let us consider the first three terms. We can rewrite them as
m ? ' I : Axs2 - j oT j  \X\?x'v(d»,dz)
3<T
+ E ( / .  K 1/2
3<T '/ {lxl<al*]r }
= [X ]j1 ^  A r ,2 -  /  f  [ X \ j l x 2v(ds,dx)
S<T  Vo V{|x|<A}
+ E ( / . ,  .[A ]r1/2x//({s},dx))2
^ r r  X <AVs<T 
rT
r{A<|x| <a[X)?‘ Y
-  /  /  1/2 [X]J lx 2u(ds,dx)
+ 5 ' /{A<|x|<a(A']l/2}
[ X ] t 1/ 2x i / ( { s },  d x ) ) '
+ 2 E j |i|<A)[A1?I/2- ( { ^ } , ^ ) i : / A<|i|£aW,/^ A 1 ? ‘/2xK{,},<ix).
s<T ^flx l -^ l
So for Ve > 0,
^ (l[A 1 f‘ E  Ax’2~C L ,<s< y  “*0 *'{M£a[A]y }
zero
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+ £ (  J  [X]?1/2i l/(W ,< fc))2| > e)
3<T  '/ {|x|<a[X]r/ }
T
< PfKXjj1 V  A x 32 — f  f  [X] j lx 2v(ds, dx)
3<t J®
+ £ ( / . .  [A”]T1/2xi/({5},</x))2| > j )
S<T ■/ {I*I>A} 4
[A 'J j jr / /(d s ,dx)\ > - )  +
+r(iE(/.........
0 y{A <|i|<a(A ']^2} 
^V{A<|i|<a[A]i./J}
+ P(l2V j^ < J XrT' '2X,/{{ShdX)^ l^i{A<|x|<a[.Y]^/2}[ X ] t 1/2x / / ( { s } , ^ x ) | >3<t  -r(l*l<*}
By Assumptions 1, 3 and 4, and using the same technique as in Theorem 1, it is 
easy to obtain that
•T
A x ,2 -  /
3<T
Wr* E ~ J. ],...<T JO ^{|x|<a[X]T }
+ E(/,, rvll/!,[-V] r 1/2l l / ({'S} . ^ ) ) 2 A  0. as r  —* oo.s<7 '/ {lxl<a[A]7' }
So
{X}r'CT(h') A  1, as T -  co
and
[X]t'Xt J* iV(0, l ) ,  a s T - o o
C orollary 3 / /
f ij  (.Yc) j 1/2 = C j 1/2 0, as T -> oo,
(%) {Xc)J1/2(B(/!) + (.V -/i)*^T) A 0, as T —* oo,
/or any fixed £ > 0
( . r ) ? 1 [ T I  x2u(ds,x)-  E (  / ,  , , x ^ M ^ x ) ) 2 4  0-
*/{|x|<s} 3< j  “'{ |x|< c}
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to I ^
(4) ( X c)t 1 Io /{ iz |> e }  %2v(ds, dx)  4  0 ,
as T  —► oo,
as T —* oo, as A —► oo.
then
{Xc)t 1/2X t 4 /V(0,1). as T —► oo
The proof is the same as that of Corollary 1.
The following Corollary can be seen as a special application of the Theorem 1.
Corollary 4 Suppose that Sn = X % and {X,},>i are i.i.d., in which E X x = 0 
and E X \ 2 < oo. Then
1 £ . v , 4  jv(o,i).
\JnEXi
Proof: Following Theorem 1, one only needs to prove that
(i) - j = ^ ( B n(h) -  (X -  h) * vn) o, as n —► oo,
(“ ) Tex? 0 * + * Vn ^  as n —► oc,
(iii) -^ T x^ X 2 x m > ^ Vn ^  as n -+ oo, A —► oo,
where (P n(/i), Cn, i/n) are the characteristics of Sn = Yl\ X{ . Since are
i.i.d., following p375 and p371 in Jacod and Shiryaev(1987), (i) is valid. Following 
p97 in Jacod and Shiryaev(1987), Cn=0 because {X,}t>i are i.i.d. and
xy * vn = X 2 * „»
\JnEXi2 
= nE( X ‘ ) • - ! .
\jnEXi
So (ii) is true.
Finally, by calculating
n E X x (A'2X{|X|>a>) * vn
'
(iii) is proved and we obtain the Corollary.
E (X xX{\xl\>\} 4  0 as A —► oo,
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